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" AVO " Instruments, by their simplicity, extreme versatility and
high accuracy, make possible that economy of time which is the
essential feature of servicing and maintenance.
These two compact pocket-size instruments, with the " Avo " high
standard of accuracy, ate particularly reeut,Imended where extremely
small size and economy of weight are primary considerations.
TheUNIVERSAL .Av0MINOR
1Yeettíeal Measuring Instrument
An accurate moving coil meter providing
22. ranges of readings of A.C: voltage,
age, current and resistance, on
a 3-inch scale. Total resistance 20o,000
ohms. Self-contained for resistance
measurements up to 20,000 ohms, and
by using an external source of voltage
the resistance ranges can be extended
to to megohms. The ohms compensator for incorrect voltage works on
all ranges.
Suitable her use as an
output meter when the A.C. voltage
ranges are being used. Complete with
leads, testing prods, crocodile clips, and
instruction booklet.
Size : 4," x 31° X I}".

The D.C. AvOMINOR
Measuring Instrument

Electrical

A 2,1 -inch moving coil meter for making

D.C. measurements of milliamps, volts
and ohms. The total resistance of the
meter is 800,000 ohms, and full scale
deflection of 300 v. or.600 v. is obtained
for a current consumption of 3mA. or
6mA. respectively.

Supplied in velvet lined case, complete with pair of leads, interchangeable
testing prods and crocodile clips, and a
comprehensive instruction- booklet-

Size

:

4" x 3"

X

Orders can now only be accepted which bear o
Government Contract Number and Priority Rating.
Sole Proprietors and

Il".

Manufacturers

:-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I
'Phone : V/Ctorio 3404-8

PREMIER RADIO

METERS. First grade army type Universal Test deters in
shockproof hakelite cast, muses 10, Ito.. 500 volts at 1,000
ohms per volt A.C. and U.C., t, IQ 100 ut/a. D.C., 0.00,000'
ohms, £8 15s. Od.
FIRST GRADE 1IETERS Olin. diameter, l miliiamp, £2 12s.
500 microampe.,1 £218s. 611.7 41in. 1 nulliamp., £.4 5s. Od.;
300 microamps., £3 ils. 6d. 11estm^honse Meter Rectifie[
for either type, 10/-. Multiple shunts 16. 100, 500 rn¡a., 10,Any .value multiplier; se each.
TUNING PACKS. Complete assembly of serial and OSO coils
covering 12,35, 34-100, 200-530 mettes, seaveelyüye smith,
Iron core 19"S, gang condenser,. raiilnv,ted 9,31: dial, drive,
trimmers, padºlers, .and 'complete B F resistance.' condenser
network-, completely wired eirenit supplied, £3 losAli
the parts necessary to eotnpiete a sis-stage siperhet can he
supplied.
SUPER QUALITY -AMPLIFIERS, 12 watts output, high and
low gain Inputs situ varier, treble and tas controls. two DE
30.11,000 ey les, negative feedback, 2,4,'8, and 15 ohms
output, 41414x,
A-C./D.C. AMPLIFIERS. 3 watts output, high sain: threestage, feedback, £8 8s Od. '
BATTERY CHARGERS for 2 v. Sett. at i ay 23/-; for 2,
4 or 0 r. bait, at 1 a. 45
for W. Satt. at
30/-; for
2, 6 or 12v. bate. at 1 a., 405; for 0 v., belt. at 4 a., £310x.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 300+300 y.. 90 a/ll-, three 4 v.
-

-

2-3 a. windings, 25i-: 350+.&50 100 m?a.. 5 r. 2 a., 6...9 v.
=3 a., 291
50+350 100 m/a three 4 v. 2.3 a. windings,
two 4 v. 2-3 a., two 4 v. 1 a.
/-; 350+350 150
Windings, 39/-; 350+350 130 'rn/a., 3v. 2a. 6.2 v. 2 a.,
6.3 v. 2 a., 3O/-; r00+556 250 toga., a v. 3 a., 6.c v. 2
6.3'v., 4 a., 65/-.; 425+435 200 mja., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-0 a., 47/-; 750+350 1.30 aria., 4 v.' 1.2 a., 4.v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 1-4 a., 361- : 500+500 110 a¡á., four 4 v.- 2.2a. LT
windings, 47/-.
1-VALVE BATTERY S.W. RECEIVER, meth 2 -snit valve
4 coils, 12-170 m baadspread tuning 56'- including tax.
STEEL CHASSIS, 10 x 8 s tyro., 7`- ,. 16 _ Sie., ß'0 ; 20 s Sin.,

.a/a

10/0.'

a

SHORT-WAVE COILS.
St octal sockets. 4 -Fin
aerial coils 9-11, 12-26,
22-47, 419.1 or 76-170
m., 2/8' each 150-350 or
255-550 m
3,
4901,000 or 1,000.,40 rp.,
4/-; fhpin Hai. tra s

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. .Bola 33 -or Sin. P.31, no
,rant.,
with trans., 20 6: Cnudnnans :tie,.

nº trans., 30,-. Midget, standard el' P.P. iran.. for cuy
Super ma ety Slant
trans.
tnrmetsmatch any tube single ütatch-maker'onipnt
or P.P. to any vake eta,
7-watt, 22,6; lä-suit 30!-; 30-watt, 48,8: -do sots,
586.
P.M.

above, lOiN

CHORES 8R. :300 ohms, 40 m/a., 4iß: 2014 .400
0 3017 lí10
a., 400 ohms, 15'-, 30 so., biz;1
ms, 1-30 ,o/-.. 2523H., 250 m;a., 120 onus.. 393:
1111., 500 nqs., es4,111%,..,95/-:
0-200 m., 2/6.
SMOOTRING CONDENSERS.
0 m£,
v., 2 3; 25 mt.,
SHORT-WAVE CONv.,2/3 -50...dí., sov 3.8; 2mf .i0 12
c.:
2 mf., 350v.,
DENSERS. all - braes,
4,6 ; 4 m .,. 450 v.. 7 6'---8+8 mf., 300v..3'9
.onslc fanged, 15-141mìd., 090 v., 10;8; I8+10 lei., 450 v., 123; 16 8.8 ; 8+10
rat., 150 v., 5;-;
2/11; 2ï iumfd., 3'8;
25 mf., :110 v., 5/5.
40 mrtdÁ., -3/3; 100
mmfd., 3J11; 1601mºld , sustains. 2 rum Syatolies, 2 d. vd.: resin -cared solder,
per eon or 43 per lb.; screened -pin hags awl socket,_
áfß; 230 anmfd., 5S; 6d.
rang, 160 nurfd., 15, ; 94. ditto, 8-pin, 2; ; Octal so keta. ikd. ; ditto, asopheno
abaft ewpiere, 7'd. ; -type, 1/3. Morse buyers, 1/IL Valve sereeus, í/2. 2.01,5,
Od. Pointer Iambs, 1/1. Crocodile clips, 4d,
flexible ditto, 1/8, (lain " ;and
MIDGET '.1." TYPE.. ' time ' indleateir plates, 711. Itsi_et, any ire. Si. ruse
bohler,, 6d, G -volt vibrators, 4 -pin, 12,+6. Crystal pickups,
12-35,
COILS,
10-47,
.3 1ße SA. in..:iuil ,g tax.
1-1011, nt 01. 250-750,
700-^_,001 200, a,
va1- AMERICAN VALVES Many types in stork
able as 11.P. Irare.,
prices,Ira'oelfng 010 GI's' 5172,59;4, 2.11,0 -,,.at eontmiled
6E7, 6Aß,..
aerial, or ose, colds, 2)3 43'lä, It , 121957, 212%', _,LO,
42, 80. .1N1, i111, ITS, 357.4.
ease,. Suitable Yasley
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE. 1.11,- reel, le or /S type
wave -change
S'g 330; 8 or 8 g.. 4'2: 30 g..4i4;.
switches, every type 20 g.. 8i8; 22 or 24
32 ' 4/6
,.1 -, 5i-; 36 a.. 5:8, 18 g., 64available: locators, 2/ each; wafers, 1/. each. REACTION CONDENSERS, hakelite dielectric,
.0001, 2,9;
Suitable small 2 -gang
.0663, 2,1.1; .0003, 2,3; .0003 dig., 3,8.
conderreers; .0005, 15/-;
=nítaSie matched pairs RESISTANCES. 360 a 180 a 60 a 60 ohms,
sing, 5.6;
500
s
190
o 100 a 1011
180 s 100, .2 amp., 5.8 ; 40,000
Ironcoted- 465 KM. 1.18.
truss., 15'- pair; ndM_et. ohms tapped every 5,000 ohms, 30 w., 5;-; 5 r., see. Gd
; 1 sr., 9d. each.
each
pain
Suitable
typo, 21;
GO maid trimmers, IfVOLUME CONTROLS, any value. 3/9: with snitch, 8,6.
mac.. pacifier 750 truant,
ELE6TRIc CLOTHEs'PRE38um IRONS, pre -oar 'praise.
1/9.
Weight

5;

9.15, 12-26,2247, 41-941
or 76-170 m. 2/8. $W
chokes, 10-105
1f3
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Send for details of other accessories available. All enquiries
mast be accompanied by a 21 S
.. stamp.
-

ALL

POST ORDERS

CALLERS TO t

TO: JUBILEE WORKS,

167, LOWER-CLAPTON ROAD,
LORDOI/, E.5. (Amherst 4723.)
Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2335)
-
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

13th YEAR
OF ISSUE

BY THE EDITOR

Shops to Reopen
OLIVER LYTTELTON, President of the and trade associations for manufacturers. Either can
Board of Trade, recently announced that agree to increase their prices .which are always
licences to reopen closed retail businesses passed on plus a percentage to the consumer. He
are now being granted to any ex -trader, whether he is without any protecting organisation, except the
was or was not in the forces, whose name is in the Government, which must be watchful to see that
Register of Withdrawing Traders or is eligible for it does not créate the very evils it wants to destroy.
inclusion in it.
He made the important announcement, also, that Licences
ex -traders who wished to open in a district other LICENCES will be granted as hitherto to war
than that in which their original business was.
disabled persons who were not formerly
located, or even who wished to start some business traders and also to persons who acquire the goodwill
other than that in which they were formerly engaged, of an existing business or who remove to other
will be permitted to do so, provided this will not premises in the same shopping area, with the imbe inimical to the interests of others who are on the portant proviso that there must not be a change
register.
in the size and character of the business. Further
He did not state who was to decide this latter licences will not be granted on the ground of essential
point, but presumably the Local Price Regulation public need, although sympathetic consideration
Committee will do so. If this is indeed the case we will be given in those cases where personal hardship
wish to register a protest against it. In our view, would result from a refusal to grant such licence.
Local Price Regulation Committees have not funcAs the 5939 level seems to be the datum upon
tioned fairly or satisfactorily. Many of those who which the Government is basing its rehabilitation
serve on these committees are themselves retailers plans, and this datum is deciding its policy in relation
and have during the war raised selfish opposition to the granting of licences, it should be pointed out
under the pretext that they were protecting local that in 1939 there were many districts which were
trade.
These committees have been virtually notoriously badly served from the point of view of
granted local monopolies by the Board of Trade radio servicing, and the inevitable shift of population
and 'we should like to see their terms of reference during the war to new districts, a high percentage of
considerably overhauled or the committees them- which population will remain, has rendered the 5939
selves abolished in favour of
basis not only obsolete, but
some independent tribunal, able
unfair.
We suggest that the
""'"'"'"f
fairly to assess the value of
whole matter should be reviewed
Editorial and advertisement Meer :
"Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
opposition to a new business.
again when the General Election
Tower Rouse. Southampton Street, Strand,
It is, of course, vitally imW.C.S.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4563.
is over.
Powers which the
Telegram : Newnea, Rand, London.
Gbvernrnent arrogated unto itself
portant'to protect the interests
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian
Magazine
Post.
for
of those who are still in the
the purposes of fighting the
The Editor trill be pleased to consider
forces or who are engaged on
war should be taken from it now
articles of a practical nature suitable for
war work to which they have
that
the emergency has passed -publication in PRACTICAL \TIRELESS. Such
articles should be written on one side of the
been directed, and it would be
unless, of course, the electors
paper only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does
grossly unfair to allow a new
decide at the .polls that it prefers
not hold himself responsible for .manuscripts,
trader to start up in opposition
the shackles of control to the
eery effort will be me to return them if so
stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
before the original trader in a
freedom of enterprise.
.411 correspondence intended for the Editor
particular locality has had a
should he addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL
Export Licence Relaxation
WrºELoss, George Sr,ehes, Ltd., Touer House,
chance to get going again. We
Southampton Street, Strand, 'ß'.C12.
THE list of goods which
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
must, however, be careful to see
require export licences has
wireless apparatus and to our efforts Ito keep
that we do not destroy the only
our readers in touch with the latest develop
been considerably reduced by a
ments, eve give no warranty that apparatus
safeguard against exploitation
described¢ is oar columns is not the subject
new Order of the Board of Trade
pf letters patent.
which the public possessesnow in force. All the remaining
Copyright in all drawings, photographs slid
namely, fair competition.
articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
countries are removed from the
specifically
reserved
throughout
the eaºsotries
The feeling of the country is
list of territories to which the
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A.
Reproductions
or imitations of any
against cartels and monopolies,
export of all goods is controlled.
of these are therefore expressly forbidden.
yet those loudest in voicing their
PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates "Amateur
Wireless receiving sets and a
Wireless."
opposition are those who almost
large range of electrical products
The fact that goods suade of rote materials
in the same breath demand a
in short supply owing to war conditions- are
may now be exported without
advertised in this paper should not be taken
local monopoly for themselves.
licence. The full list 'can be
an indication that they are necessarily
available for export,
'the consumer always pays.
obtained from the Board of
There are unions for workpeople
Trade, Millbank, S.W.
MR.
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Dutch Gratitude to B.B.C.
a recent broadcast from the Dutch station, " Resur=

IN_ gent Netherlands," it was announced that " in order
to show the gratitude of the Dutch nation for the splendid

work of the B.B.C., a temporary committee has been
formed to offer the B.B.C., as soon as this is possible, a
tribute, a permanent memento. A suitable gift is
thought to be a typical Dutch memorial window.
The temporary committee, it was added, consists of
Herman Weldehof, of Amsterdam, who took the initiative,
and Fritz Toch, of Baarn. Public subscriptions have
been invited.
"

Secret Submerged Radio Stations

DETAILS were recently released of the secret German.

1.

automatic radio and meteorological stations which
were submerged far out in the Atlantic. These " stations"
appear to have played an important part during the
last four years of the European war.
The first " station " to be discovered was' picked up
-

WIRELESS

"Prom." Season at Albert Hall
THE B.B.C. announces that the 5rst season o
Promenade concerts will be given at the Albert
Hall from July 2rst to September r5th inclusive. The
orchestras will be the London Symphony Orchestra and
the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Basil Cameron
and Sir Adrian Boult will be joint chief conductors, and
the associate conductor will be Mr. Constant Lambert.
Channel Islanders Listened on Crystal Sets
THROUGHOUT the years of the German occupation
the voice of the B.B.C. kept the Britishers in the
Channel Islands in touch:with home, and gave them the
courage to wait on quietly for the liberation which came
to them last May. Almost every family daily heard the
news from London and listened regularly on the Home
Service and overseas wavelengths.
No wonder the word " crystal is a magic word,
there. For in June, rg42, the Germans banned all radio
sets and ordered that every one must be surrendered.
Most of them
m were seized. Houses were searched regularly,
and the people were told that to
possess a radio or to listen hi to
the B.B.C. would mean death or
imprisonment.
1or- a few days the islanders
were without news. And then to
the rescue of all came Mr. Louis
Roche, of St. Helier, an electrician. He taught the islanders
all about crystal sets. Not the
crystal sets you knew in the
early days of the B.B.C.; they
were fat too big and bulky when
Germans were always outside
the door and might walk in at
ant Minute of the day or night.
.

-

The "Broken

Clock"

Receiver
Louis Roche crystal -sets
were in hundreds of shapes
and sizes and, disguises. On the
mantelpiece in the home of Mr.
B. Davies, of St. Helier, was a
red alarm clock that was invariably wrong. " The clock is
broken," he always told the
Germans when they asked about
it.. actually it was a two -valve
receiving set. By attaching wires
the two winding screws,
'twiddling the screw which moves
the hands, and listening through
small headphone from a telephone receiver, he received faint
During the war in Europe, -a once fashionable Paris Hotel played an.:nportant
clear the voice of London.
but
part as the nerve centre of -all the news from the Western Front. The Another two -valve set was built
illustration shows a telephoto transmitter, installed in one of the hotel batlarcoins,
inside a two-inch tin. But most
and being operated by a member of the U.S. Signals Corps. From titis room
of the homes contented themnews photographs were wirelessed to all parts of the world.
selves with simply -made crystal
sets. Some were built in matchoff Slyne Head, intact and in working order, -and was boxes. The smallest of all was an intricate job inside
a gramophone needle box.
fdtwarded in sections to the Admiralty.
Louis Roche charged a small price for each set he
These submerged stations were about sooft. long,
his spare time
and their main features included : Undersea moorings, made, but wanted no profits. He spenthisallfellow
islanders
gyroscopic control, automatic aerialswith short-wave and leisure making them, or showing
and spent
lie
was
caught
Once
how
to snake them.
beam -sending apparatus, and an electric- motor for
set on'
he
he
came
out
when
months
in
jail,
but
at
fixed
several
take
observations
raising the aerial mast to
at once to make hundreds of calls round the island to
times.

THE

-

.

-

-

-
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repair faulty crystals. The German Command were
given almost daily a clue which might have led them
to the secret of how the Channel Islanders were
breaking their radio ban, but they never realised it.
Every day there were complaints of ear-pieces being
missed from telephones. These were the ear -pieces
which, after a minor adjustment, were attached to the
crystal sets, so that every islander could daily listen in
and hear "This is London Calling."
'

"The Voice of Norway"
THE Norwegian poet and patriot, Nordhal Grieg,
did much by word and ,deed to inspire his fellow countrymen with a true love for their homeland and a
belief in the ultimate triumph over the German invader.
Many of the Norwegian fishermen and farmers have
his poems by heart.
All that is mine, demand," he wrote in allegiance
to his country during the days of peace,, and when war
broke out he accepted the challenge and shared fiercely
in the fight for freedom. He saw military serviéeduring
hostilities in Norway and played an important part in
the safe removal of the Norwegian gold reserves to this
country. He later took part in the hazards of war by
sea and air, and died in December, 1941 while taking
part in an operational flight over Berlin.
To Nordhal Grieg such occasions as May r7th,
Norwegian Independence Day, were always opportunities for reaffirming his faith in the land he loved
so well.

This year on that date a special programme, The
Voice of Norway," about his life and his work, written
and produced by Louis MacNeice, was broadcast in the
Home Service.
It included Norwegian music and
translations of some of Grieg's poems by G. M, GathorneHardy+.
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Reichswehr ordered the release and exemption of
scientists from military service."
Britain did not make the same mistake. Her scientists
were employed to the best advantage on research work
both in and out, of the Services.

"Radio Dick" Service
A MONG the most interesting souvenirs in the B.B.C.
+ra ware archives are some hundred or so specimen
copies of Serviçe " Radio Dick " news -sheets. Some,
elaborately set out cyclo-style productions of several
pages, complete with cross -headings, maps and illustrations, showing the hand of the experienced journalist.
others, neatly typewritten single page sheets; others
again, hand-written, or block -printed pieces of paper of
telegraphic brevity.
Radio Dick " is the nickname given by the Forces
to the men who take down the special News Bulletins
broadcast by the B.B.C. at dictation speed for the
Services overseas.
It has been a matter of surprise to many who have
visited the fighting contingents, whether on the battlefronts or at isolated outposts, that these news -sheets
have always been a focal point of urgent interest to
the Forces. As a fresh sheet appears, men in twos and
threes will run to read, mutter the contents and race off
to pass it on.

THE

Appreciation from the Forces
B.B.C. started this

bulletin

on January 23rd,

1944, in response to a widespread wish for news
read at a slow speed which could be written down by
hand at the receiving end and passed on. The bulletin
soon won great appreciation, and on September 5th,
it was increased in length from 15 to 20
1941,.
minutes.
The bulletin is introduced With the words : ":This ïa
London calling Forces everywhere and especially the.
Editors of Forces' papers and ships' papers.' It -gives
brief, latest news headlines, read at normal speed, and
is followed by news of the past 24 hours read at dictation

German Tribute to Radiolocation
is interesting to note that the Admiralty employs
2. about. 3,000 scientists in its various departments and
laboratories, and has recently embodied them into the
newly formed Royal Naval Scie ntific Service. This shows speed.
that the ,KRoyal Navy i s
alive to the importance of
maintaining research i n
peace and war.
Early ill 1944,, Admiral
Doenitz gave a talk to
German Naval Officers in
which he said :
" At the end of last year
and the beginning of this,
one development became
very obvious which, long.
ago, even in peacetime, had
been feared, that t h e
enemy might deprive the
U-boat of its essential
feature-the element o f
surprise -by means of
radiolocation. With these
methods ,he has conquered
the U-boat menace.
" The scientists' w h o
created .radiolocation have
been called the saviours of.
their country. So, it was
not superior strategy or
tactics that gave him
success in the U-boat war,
but superiority in scientific
research.
" Germany made the great
mistake of calling up her
scientists into the armed
The Du Mont Television Laboratories, of New York, in conjunction with the Missing
forces instead of letting them
Persons Bureau, are conducting televised broadcasts as an aid in the tracing of missing
continue their researches, people. Our illustration shows the engineers at the transmitting board with its many
and it was not until eight
dials and screens from which the final control of density and light is made prior to and
months later that the
during the broadcast.

IT
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A Direc tío na! Three
Self-contained and Portable.

By

F.

G. RAYER

THIS receiver has a rotating frame
aerial fixed to the chassis and
can thus be used anywhere, as
no aerial or earth are needed, although
the main advantage does not Iie in
this. Rather does it consist in taking
advantage of the directional properties
of the frame-not necessarily to bring
up any particular station to full
strength by setting it in line with
the transmitter, but by removing
interfering signals by setting it with
its axis to the point where they
originate. The frame is not of very large
diameter, but gives a good pick-up, as
it is in free space and not adjacent
to batteries, etc., as in a normal
portable.

Standard Circuit
The circuit (Fig. I) is quite standard,
an H.F. stage being followed by
detector with reaction and one L.F.
stage. Tuned anode coupling is used
for maximum gain, and also a transformer coupled tetrode or, pentode to
This
give good L.F. amplification.
enables a small MC speaker, which
will fit upon the chassis in the space
shown to the right of the tuning controls, to be operated
VM volume control is used, which,
satisfactorily.
combined with the judicious use of reaction and the
directional properties of the aerial, enables most stations
.

The Completed Receiver.

fo be received free from interference. For long-distance
reception phones can be used if desired.
The receiver is constructed upon a metal chassis, and
the layout will be seen in Fig. 2. All parts relating to
H. T.
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2.-Top

of chassis layout.

the detector stage are below chassis, and the coil does
not need screening to prevent interaction with the frame.
A manufacturer's surplus chassis was used, the top being
covered with a sheet of zinc. This was for appearance's
sake only and can be omitted, or even a sheet of cardboard may be used to cover the unwanted holes.
The frame turns upon a length of tin. diameter rod,
fixed upright from the chassis by screwed rods and
dismantled shaft -couplers. The rod. is braced to the top
of the gang condenser to make it quite firm. The earth
return to the frame is taken through this rod, and the
grid connection by means of ä length' of flexible wire.
The latter is screened to prevent stray pick-up,as is
the lead from the gang condenser to .the grid of the
H.F. valve (see Fig. z). The trimmer and tuning
condenser are earthed through the chassis, and the
latter fitted with a reduction drive and scale.
Leads to the speaker are taken from the upright
.00z mfd. condenser mounted by the detector valve
to the right of the chassis.
Layout of Components
-Diost of the components are underneath, and Fig. 3
shows the location of these. If the potentiometer is of
the type which has the spindle connected internally to
the slider, then it will be necessary to insulate the
component with fibre washers from the chassis. Failure
to attend to this will make the VM control inoperative.
There is not, much wiring, but it should be run as
shown to prevent instability, especially in the H.F.
stage. The grid and anode leads of the H.F. valve are
screened, as shown in Fis. z and 3, the outside brading
being connected to the chassis.
Both the H.F.C. and coil are mounted on the front
runner of the chassis, well apart. The L.F. transformer
is upon the back runner. Lengths -of Ilex are used for
battery connections, these all going through a rubber
grommet in the one side runner and being twisted
-

together.
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Frame Aerial
The location and dimensions of the frame aerial will
be seen in Fig. 4. Each of the six pieces comprising it
are bin. ling and ein. wide. Thin plywood is used, it
being secured at the corners by an overlapping angle
piece Of thick cardboard. When adjusted to the proper
shape, a cross brace of thin string is taken from each
corner. All .these are bound together in the centre
as a result the frame will be quite solid and cannot
collapse oraget out of shape, while being light and easy
to make.
The bottom strip of the six is slightly wider in the
centre, and 'this permits it being secured by two short
screwed rods or bolts to a large dial of the old-fashioned
type, the winding on the frame passing between the
rods. The centre of .the dial is fitted with a bush which
will turn freely, but without wobble, on the upright
rod secured to the chassis. Examination of the illustrations will make the general arrangement clear.
The frame winding consists of 55 feet of 24 D.C.C. wire,
each turn being spaced slightly from its neighbour.
One end of the winding is taken to one of the screwed
rods which contacts the metal rod, and the other to the
H.F. section of the tuning condenser. The wire should
be wound on evenly, and as tightly as possible.
The tuning coil is also home -wound. A i *in. diameter
former is used. The grid winding is 90 turns of 32
enamelled wire, close wound. Approximately fin.
fròm the bottom end of this winding is the reaction
winding of 55 turns of similar wire pile wound. Connections will be seen in Fig. 3. The coil is secured to the
front runner by a long screwed rod and cross piece as
shown.

Cross

Bracing

All

Dial and

FFrem. Free

Tuning
Condenser
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Fig. 4.-Front view, showing location of frame aerial.
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Ganging
It will be -realised that the circuits must gang, properly, and if there is any doubt about the gauges of
wire, etc., used an experimental test should be made to

To

Tuning

Condenser
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illilll{Gi!
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get the circuits in tune. The trimmer connected to the
frame is of rather large capacity, and should not need
much adjustment throughout the tuning range. Two
separate tuning condensers were employed in place of
the gang condenser and trimmer originally. This
removed ariy ganging difficulties, but it was found later
possible to use a twin condenser instead,
Stray capacities in the screened wires, and other
things, will effect the tuned circuits, but it should be
possible to adjust the trimmer to a definite peak for best
results throughout the tuning range. If this is not
possible, a temporary trimmer can be connected to each
section of the. gang condenser in turn to see which is
tuning to the lower wavelength, and turns removed
from the frame or coil as necessary to bring the circuits
in line. If additional capacity across the detector
circuit gives the desired effect it will be necessary to
remove turns from the frame, and vide versa.
An ample H.T. voltage is recommended, and the battery
can be fitted in the cabinet below the chassis. The
frame 'is rotated as necessary, remembering that when
it is in line with the transmitter pick-up is at a maximum,
-
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and when its axis is in line, at a minimum.
If the
leads and gang -condenser are screened, pick-up at the
minimum position for any station will be practically
zero, which is just the effectdesired.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Two 4-pin and one 5 -pin chassis valve -holders.
i Two .0003 mfd: mica fixed condensers.
.002, .05, and 21 mfd. paper condensers.
i 2-gang .0005 tuning condenser.
.0001 mfd. panel -mounting trimmer.

.0003 mfd. reaction condenser.
30,000. 50,000 ohm, and 1 and 2 megohm resistors.
megohm potentiometer with switch.
i Parafeed transformer, about 1 : 4 ratio.
Small high frequency choke.
i Metal
Reduction drive and scale.
i Wire for frame and coil ; knobs, etc.
Valves : Mullard PM12H, Ever -Ready 1C30C, Mullard i
PM22A, or similar types.

chassis.i
_i
-
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-

-
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Two-way Communication Switchboard
By N.

THIS simply constructed switchboard allows you to
relay radio programmes, operate -a two-way
communication system or listen in, to any room
in your house. Only an ordinary radio receiver with
gramophone pick-up and extension speaker terminals,
together With a few cheap speakers. suitable for the
set, a microphone or sensitive headphone, some double
pole double thuow switches and a tumbler switch are
required. The speakers are fitted in various rooms as
ro

External

D. FORD

-

speaker, asvthe external speakers will act as mikes when
spoken into.
To Conduct two-way conversation, you only have to
operate the room speaker switch, from Radio position
when you speak, to Microphone position *hen the
room occupant speaks. Also speech from one room can
be heard in the other rooms on the speaker system by
manipulation of the switchboard.
Yöu can also listen into any room by putting receiver
To

L.S.

Terminals on
-Receiver

External

LS,

Terminals on
Receiver

Mike

.3>

{j
QPDT. S.W

ro Cramo. PU
Termina/s on

Receiver

FRONT

_

To

Mike Switch

Various

External Speakers

To

e

D.PD:T, SW

DPiJT. SbU

Various

External Speakers

To

Gramo

PU,

Terminals on

BACK

Receiver

The board is shown wired for three external speakers, but any number can be fitted, an extra D.P.D. T. switch,
in parallel with, the rest, having to be added for each L.S.
A sensitive headphone may be used in place of
the microphone, if desired.

desired and the microphone or headphone is mounted control -to Gramophone, switching the microphone out
on the Switchboard as shown. Cheap insulated bell wire and putting the desired room speaker switch to Microcan be used for the installation, which is wired as in phone position, when sounds from that room, provided
the diagram, the switchboard being fixed close by the they are sufficiently loud, will be heard on -the radioradio.
receiver speaker or may be' relayed to other rooms as
To relay radio -programmes to any particular -room, desired. .This is useful for locating the -whereabouts
put the switch for `that room up to Radio position. To of noisy children, playful dogs, snorers, etc.
speak to any room; switch the receiver control to.
¡This system is not confined to one house, as it may
Gramophone, put the switch for the desired room to be run for short distances to friends' houses, workshops
Radio position, switch the microphone in circuit and or 'sheds, but the outdoor wiring must be good. It is
speak into it. To receive reply, switch the room speaker advisable not to use more than two external speakers
to Diemhone position and listen on the radio receiver on the output side of the receiver at the sani time.
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An Electric Guitarette
A

Novel Musical Instrument to Construct
By "EXPERIMENTALIST"

THIS instrument is played like a Hawaiian guitar and
sounds like one, but unlike such six -stringed
instruments,- it only boasts a single steel string,
hence its unusual, if not apt, name.
A test model, designed and built by the writer, gave
surprisingly good results. Theoretically, it was realised
that by using an earphone as a reproducer unit the
model would, or must, work, since-as we have seen in
previous articles-an earphone piece -has been made to
serve as a reproducer for a pick-up, ºoud-speaker, etc.

The Handle

The handle piece, detailed at Fig. i, is cut to size and
shape from (preferably) ¡in. thick American whitwood.
However, a cheap soft wood such as deal serves the
purpose, or, in fact, any wood of.a soft nature, easily cut
with a fretsaw handframe fitted with a coarse toy making blade.
The handle requires a piece of wood 26in. long by
ruin. wide. A recess is cut for the earphone casing, as
shown, The bottom side is checked tin. long by
deep for the knee piece, the latter (see Fig. 2)- being
checked to make a groove allowing both parts to half -lap
suitably together.
When cutting the handle to shape, note that the
head end (for the string peg) is 4-in. narrower in width,
The neck shape, when cut, is rounded at the underside
with a spokeshave and rasp, then filed and glasspapered
smooth. This is done more for appearance, since the
instrument is laid 'across the knees, not- held in the
left hand, which is the case with most stringed instru-

-

ments.

A kin. square notch, for the bone nut piece, is cut
across the fingerboard surface, 3 isn from the head end,
then the latter cut to slope and planed neatly. Bore
a 3116ín. hole for the peg about rin. inwards from the
head end ; the hole is bored at right -angles with the
head slope, as seen by the side view.
The nut piece, which is fitted and glued in position
at this juncture measures ¡in. long -by tin. wide by -kin.
thick. It may be cut from bone or any white composition, such as a piece of comb, for example. A light
groove is' cut or filed in the centre, at the top edge, to
keep the string in place.
,

Fig i.-Shortened top and side view of instrument and
handle.

The vibration of a tuned, steel string, supported upon
the tip of a short metal post fixed to the special shaped
3/32in. thick mild steel diaphragm shown in these pages
recently is more than sufficient to cause the instrument
to work, and so it proved. Reproduction has to be
heard to be believed ; the familiar wailing notes- come
through the amplifier (any radio receiver having pick-up
terminals or sockets) as clear as a bell, and, best of all,
one does not need to be an experienced musician,
especially a guitarist.
The smooth -playing " comb "-used was the back of a
penknife the " plectrum " was the forefinger of the
right hand, and the amplifier a- straight two -valve set
the writer employs for his many experiments. You
will, with such primitive accessories, get as much of a
" kick " out of the Guitarette as a proper,, expensive,
model.
There is no harmony, of course, because there are no
other strings for tuning in unison. The effect obtained
is reminiscent of the sound obtained from a one -stringed
fiddle, only the notes are louder, sharper and of longer
duration. The notes can be prolonged if a celluloid
plectrum is used and the tremolo (shake) put on the string
as inmandolin playing.

8' Deep
Groove

á'By

Knee

Piece
/I

r1'`
Fig.

2.-Shape and

t

sizes of collar pieces and knee piece,
with constructional detail

-

-
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Earphone Collar Pieces
Two " collar " pieces, to grip the base of the earphone
casing, are prepared by marking out the shapes shown
at Fig. 2, doing so on fin. thick wood. Keep the shapes
tin. apart, as this is the distance they will be apart when
attached to the sides of the ;handle piece. The central,
circular aperture is scribed according to the diameter
of the earphone used.
Having cut the collaring pieces to shape, true up the
side edges with a plane or by rubbing on a sheet of
medium glasspaper thumb -tacked to a flat board.
Alternatively, the collaring could be marked out along
the planed edges of a piece of wood, thus avoiding the
need for truing with a plane.
The collar pieces are affixed to the handle- by means

of afin. length of B.A. threaded brass rod about *in.
thick-: In "respect to -the latter, the writer made use of
old coil rods. Suitable holes for the entry of the rods
are made with a 3/32in. drill at the ends of the collar

pieces, about tin, inwards. Similar holes, to correspond,
are made in the handle.

The Assembly
Glue and screw the knee piece to the handle, then
attach the collar pieces ; the nuts on the fixing rods
should be based with fin, or gin. diameter brass washers.
A tin. by 6 mooring screw, for the string, is driven into
the handle piece in the position shown by the enlarged
side view at Fig. 3.
The peg used by the writer was a ukulele type, but
a suitable one can be made from fin. wood, as shown.
The finger grip may be left flat or made convex or
concave by filing, as preferred. -A very fine hole should
be bored for the string near the tip.
Try the earphone in position. The casing should be
a neat, tight fit. If a bit slack, -a few shavings can be
removed from the sides of the collar pieces or a short
piece, of insulation could be pressed around the base of
the casing. By adjusting the tightness of the rod nuts,
the writer could ease or tighten his reproducer unit.
Slackness must be avoided, if possible, as it is apt to
"deaden " some of the necessary vibration set up by

the manipulated string.

Fig. 4.-A back view and diagram showing how fingerboard is marked to give the usual "fret ' positions.
A Special Diaphragm
Readers who have made the 3132ín, thick diaphragm

shown-greatly exaggerated in comparison with the
other enlarged views atFig. 3-need to file the three
" arm " shapes to 'half thickness. A Rirt, hole is drilled

in the centre and countersunk on the reverse side for a
long by Rin. thick bolt having a flat head.
A tiny nick (for the string) is made across the end of
the bolt which is then inserted in the diaphragm by
means of a suitable washer and nut. 'The bolt head
needs to be filed flush with the surface of the diaphragm,
should it project ffi trifle, or else the hole countersunk a
little more.
An alternative diaphragm, cut from i/16in, thick
sheet iron or mild steel, is detailed. The shape is one
easily cut with a hacksaw. It can, if necessary, be made
more sensitive by filing the "arms " a trifle thinner.
-

The Steel String Used
The writer used a plain -steel and (A) mandolin string.
It is " hooked " over the mooring screw and brought
over the diaphragm post and nut to the peg, it being
threaded through this and turned in an anti -clockwise
direction to tighten it. Owing to the exceptional Iength
in comparison with the fingerboard of a mandolin, the
string is best tuned to middle C on a piano or organ.
Owing to the difficulty of obtaining steel strings for
musical instruments in most districts, the strands of
steel wire found in bicycle brake cables can be used as
a temporary substitute. Such strands are finer and not
so smooth as a proper " A-" mandolin string, naturally.
They are more like " E" mandolin strings, and as these
may be used, too, such is better than nothing.

Peg
Fig. 3.-Enlarged detail,of body, showing how earphone
fits in its recess, with details of diaphragm and wooden
peg.

The Keyboard Fret Positions
Actual -frets need not be fixed upon the fingerboard,
which the writer has marked out as a piano keyboard.
Only the fret positions need be marked, such positions
being indicated :at Fig. 4.
Along one edge the sharp and flat "- key " positions
are made, the natural key positions being marked along
the opposite edge. Consequently, looking down on the
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likely too far distant from the earphone pole pieces, or
vice versa, in which case packing with zin. rings of
blotting paper is necessary. Volume can be controlled
by adjusting ,the. earphone cover itself. The tightness,
or slackness, of the cover on the diaphragm -also affects
reproduction, either making" it bad or improving it.
The writer had to " pack " his diaphragm between
two rings of blotting -paper. The surface ring (on which
the cove, screws) helped to cut out a slight harshness.
Incidentally,; it is rather odd to sit in one room and hear
yourself playing loudly into another room.
A good long piece of twin flex is wanted, of course.
For ordinary purposes, an 8ft. length should suffice.
As a finish, the writer painted his model with ebony
polish and marked the fingerboard fret positions with
white paint.

instrument upon one's knees, a
piano keyboard can be made out.
The natural notes are C (the
" open " string note), D, E, F,
G, A, B, C. That is .one octave,
and as there are two octaves,
complete with sharps and fiats,
quite a useful range of melodies
arc possible. "
By the way, always begin your
tunes approxi-

mately in t he
middle of the
fingerboard. This
ensures a good

compass of high
and low notes

and keeps the
melody going at

Fig. 5.-General view of the completed instrument.

an even rate, without sudden" jumps " to notes of
a higher octave.

Final Hints
When using the steel comb or penknife, press on the
string with it gently, but firnly. Pluck the string with
the forefinger of the right hand for each note wanted.
When a note is a breve or semi -breve (lasting for four
beats to a bar in the first case, and two beats in the
latter case), keep gliding the comb quickly from side
to side to produce the proper sustained, wailing effect.
You will find that you can,glide up to certain notes
with ease.
If, under test, reproduction is weak, the diaphragm is

Fig. 6.-Sketch showing how the instrument is held and

played.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
Mains Consumption
SOME listeners are rather anxious to know what their
receiver consumes from the mains, and in an
endeavour to work out the cost attempt to calculate the
total load and transpose this into terms of watts. This
is not usually possible, owing to the effect of the
transformer in the case of A.C., although on D.C.
supplies a more or less correct answer would be obtained.
It should be remembered that an ammeter may be
included in series with the mains lead and the load
worked out from 'the reading given, or alternatively
one of the special watt -meters may be joined to the
mains input circuit. These were normally obtainable
with two pins and two sockets so that they may be
plugged into the mains socket and the receiver plug
then inserted into the meter. A direct reading is given
in watts for various. mains voltages.
A Wiring Point

*

*

*

some receivers it is found that two or more wires
need to be joined to a common point and difficulty
is sometimes experienced owing to the fact that when

IV

the second wire is being connected the first becomes
unsoldered. The simplest way of overcoming this
difficulty is to twist the two wires together after tinning,
but as this usually results in a clumsy and unsightly
joint, a better plan is to use one of the special double ended soldering tags and make certain that the iron is
not so hot that the first joint is unsweated.'
m

a

*

Anti-microphonic Valveholders
QOME years ago special vibrating valveholders were
K2 supplied in an endeavour to overcome microphony,
and a case was recently investigated where excessive
microphony was experienced in a receiver. The
constructor had made a valveholder incorporating what
he called " anti-microphonic" principles, but as he had
a defective valve in which the electrodes were loose,
the vibration from his speaker was setting this valve
into violent movement on the rubber suspensions
incorporated in the holder and accentuating the trouble.
Although the valve should have been replaced, a rigid
holder did not give nearly as much trouble.
'
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Constructing

Ribbon Microphone

a

An Easily..constructed Instrument
ribbon
people, on seeing the interior
for the first time, express great
In/ANYmicrophone
surprise at the utter simplicity of its construction
of a

IL

and frequently remark that it should be fairly easy to
make one at home. That is perfectly true, but there are
quite a number of very important points to which
attention should be paid if a wide and level frequency
'

End Vamp

Pole Pieces

Ribbon

Matching
Transformer

End

Clamp

Permanent,
Magnet

sympathy with the sound Waves striking it and, in doing
so, cuts the magnetic field and so generates an
alternating I.M.F. across its ends, this constituting fhe
output of the microphone. The mechanism of operation
is, in actual fact, a little More complicated than is
suggested in this explanation. Briefly, the theory is as
follows. Since the ribbon is open to the atmosphere at
the front and the back .it moves as the consequence of
the difference in air pressures. This difference in air
pressure can be evaluated as shown in Fig. 2, which
shows a plan view of the microphone. In this " d is
intended to represent the shortest distance between
the front -and back of the ribbon measured around the
pole pieces. The pressure difference which moves the
ribbon is -exactly the same as that between any ttto
points in the path of a sound, wave which are separated
by a distance " d " as shown in Fig. 3, in which a
sinusoidal sound wave is drawn. Clearly, if we keep
" d " constant and increase A, the wavelength of the
sound wave, the pressure difference and hence the
voltage output will decrease. Conversely, if. 3, is decreased, the pressure difference will increase (and so
2. At this
will the microphone output) until " d "
wavelength there will be maximum output and then the
pressure difference will fall. Beginning with a very long
wavelength, then, the output thus increases steadily
as the wavelength is decreased until " d " = 2; Otherwise
expressed, the output increases steadily with increase
"

Fig. 1.-General view of the essential working parts of a
ribbon microphone.
response is .wanted.. It is the purpose of this article to
enumerate these points and to suggest how to make a
ribbon microphone with a fairly level frequency response
from 3o c/s. to 9,0óo c/s. It is perhaps well to point
out at this stage, before the theory or construction are
discussed, that this type of microphone gives a very low
output indeed. It hence requires a high gain amplifier
to follow it, before sufficient power is available to
operate a quality amplifier or the A.F. section of a
receiver: It is not the author's intention to give dimensioned sketches of all the parts from which the microphone should be made : much of that work will be left
to the interested reader, although some very critical
dimensions will be given by the author: If due attention
ìs paid to all the points made in the article the constructor
can be assured of success.
There are quite a:number of types of ribbon microphone
but the type to be described here operates on what is
known as the " velocity" principle. In the U.S.A. such
microphones as this are known as " velocity" types.
The essential 'parts of the
Fig. 3.-Illustrating principle of " Velocity" operation.
microphone a r e shown in
Fig. r which is purely dia- in frequency until we reach the frequency for which
grammatic. The microphone
consists essentially of a very " d = 2. Suppose we want an upper frequency limit
thin conducting ribbon, which
c/s. For this frequency
acts .as the diaphragm, sus- of g 000velocity
1,100 X 12
I3,200
pended in the magnetic field
z.gin,
frequency
9,000
9,000,
between t wo pole pieces r
attached to a permanent mag- approximately so that we must make " d " = .7fin.
Po/e
net. The ribbon vibrates in to give an upper frequency limit of 9,000 c/s. That is
Pieces
the first important point the distance around the pole
pieces must not exceed ein. If a response up to 4,500 c/s.
Ribáa
is considered adequate then this distance can be doubled.
Fig. 2.-The frequency
range of a ribbon microConstant Output
phone depends on the
We have seen that the output rises with increase of
distance "' d
frequency as a consequence of the velocity principle.

-

i
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It

is done by arranging that the ribbon itself resonates
at a very low frequency, preferably about 20 cjs., so

Aluminium

"Ribbon

giving what is termed " mass control " over the audible
frequency range. The resonant frequency of the ribbon
depends on its weight and on its elasticity and by
suitably choosing both the desired low resonant frequency
can be obtained. This is important point number two
a very low mechanical resonant frequency. Provided
these two essential points are attended to, there should
be no difficulty in securing the desired frequency range.
Let us now turn to the actual assembly of the microphone. Possibly the most difficult part to get will be
the horse -shoe shaped permanent magnet. Since the
output of this type of microphone is very low and
depends on the strength of the magnet it is advisable
to get the strongest one possible, preferably one of
Alnico or Ticonal or some other highly magnetic alloy.

Sott iron
Pole

Output Lead

Pieces

Fig. 5.-Suggested construction of end clamps.

clamps (a close-up of one is shown in Fig. 5) should
be of non-magnetic material to avoid magnetic shortcircuiting of the gap. Ebonite could be used for example.
One method of clamping the ribbon to the ebonite is
clearly shown in Fig. 5. It is simply gripped between
two pieces of brass which are screwed tightly together
and to the ebonite. The ebonite end clamps are screwed
to the pole pieces as shown. Readers with some skill
in mechanical engineering may like to make some form
of adjustable tensioning device at the top or bottons of
the ribbon so that it may be stretched slightly or released
somewhat in order to adjust the résonant frequency
to the required low value. If no variable tensioning
device is provided, then- this adjustment will have to be
carried out by slackening off the clamping screws at
one end and moving the
ribbon, slightly up or
Gauze Shield Lined,
down.
The ribbon should
With Fine Material
be quite slack so that it
flops slightly when blown
on gently.
Connections
ate needed to each of the
brass end pieces for the
electrical output ' of the
microphone. These leads
are taken to a matching
transformer, :which, may.
be located inside the case
of the microphone under.

Fig. 4.-Suggested construction of microphone. Essential
dimensions are given.

-

No dimensions are given in Fig. 4 for the magnet ;
it is best to use whatever size can be procured. The
important point is to see that the pole pieces, which
must be of soft iron, are of correct dimensions. It is not
possible, therefore, to deviate very much from the
dimensions of the pole pieces suggested in Fig. 4. These
are of square cross-section, each side being 31r6in, tong,
and are secured to the magnet by screws as shown.
The side pieces are not purely for Mechanical strength ;
they also serve to lead the flux to the magnetic gap.
.

The Ribbon
The ribbon should be very light and should be a good
conductor. Aluminium or duralumin will therefore be
suitable material and it should be about .000rins.
thick or even thinner, tins. long and i-in. wide. The
aluminium fail used in some fixed tubular condensers is
suitable. Foil as thin as this has a tendency to curl.
at the edges and to prevent this it is customary to
corrugate the ribbon horizontally as shown in Fig. 4.
this is to pass the ribbon between
A good way to
two pinion wheels in mesh (Mecanno ones would probably-.
be suitable, provided their teeth are more than the
necessary tin. wide). There are one or two points to
watch in mounting the ribbon in the gap. The end

neath

the' magnet

as

suggested in Fig. 6. The
purpose of this transformer
is to step up the impedance of the instrument
to a suitable value, say
600 ohms, for connection
to a line. The impedance
of the ribbon itself will
be very small, and practically equal to its D.C.
resistance, usually about
a quarter of an ohm,
'

Matching

Transformer

Fig. 6.-Outside appearance
of typical ribbon microphone.
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Fig. 7.-Suggested circuit diagram for microphone amplifier.
transformer should have a -are used, one inside the other. It is the outermost of
these screens which gives the ribbon microphone its
600
I
5o approximately.
characteristic appearance.
step-up ratio of r :
For best results the source of sound should not be
1l .25
There seems to be no reason why a normal output nearer than r8ins. from the microphone, otherwise
transformer of a suitable ratio should not be used here accentuation of low frequencies occurs, and one should
with the small winding (normal secondary) used as also be very careful not to place any sound reflectors
primary provided its response cm-ve is good and that the near it otherwise a loss of bass results. The microphone
primary inductance is adequate to maintain the bass should not, for example, be used near a wall.
The output power of a ribbon microphone is very small
response.
--so small, in fact, that it is below the threshold of hearing
so it cannot be heard if a pair of 'phones is connected
and
Protecting the Ribbon
directly across its output terminals. A circuit for a
Some protection is required for the ribbon as it is suitable microphone amplifier is given in Fig. 7. The
so delicate and so easily blown out of the gap and it is output from this should be several volts and hence
usual to place one or more perforated metal screens should be adequate for feeding into the pick-up sockets
around it lined with thin material such as fine silk of most receivers ,or for driving most high quality
georgette. Sometimes as many as three such screens amplifiers.
so that the matching

Brig. -Gen. R. F. Legge
Y9 RIG. -GEN. R. F. LEGGE, C P.E., D.S.O., has been
appointed to the board of directors of Britannic
Electric Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. Britannic
Electric Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., is a member
of the Philco group of companies. Brig.-Gen. Legge is
also chairman of British Mechanical Productions, Ltch,

D

another member of the Philco group.
In addition, Brig. -Gen. Legge has wide electric power
interests and is a director of a number of electrical
power supply companies.

In spite of this, there are still wireless sets in use for
which licences are not held, thus laying the users open,
to the risk of prosecution, During the last is months
over I,000 persons have, in fact, been prosecuted for
this offence. Fines up to fro have beers inflicted, and,
in several instances, the Court in addition ordered the
confiscation of the offender's wireless set.
Owners of sets are asked to renew their licences
promptly and to keep them handy for inspection.
*

x<

Registered Abbreviated Addresses in Telegrams
AND WIRELESS, LTD. announce that
* ' *
*
CABLE
registered abbreviated addresses may now be used
Radio Pictures from S.E.A.C. Area
in both the address and signature of telegrams, except
of their plans for the development of tele- Empire social telegrams (GLT), to all places in the
AS part
communications in the S.E.A.C. area, Cable and British Commonwealth, excluding India and Ceylon,
Wireless, Ltd., are operating a direct photo -telegraph and to the U.S.A., Puerto Rico, St. Croix and St.
circuit between London and Colombo, Ceylon.
Thomas.
The circuit is working on an experimental basis and
Also, signatures are no longer essential in telegrams
is not yet open for general Press or public traffic.
to these destinations.
*
*
*
As the use of registered addresses has been prohibited
for nearly six years, senders are recommended to
Record Number of Wireless Licences
abroad what
THE number of wireless receiving licences in force ascertain from their correspondents
1 in Great Britain and Northern', Ireland has how addresses are actually registered before using the
restored facility.
reached the. record high total of 9,710,85o,
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An Economy Comm unications Superhot-2
Constructional Details of an Efficient S.W. Receiver
By P. STEARN
(Concluded from page 316, July issue)

WHEN the receiver has been made to function
correctly, it may be advisable to make some
small adjustments to the basic lay-out; before
attempting some of the alterations to be described later.
In all probability the I.F. transformers have been connected " out of phase," which encourages the circuits
to oscillate when brought into line. It will be found
on examination of a commercial superhet that the I.F.
coils are both wound in the same direction, and that
the outside wires or " finish " wire invariably goes to
the anode and grid position, the inside wire, or start
of the coil, must likewise be connected to the I.E.
return channel, H.T. chassis or A.V.C.

3pa.f.T.

Fig. i. Modified circuit for the noise limiter.

The reason for this may readily be understood if it is
remembered that the transformer is really a band-pass
filter, with primary and secondary identical, and both
tuned to the same frequency. A band-pass filter is,
at its best, either completely screened in two separate
cans, and capacity coupled externally, or else mounted
in the same can and inductively coupled only, without
any capacity existing between the two windings. Because this is virtually impossible, designers resort to
winding the coils as described above, for by this method
the effects of the. capacity existing between the two
coils are balanced out completely, giving almost pure
inductive coupling. By this means a good band-pass
curve may be obtained by means of an oscilograph and
frequency -modulated oscillator, or by heavily damping
the transformers with a resistance when aligning.
Connected in -any other way, a peaky, jagged curve
would result, impairing the quality seriously.
Another point to notice is the way in which the
trimmers are connected. It is advisable to wire the H.F.°
side of the coil to the underside plate of the trimmer ;
thus the top plate is at a low potential and acts as a
shield. This is important in the oscillator circuit, where

the capacity of the screwdriver will cause serious frequency drift on the short waves.
Little has been said about the valves yet, except a
short description of each one. A list of equivalents is
given, together with some near equivalents. Type 6K8
is very well replaced by 6J8, and this should be sought
out as the first equivalent. Others are shown on the
chart. Type 12B8 is easily replaced by 25B8, although
the heater current is different. The -other alternatives
given will need a small change in the cathode circuits.
All of the triode -pentodes are difficult to obtain, but are
by no means impossible through the normal trade channels. Most experimenters have one or two to hand.
Type 6B8 is made in fair quantities by a British manufacturer, and no trouble should he experienced from this
quarter, or the rectifier and output valves. The magic
eye tuning indicator to he described later is also in good
supply, and may be obtained from some of the postal
services.
It was stated previously that á fair amount of noise
was amplified by the T.F. stages, and passed on to the
speaker as a bad background hiss. In the following
" hotting up " descriptions, the resistor and condenser
numbers refer to those on the basic circuit diagram.
The Noise Limiter
To deal in part with this unwanted noise, -a very
simple modification is possible, similar to the silent
tuning devices incorporated in many of the earlier
commercial models. In operation, it delays part of the
Signal coming from the I.E. stages in exactly the same way
as the A.V.C. voltage is delayed. All background
noises may be tuned out by the-extra control, which may
be pre-set if desired. The simple modification is shown
in Fig. r. Rio, the common cathode bias resistor, now
becomes a potentiometer, and. RI', the diode load
resistor, is tapped into the resistance, instead of .being
fixed to the high potential side. The potentiometer
should be of the' wire-wound type; and if unobtainable
Rio may remain fixed as before, and, the control may
consist of a ro,000 ohm carbon volume control, with the
outer ends in parallel with Rio. The slider is then connected as -before.
To set up the control, tune to a point of no réception,
and adjust until the background noise just disappears.
A delay equal to the noise level of the receiver has therefore been effected, and as a result no signal under this
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values need not be adhered top the variable control
may take the form of a variable Rr4, with the slider
taken to cathode via a suitable condenser, .00r/.02 mfd.

Fig. 2b.-Circuit diagram for

" bass

R.F. Circuits
The R.F. circuits in the basic model are quite good,
but it may be felt that an extra waveband is desirable, or
that extra H.F. selectivity would give some improvement.
In the photograph of my model, an adaptation has been
made to the original circuit. Medium wave coils have
been fitted, and wave -change switch is provided to bring
in the short waves again when required. Fig. 4 shows
the essential components and the alteration to the wiring.
A more drastic alteration, Fig. 3, shows H.F. stage,
with suitable switching to incorporate medium waves if
desired. A triple gang tuning condenser should be
obtained, less trimmers, and if possible with ceramic
insulation. When planning fhe layout, a single point
earthing system should be planned as before. A suitable
valve to use is type 6J7, which is readily obtainable. As
an alternative, 6K7 will do very well, although it is
inadvisable to control the valve in this position with
the A.V.C. bias voltage, as " over control " may take
place during a fade in signal strength; that is to say,
instead of signals staying constant (in the ideal case)
or diminishing, during a fade, they actually become very
much louder. This is partly due to the non-linear grid
characteristics of the variable -mu valves.

boost."

strength will be received. This is no realfault, however,
as anyone who has tried to understand .a programme
amidst a plutter of atmospherics will realise. To cope
with motor car ignition interference a more complicated
system is usually required, but a useful idea is to bias
the first L.F. valve back a bit, and then series a westectór
with the earthy, end of the volume control, negative
side to chassis. With a sudden burst of signal, the
westector becomes don -conducting to negative voltage,
thus building up a potential and cutting off the signals
momentarily, through overbiasing the valve. A switch
should be incorporated to short out the system when not
required.

It is as well to point out that better results may be
obtained if the coil positions are reversed. As may be
seen in Fig. 3, the medium wave primaries -are at the
H.F. side of the circuit. This means that when switched
to short waves, some of the energy is absorbed By the
medium wave primary and wasted, even though there
is a by-pass condenser across it. If a high inductance
primary winding is used, as on a wearite "Type P"
coil, the positions should definitely be reversed. It is
unfortunate that a suitable switch is hard to obtain, for a
much better idea is to fit one of the three wafer switches
which shorts across all coils not in use, and also provides
for a switched primary. The small 4 -unit three-way
switches are in fairly good supply at the moment,
and it is not such a great disadvantage to use it as I
suggest. The oscillator circuit is as shown in Fig. 3 in
both cases.

Tone Control.
Tone control circuits are also an advantage when
dealing with atmospherics and background noise,
because most of the interference has a frequency
above fi kc/s. , By sharply attenuating the high note response, a fair proportion of the unwanted
noise also disappears, whilst still leaving the programme intelligible, if rather muffled. The circuits
suggested are quite conventional, Fig. 2a being
the normal -" top cut "- arrangement, also useful for Tuning Indic ator
A tuning indicator is desirable when medium waves
reducing heterodyne' whistles. Fig. 2h is a simple form
of negative feedback, or " bass boost:' Component are incorporated, for beside giving the normal " dead
.

-t/80 V
i-105 V.,:jr,
100 mmtd.
2/5mmfd.
(

Mwo
óO oó s

o

o

o.

O

-Ganged
Fig.

0005 Mtd

.6i Mfd

1.i

0005 Mfd

3.-Circuit diagram,

,

4

showing

I

Cathode

H.F. stage with suitable switching for medium wavelength,
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Fig. 4. Modified R.F. circuit.

stages. Originally the receiver was designed for housing in
a metal cabinet, and thus we have only to' contend with
signals introduced via the aerial system. A tuned circuit
in the aerial lead is undoubtedly the best solution tò the
problem, and may be either series or parallel tuned.
The latter is the easiest to construct, for it may consist
merely of one winding salvaged from a surplus I.F.
coil. This should be mounted in a screening can, with
the adjustment in an accessible position. In some
American receivers, I have found the filter in series with
the F.C. mixer -grid lead, -and it may be desirable to ht
a filter in both positions, more so if the receiver is not
to be operated in a metal screening cabinet.
To adjust the filters as shown in Fig. 6 set the service
oscillator to the intermediate frequency, inject the
signal into the aerial lead, and, at a point of no reception,
adjust the filter for minimum response. Seal the adjustment, and do not touch again unless the I.F.'s are
realigned.

Headphone Operation
A person who " bUrns midnight oil " would be very
much out of favour with the rest of the family if it
meant operating a loudspeaker in the small hours,
-listening to overseas transmissions: As a consequence,
provision for headphones should always be kept in
mind when designing: -a short wave receiver. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to arrange on a mains set
unless a separate output valve is used; for considering,

beat " indication, it gives a good check on fading and
signal strength. Marconi/Osram Y63 " Magic Eye "
valve is plentiful again, and is ideal for our purpose.
The only additional components required are : r Y63
valve, r a-meg. 1-w. resistor, r meg. 4-w, resistor,
r octal valve holder. " All components may be mounted
on the valve -holder. Fig. 5 shows the theoretical circuit,
which is extremely simple. In use, as the signal comes
into tune, the area of fluorescence increases, causing
the eye to " wink." Transmissions too weak to operate
the A.V.G. system will not, naturally, have any effect
on the eye.
The I.F. Rejector
A very irritating defect in many modern superhets is
the little whistle sometimes noticed when tuning, and
usually is noticed more on the sidebands of a weaker
station than on a " local." Often the whistle is more
powerful, and is heard on all stations, and punctuated
wíth morse signals.
The cause is a station transmitting on or near to the
intermediate frequency, and forming a beat note with
the required I.F. signal. As the required signal is brought
into tune, the frequency difference decreases, causing
the whistle to drop in pitch, and at resonance the interfering signal disappears, to return again the other side
of the carrier. This description of the symptoms must
not be confused with the
r. -P /BOV.(Y63)
more serious whistles associ105V(Y64)
ated with I.F.. instability,
or " squegging " in the
oscillator circuit. These
faults require altogether
different treatment, a n d
5Moon
Y6'3 guidance will be found in
past issues of " P.W.", and
a reliable text -book by the
same publishers.
Obviously, to cure the
break -through, the unwanted signal must be preR
4 V. C,
vented from reaching the I.F.

t

Chassi

Numbers
Valve Pins (Oere/)

Fig. 5.-Theoretical circuit
of tuning indicatòr.

Fig.

6.-Filter

circuit.

we can conclude : (a) That there is too much current
flowing in the anode circuit of the output valve, and
there is also too much power; (b) That there is -insufficient power from the first L.F. anode; (c) That
there, is just sufficient power across the secondary of 'the
output transformer, but nothing in reserve. Therefore,
I have chosen the only, other reasonable alternative
method. Fig. 7 shows a three to one ratio intervalve
transformer in series with the screen,of the output valve,
with a suitable switching device. The loudspeaker .is
muted when switched to phone, and the phones are
inoperative when switched to speaker. This device has
been used many times with great success, and Í have
not found the output val:e damaged in any way. I can
give no hard -ant -fast rule as to the direction in which
the transformer is used. Usually a step-down ratio is
required with the normal 2,000 ohm (D.C.) phones.
With the modern moving coil phones, however, the
ratio will have to be calculated.
To conclude- this article, I would like to impress upon
the reader that this is not a complicated receiver: Every
component serves a useful purpose. As a result, it is
almost impossible to prune down the circuit without
(Consinued on page 375)
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You peed help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you
free.
We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all

parts of the world.
The most progressive and most
successful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
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you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free.
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Then what shall we
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Don't take fright,
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either impairing its efficiency
or -drastically altering the
basic design. JThere is no need
at -all to build it on midget
lines, as I have done. Improvement may result if the
components are spaced out
more widely, and no difficulty
should be experienced in
obtaining any of the parts.
The coil matching data supplied by R. Linley in
the January edition of this magazine may be- helpful
to those who would like to wind their own coils. If
any amateur has any interesting experiences with this
receiver, or any criticism to offer, I would like to hear
of them, through the discussion page of this magazine.
-

Fig.-7-Diagram of intervalve transformer and switching
arrangements and diagram of base connections.

Valve Testing
TO ensure accurate testing

it is necessary to check all

meters at frequent. intervals. The usual procedure is
to use a standard milliammeter with a long scale and
obtain various voltage and current ranges by means of
stabilised wire -wound shunts and series resistances.
This standard-which carries a National Physical
Laboratory certificate of accuracy-is kept in a safe
place and sub -standard meters are compared with it
daily. These sub -standards are carried round to the
test- boards and measurements taken direct from the
valve holders. Any meters on the test boards found
to be inaccurate are removed and adjusted in the meter
room.
On some valves, particularly transmitters, the total
electron current has to be measured. This is not
possible by drawing the emission continuously from the
cathode as the valve may become overheated and the
cathode damaged. It is therefore necessary to provide
for the anode voltage being -applied sufficiently intermittently to avoid temperature changes in the valve
One method of doing this is to
during measurement.
use a rotating interrupter run at a constant speed,
working out mathematically the true value of the total
emission read on the anode milliammeter.
A small percentage of each batch of valves ís -run
continuously foe Soo or r,doo hours as a life test. The
normal working voltages are applied and at the end of
the period, when the valves are re -tested, the performance
must remain substantially the same as at the beginning
of the test. A reduction of rg per cent. in anode current
may be permissible.
.

Inspection
Bach valve after testing is inspected to sed that there
are no loose particles in the -bulb; no loose electrodes on
the mount, no cracks in the bulb and that the base and
top cap are not loose. The soldering of the pins also
most be satisfactory. -The-glass-is-cleaned and polished
with methylated spirits and then the type designation
is marked either on the side or the top of the bulb. This
snarling is frequently indelibly etched into the glass
either with silver nitrate or ammonium bifluoride. In
the latter case a small amount of a resinous varnish is
rolled out thinly on to a piece of plate glass. A rubber
stamp of the design to lie etched is lightly pressed on the
-

glass and then applied to the valve. A camel hair
brush is used to dust finely powdered ammonium
bifluoride on to the varnish impression. Surplus
powder is lightlybrushed off and the bulb held momentarily in the flame of a spirit lamp. The heat burns out
the varnish leaving the marking 'completely indelible.
A more modern idea is to print the type designation
in white ink using a small electrically driven offset
printing machine. Black or coloured ink is used -for
metallised valves. The impression, which requires a
few hours for drying out; is not indelible but it. is
sufficiently durable to withstand normal handling during
the life of the valve. Finally, the valve is ,packed.
Those for retail sale are invariably packed individually
with some indication of the type printed on the carton.
Val.ves to be incorporated in sets are usually packed in
multiple egg-box pattern cartons each holding fifty.
Gas -filled Valves

The valves already described in a recent series have had
one thing in common-they have all been of the high

vacuum type. There are, in addition, many specialised
types of valves which are initially exhausted and then
have carefully- measured quantities of vapour or inert
gas passed into them. One of these, called a voltage
stabiliser, consists of a tubular cathode-rather like the
anode in normal valves-inside which are two stiff
wires comprising the anode. In the case of a voltage
stabiliser;- this after exhaustion, is filled with
argon and helium and, in use, as the voltage applied
across the cathode and anode reaches á certain value.
the gas ionises with a purplish glow. This value depends
on the gas mixture and may range from rro to 18o
volts. There are other types of voltage stabilisers filled
with neon which ionise in the region of 170 volts.
Another type of gas-filled valve is the Thyratron
which is filled with argon and has a purple glow. This
valve-a triode-finds considerable use in cathode ray
tube time base circuits as a saw tooth wave generator.
An example of a vapour valve is the mercury rectifier
which has metallic mercury inserted in the bulb after
exhaustion. The mercury -vapourises with- a characteristic pale blue glow when the cathode is heated and
it is usual to delay the application of anode voltage until
ionisation has taken place.
-

-
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Practical Hints

Accumulator Economiser
HAVING recently constructed a
three -valve battery portable

Ç THAT DODGE OF YOURS

!

of clock -spring is Cut to the size
required, and one end soldered to the
shank of the screwdriver, as shown,'
The end of the spring is pressed close
to the end of the blade before inserting
it in the screw slot, --I'. B. TlIcRETT
(Tinsley),

receiver with dial illumination enerEvery Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE- 1
LESS " mast have originated some little
gised from the L.T. supply, I found
dodge which would interest other readers.
the single dial light to constitute a
Why not pans it on to Ira 4 We pay half-aserious drain on the accumulator:
guinea for every hint published on this
page. Turn that idea of yours to aneonpt
Not wishing to dispense with the 1 by
sending it in to us addressed to the
dial light as the set is used considerEditor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS," -George
L.F. Volume Control
Newnee, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
ably in bad lighting conditions, I
A N L.F. volume control can be
IStreet, Strand, W.C.S.
Put your name
devised the following simple solution
and address on every item. Please note t
a
employed to advantage in most
which may prove useful to other i that every notion cent in must be original.
receivers.
In sets using R.C. coupling
S
constructors who experience the same I Mark envelopes «Practical Hints."
between the detector and output
difficulty.
valves the control can take the form
nome-lAL NOTICE
I replaced the " on/off " switch
of a 500,00o-ohms or x-megohna
All hints most be accompanied by the
with a rotary double -pole three-way
potentiometer. This should take the
coupon eut from page iii of cover.
switch and made the connections às
place of the fixed grid -leak in the grid
shown in the accompanying diagram.
circuit of the output valve, The
It will be seen that one set of switch
coupling condenser should be
contacts is left blank for an off position. With the nected to one end terminal of the control and conthe
switch in the second position the dial light and valve G.B.- lead to the other end terminal, the centre
filaments are in parallel; this position being used while terminal being then joined to the valve grid. If
the station required is tuned in.
transformer coupling is used, the end terminals of a
As the dial light is only required for tuning -in purposes, 25o,000 -ohm potentiometer can be connected to the
once the station is found, the rotary switch is advanced G. and G.B. terminals with the valve grid joined.
to the centre terminal. Another method is to use a
«2
potentiometer in place of the anode resistance Of the
detector or intermediate L.F. valve. Theoretically
this is a better method than the connection of the
control across the secondary of the transformer, but it is
Dial
very difficult to obtain a potentiometer that is noiseless
end IL
in operation when the anode current is passed through
``z

®

"

Immart

it.-L.

Fit

Only

OW Light

STACEY

(Hounslow).

Negative Feedback Tone Control

THE accompanying circuit -diagram shows a -negative

feedback tone control arrangement.
The '2,000 ohms control gives a good range of bass
and treble boost, and the circuit constants should be
adhered to, although if more bass is required a larger
condenser could be used, in which case the gain of the
amplifier will be less.
If positive feedback takes place, and instability
occurs, this can be checked by connecting
volt
flashlight bulb across the speaker secondary (bulb. glows
if unstable), then the connections to the speaker trapsforfiser should be reversed_'
A potentiometer with built-in switch could be used
for"control and the circuit broken at " X " if desired. -R. Joaxsox (Lancaster).
.

LT SuPAtis
Switching arrangement for economising in accumulator
current.
to its final position, which extinguishes the dial light, but
at the same time leaves the valve filaments energised.
To re -tune, return the rotary switch to the second
position.-. -D. LONG (bfelksham).

Improved Screwdriver
ENCLOSE a sketch of a handy addition to a screwdriver which can he made in a few minutes. It will
firmly hold any screw in ari awkward corner. A piece

(

a5

Posh/Put/
L.F.Amp,

PhaseSplitter
L.S.

Piece of Cloak Spring
Soldered to Shank.
of Screw -Dr,ver

Spring Pressed into
Screw Slot Hording
Screw Fast,

2,000n

Mfd

Treble Boost Condenser

Adapting a screwdriver ór holding screws in awkward places.Circuit diagram for negative feedback ton control.
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THERMION

Some Correspondence Answered
i is my practice to reply personally to those readers
who front time to time write to me, and occasionally,
when the subject is of general interest, I also deal
with the matter in this feature. My correspondence is a
mixed bag. A great amount of it is concerned with
technical matters, a soupçon invokes my aid, and a
smaller percentage are the inevitable critics, some
carping, and some otherwise. Criticism is always a
healthy thing, for it helps to improve the product.
When the criticism, therefore, is offered in good faith I
give snore than ordinary attention to it. Anonymous

letters suffer the ignominy of being dropped into the
waste-paper basket.
One of the letters of helpful criticism arrived from
Mr. A. F. Gowling, of Petts Wood, who- thinks that in
some ways certain of the features should be dropped.
He would like to see the entire journal devoted to
technical articles. That is his view, but I do not think
for one moment that this view would be shared by the
majority of readers. A -journal which is roo per cent.
technical is as dry as dust. There must be some leavening
of the pages by means of news features, criticism,
correspondence from readers, and paragraphs concerning
personalities.
During the war, unfortunately, with a rigid censorship,
and with most firms manufacturing service equipment,
with no new designs coming on the market, and a
blanket of secrecy over all new scientific developments,
plus the further handicap that the B.B.Ç. has restricted
its programmes, and there is a shortage of components,
it has not been easy to find the necessary ingredients
with which to make the tasty editorial pie even once a
month which we served up to our readers before the
war once every week. Like everything else we have had
to appear in utility dress, and the paper control has
severely restricted editors in other ways.
So, if certain of the bright pre-war features have
tended to lose a little of their lustre during the war, it
must not be thought that it is due to any slackening off
in the interest of contributors or staff who have been
hard put to it to produce the paper at all. The " Round
the World of Wireless " feature, for example, is intended
as a general news feature on ail that is moving in the
radio sphere. The staff cannot manufacture news, and.
if the news is dull it must be dull. There are certain
items which cannot fall into any other feature. When
Mr. Gowling goes on, however, to criticise the quality
of the paper, he is putting himself in the same class
as the man who criticises the wartime fare allowed by
the Ministry of Food. I must admit to having been
a severe critic of those frightful wartime sausages myself,
with their insanitary and unpalatable smell, redolent
of some oleaginous mass taken from the bottom of a
crankcase. I do not, however, Criticise the paper on which
my wartime newspaper or periodical is printed. I think'
the press has' done a remarkable job in keeping going
at all, especially in view of shortage of staff difficulties.

Our iRott of Merit
Readers on Active Service-FiJtttsixth List

V.

R. Bailey (Cpl., R.A.F.).

Stuart (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
C. F. Warrs:av (L.A.C,, R.A.F.).
D. G. Burt (A.C., R.A.F., M.E.F.).
D. Hope (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
T.

P

S Dicksonc
liurat (SgtRR.Á.FS.E.A.A.F.)

L. G. Jenkins (L.A.C.. R.A.F.).

Mr. Cowling goes on to criticise the placing of the
advertisements. He would like to see them" collected

together at the beginning and the end of the journal.
This criticism has become a hoary old man of the woods.
Periodicals to -day cannot be produced without advertisements unless the reader is prepared to pay very much
more for his reading matter than he does to -day. Whilst
advertisers prefer facing matter positionf' and have to
pay a not inconsiderable sum for the space, as those who
pay the pipers they are entitled to call the tune. There
will be, therefore, no change in this respect. Advertisements are interesting and, in a technical journal especially,
they are worthy of permanent record. I am glad to
know Mr. Gowling agrees with me about crooners and
similar peculiar people. I agree with him that when more
normal times return we should use a slightly larger size
of type.
G7 Station Suspended
THE R.S.G.B. wish to inform members that certain
stations which have in past months been heard employing G7 call sighs and apparently working as amateurs
have, in fact, been serving a special purpose for which
they received official authority. The working of this
special service has now been suspended.
No amateur transmitting station in this country has,
since the outbreak of war, been licensed to operate as
such, although the restoration of amateur licences is
under the active consideratión of the authorities concerned.
The Short Wave Listener's Handbook
IHAVE received from the general secretary of the
British Short Wave League a copy of the half-i.crown- handbook entitled The Short Wave Listener's
Handbook," which they hope to make an annual one.
It contains an up-to-date station list, codes and abbreviations, the amateur codes and a good technical section
containing articles on short-wave coils, receiving aerials,
formulas, etc.
SILENCE I

[Press ITEM.-Sir Edwin Appleton. speaking to members of
the Institute of Electrical Engineers, said : " If a very powerful
sender could be erected, radio 'waves would travel a two -and half -second journey to the moon and back." When asked why
scientists are trying to contact the moon, he said that because
of Government secrecy he was unable to give the reason.]
Quite right, Sir. Edwin Appleton,
Our plans must be concealed.
The reason for these lunar trips
Must never be. revealed.
In fact, so far as they're concerned,
We fear our lips are sealed.
So be careful that you do not blow the gaff.
We've found it most desirable
When public wants to know
To given information
And firmly answer No1.
And if they persist in asking.
We just tell them Where to. go.
So be careful that you donat blow the gaff.
The 'ïnore we work in secrecy
The more our greatness seen.
P'raps wére'out to prove that moon is made
Of cheese that has turned green.
If we give them that conviction,
Then upon it let them lean,
For we simply don't intend to blow the gaff.
In fact. good government consists
In -"Hush -Hush
Keep it dark,"
And to look on all resentment
As a rather jolly lark.
With the public trained to foot the bill,
Their only proper part.
Here''s our. motto for all time i Don't blow the gaff
" Tosca."
!

!
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An Introduction to Frequency Meters
A Brief Survey of the More Common Types
a

Short

Description

of

Their

Practical

in Use, and

Operation

By A. D. TAYLOR

AFREQUENCY meter (or in the older phraseology frequency meter. In its earliest form, this merely
" wavemeter ") ie a device used for accurately consisted of an ordinary triode R.F. oscillator circuit,
tuning a transmitter or receiver to a given but this was soon superseded by much more stable and
frequency. The two oldest types are the " buzzer intricate -oscillators using multi -electrode valves. There
excited wavemeter " and the " absorption wavemeter," are various methods of calibrating these meters, but one
The former is now too obsolete to merit description, of the most popular and satisfactory is the roo be/s
but the latter will still often be found in use. The crystal oscillator. :This method was largely used by
basic circuit is shown in Fig. r, and consists of a coil, the amateur transmitting fraternity in pre-war days when
variable condenser and lamp. When the coil is brought zoo kc/s crystals were easily obtainable. These crystals
near to the transmitter and the condenser varied to were used in a small battery or mains operated oscillator
bring the meter into resonance, an R.F. current flows circuit, and the method of calibration is as follows : The
crystal oscillator, frequency meter and any available
receiver covering the meter frequency range are set into
operation. The desired, harmonic from the crystal Oscillator is then located on the receiver, and the frequency
meter carefully adjusted until it is at "zero beat"
`

Fig. r.-Simple absorption
frequency meter.

Aerial

/ 6"

-

Approx.

through the meter circuittcausing the lamp to glow.
The glow will be at a maximum when the transmitter
and receiver are exactly iii resonance, thus giving a
simple visual indication of the fact. This type of meter
can also be used for receiver calibration where a straight
receiver is employed and only a small degree of accuracy
required. The meter coil is loosely coupled to the receiver
detector circuit coils, the receiver being adjusted so
that it is just oscillating. The 'meter condenser is then
revolved, and when the receiver and meter are in
resonance the receiver will go out of oscillation. Provided the receiver and meter are loosely coupled, accuracy
to within 3o kc/s should be obtained at frequencies in
the neighbourhood of y me/s. A much more modern
version of this type of meter is illustrated in Fig. 2.
It is intended for transmitter calibration and employs
an -indicating, device consisting of a metal rectifier
ht
Coro
L.T,
and micro -ammeter. Thanks to the excellent arrange.
Fig. 3.--100 kc!s crystal oscillator.
ments for reducing R.F. input to the indicating device
to a minimum, very sharp and accurate resonance
readings can be obtained.
with the crystal oscillator harmonic. (This is done by
adjusting the meter until it heterodynes the crystal
Heterodyne Frequency Meter
oscillator harmonic, then adjusting it to the " dead
The next type of meter to come into use, and the spot " where the two oscillations are exactly synmost generally used type to -day, is. the heterodyne chronised.) The meter dial reading is then entered
on the calibration chart and the process repeated with
the other crystal oscillator harmonics falling within
the frequency range Coveredby the meter. In this way
a very accurate calibration is obtained, while at the
same time the crystal oscillator is always available
as a checking standard for the -accuracy of the meter.
When using this type of meter for transmitter calibration, an absorption type meter should also be available
if possible. The transmitter is first roughly tuned
with this meter,. then the heterodyne meter is adjusted
to the desired frequency and picked up on the receiver.
The transmitter is then adjusted until it is at " zero
beat " with the frequency meter. The reason for making
thë original rough calibration with an absorption meter
is that othenvise there is doubt as to whetherthe second
meter is being heterodyned by the transmitter fundamental emission or by a harmonic.
Heterodyne -frequency meters are also constructed
Busing telephones or -a low range milliammeter to give
an oral or visual indication of resonance, but there is
Fig. 2. Modern absorption wavemeter.

rt
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-
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little difference in the practical operation of these types
from the one described above. This type of meter also
forms the basis of the modulated test oscillator, the
latter merely consisting of a heterodyne frequency
meter having a source of tone modulation and some means

Grid and Anode

Condensers Ganged
By Coupling Spindle

of coupling its modulated R.F. output to the receiver
under test. Typical circuits of a roo kc/s sub-standard
crystal oscillator and a heterodyne frequency meter
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Crystal Frequency Monitor
The last type of frequency meter to be discussed is
hardly within the scope of the amateur, but it is finding
increasing popularity in commercial and Service work
where it is necessary to accurately adjust a self-excited
transmitter to a number of " spot frequencies, and
circumstances are such that it is impossible to maintain
-

a heterodyne frequency meter at full- accuracy. This
type of -meter is known as the T, crystal frequency

-

monitor" and one variation of this circuit is illustrated
in Fig.- 5. It consists of a crystal oscillator having
switched -pre-set tuning for its three crystals, and a

receiver having nine pre-set tuning positions. These
cover the fundamental and the second and third harmonies of each crystal employed. As an example, if
crystal A has a frequency of 3 Inc's, receiver setting Ai
switches in a 3 me/s circuit, A2 a 6 me/s circuit (second
harmonic) and A3 a 12- mcis circuit (third harmonic).
In this way nine " spot frequencies can be covered
with the three crystals.. The operation is simple. The
approximate setting for, say, 12 me/s will be known on
a commercial or Service transmitter. The set is therefore placed on this setting and the meter switched to
" Crystal A " and " Tuning A3." This means that the
receiver section of the meter is picking up the C.W.
wave emitted by the oscillator section of the meter.
If the transmitter now be started up rind the controls
varied slightly, the transmitter will beat with the
crystal oscillator, producing an audible note in the Meter
telephones. The transmitter can then be adjusted to
"zero beat with the crystal oscillator and is then very

-

1

Sergoning'Box

r-i -

L
Fig. 4: Heterodyne frequency meter.

accurately tuned to 12 me/s. The writer has had some
experience of using this type of meter with high power
single valve self-excited H.F. transmitters, and the
results obtained were excellent.
Finally,, one word to the man who is about to embark
on the practical operation of frequency meters. Never
let familiarity, breed -contempt ! It is the easiest thing
in the world to make a mistake when adjusting a transmitter with a frequency meter, so always check and
double check your results, täking particular Bare to see
that it is the transmitter fundamental you are working
with, and not a stray harmonic
!

-

yAefrial 8` Approx.

L.r.-/-

6

®
.

®...__-_..

-

Fig. 5. -Crystal frequency monitor.
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An A.G. short-Leave Four
Instructional Details of a Compact
and Sturdy Receiver Suitable for
Home or Overseas Use
By

SHATWELL

R.

arrangement is quite useful for announcements, etc., if a microphone is
not obtainable. No power supply is
included in the set, and it requires 20o250 V. D.C. at 5o-6o mA, and 6.3 volts
at 3 amps for the heaters. The " P.W.
Universal Power Unit will supply this,
or a separate simple power unit can
be made up.
"

Circuit
The circuit is straightforward in all
respects and the controls cover prac.-

tically all requirements that are likely
to arise without materially affecting
tuning, which helps logging considerably. Beginning at the aerial, -the
aerial -coupling condenser' is" a 35 pF.
stamp type trimmer-, which is not
adjusted after its final setting. The
first stage is an untuned variable -mu
one, using a 6IZ7, with its gain controlled by a zo,000 ohm variable
resistance in the cathode lead. This
is transformer coupled to the detector,
which is a 6J7 H.F. pentode, with
reaction controlled by a 50,000 ohm
potentiometer. This gives really velvetsmooth' reaction. So quietly doe the
detector' burst into oscillation that on
Rear view of chassis, showing layout of components.
'phones, at any rate, if no signal is
present and the knob is turned too
TFIG set here described was designed and built for quickly, the operator- is unaware that oscillation -has
use while overseas ansl is, therefore of sturdy commenced. Selectivity is varied by the 11.F. gain
construction and quite powerful, but compact control. ' The detector is resistance capacity coupled
and easily carried about. Provision is -made for the to the L.F. stage which uses a 6J5, upon which the L.F.
L.F. section to be used as a small amplifier for pick-up gain control operates. This is also R,C. coupled to the
or microphone, and a 'phone jack is provided for solitary output stage, a 6AG6 being used in this position which,
listening. If the 'phones a_ re plugged into the microphone fully loaded, is capable of 3.5 watts undistorted output.
socket and used as a twin microphone, quite good The amplification of this stage is very great, and a
results are obtained over the speech frequency, and this 50,odo ohm grid stopper is necessary to stop parasitic
:

0

9

Rï1

0ó

C.4

Fig. x.

Theoretical circuit diágrarn.

-
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oscillation. The pick-up jack, which automatically cuts
out the radio, feeds in parallel with the :F. gain control
which is; therefore, operative on pick-up as well äs radío.'
The 'phone jack is on the output side of the L.F. valve
and cuts out the speaker. Fig. z is the theoretical
circuit of, the receiver.

I

Chassis

The chassis is of somewhat unusual design, which,
while giving a neat front panel layout, makes for high
efficiency and isolation of stages.' All controls, together
with power imput and speaker, 'phones and pick-up
sockets, are OK the front panel, which allows the whole
set to be completed without connections having to be
made and broken when the cover is fitted or removed.
Only the aerial and earth connections are on the side
of the set, but even there no connections need be
disturbed. Damping from the metal case is negligible.
Even on the shortest wavelengths tuning is only very
slightly disturbed by the removal, of the case; It'
possible the Eddystone tank condenser and bandspread,
should be used, as these give a very high degree; of
accuracy in logging stations, the tank or bandset being
self-locating in ten .000014 sections, each of `which is
tuned by the .000014 bandspread. This system is not,
of course, an essential, but merely a convenience. If
these are used; it will be found that the minimum wave-

Fig. 2.-General
arrangement of
the chassis.

Bend Odwn

(Old Pilot t Ighr
Qie..
B.

Spread

é Oha.

Reacrion

.O-8
8. See

e OIa.

5A Coif
/brOia.
4 Pin
Valve Hold =r

Fig.

3.-The front of the

chassis, giving the spacing fo

he various holes.
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length of the coils will be slightly higher than stated by
the makers, as the tank condenser has a rather high
minimum capacity. The Eddystone bandspread has an
integral vernier, and, if another type is used, that does
not include this, a straight through vernier drive should
be fitted to it and the condenser mounted on a bracket
stood off the front panel. A stowage compartment is

August, 1945

of the speech coil sockets must be mounted on a piece
of insulating material, and an oversize hole is provided
in the panel for this reason. If the insulating material
is made large enough to mount both sockets, and an

provided for four coils which, with the coil in the set,
will cover all the short-wave bands and the Home and
Forces programmes. The total size of the set is gin. X
gin. X 4in.
Fig. 2 shows the general layout of the chassis, which
is built in two shelves, the lower being the L.F. section,
and the top one the H.F. section. The whole set is of
metal, and the front panel is an integral pa. t of the chassis.
22 s.w.g. tinned steel, is used for the whole set, and no
difficult metal work is encountered in its construction.
The valve holders, and coil holder if necessary, are
mounted on gin. distance pieces above the chassis, as
this enables shorter wiring to be run. Thé front and back
of the set are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 5 shows the two
support brackets for the H.F. shelf, together with the
coil stowage division. The aerial and earth connections
arc made by sockets in the end support of the H.F.
shelf. The earth connection goes direct to chassis, but
the aerial connection is, of course, isolated, the :kin.
diameter hole being for this purpose. Similarly, one

.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
R1-.5 ohm.

C1-35 pF. stamp type
trimmer.
CZ, C3, 03, C1i-.1 mfd.
C4,. C14-.0001 silver mica.
C5-.00014 handset
C6-.000014 bandspread.
C7-.0002 mica fixing type

or silver mica.
C9, C13-.01 mica.
C10-2 mfd.. C12-25 mfd. 25 v.
: 1-.5 mfd.

R5-100 k.
R6, R13-10 k.
R7, R14-50 k.

_

watt.

R8-.5 ohm

i

potentiometer

°

Output transformer

R2-25 k.
i
R3-20 k. variable
R4-4 ohms.

;

R9-1,000 ohms.
R10-75 k.
Rii-i ohm.
R12-180 ohms 2 watts.
two 'phone jacks ; two Raymart

knobs. one with 3in. skirt ;

one Raymatt 3in, dial
and pointer ; On!Off switch ; three small pointer
knobs; one S.W. choke.
Valves: 6K7 or KTW63 ; 6J7 or Z63 ; 615 or L63
6AG6 or KT61.
Coils and coilholders : Eddystone or Raymart.

Bend. lloavn_.
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additional piece placed behind the chassis on the isolated back. The joggled portion required on the lid and coil
one, the earthed sócket will anchor it firmly and prevent stowage cover is merely a step in
the metal which is
shouting which, while not serious, will, of course, result quite easily obtained with two strips
metal and a
in a complete cessation of signals. Alternatively, one vice. About 18 s.w.g. metal of any ofkind
will do.
of the paàolin L.S. strips with sockets can be used
(To be concluded)
instead of two separate
sockets. This also applies
Si
!'
to the aerial and earth
sockets. The pilot light
Bend Up
Fig. 6.-Details
is fixed so that the glass
of the two chassis
bulb is outside the front,
shelves.
protected by the cover,
Centre
which throws the light
`
617
down over the front of
the set, facilitating tuning
2
in the dark, without being
2
too easily damaged.
Centre
Centre 6 K7
Chassis Parts
4'
When
making
tie
0
i
chassis parts it is as well
/=--1
to work to a system that
allows errors in workmanCut Away
ship to be corrected as you
Per Banoses
go. Check the fitting of the
handset into the slot in the
H.F. shelf (Fig. 6), -arid
Cur Away
For H. F. Cain
modify the slotif necessary.
As each piece is made and
Ben a Up`
Bend Up
bent, check its measureSend Up
ments and, if necessary,
f
P'
the next piece to
suit, provided, of course,
the error Is slight. Assemble. the front and
shelves, with supports and
coil partition, and mount
all panel components and
position t h e remainder
Send Down
Centre
before fitting the back.
This done, fit the back
and check t h e overall
measurements
b e are
making 'the sides.
It should be noted here
Centre
1+1
615
that the top, back and
Parrrrton
sides are permanently
Fixed Here
bolted together after
!
enamelling, and drop over
the set, fixing by self -tapping screws, four down
-seach side, two at the top
front edge and four at the'
back of the bottom shelf.
Bend Down
The lid is fixed by two
small hinges soldered to it,
and to the top tip of the

i

}Cor

"

j

//léL

/'

1

Fig.

g.-The

two supporting

brackets for the

H.P. shelf, and
the coil stowage

partition,
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Multirane Meter

A

Constructional Details of a Useful Unit for the Constructor or Service Engineer
QUITE a number of articles have recently been
written about extending meter ranges, the
popularity of this subject being due, no doubt,
to the reappearance on the open market of an increasing
number of meter movements. Indeed, at the time of
writing, there is appearing in PRACTICAL WIAELEss a;
series, by zCHW, on this very subject. The value of
these articles is further enhanced by the fact that the
purchase of a múlti-range meter is now well-nigh
impossible. Whilst this article is in no way intended to
supplant the others, it is hoped that it will illustrate
the practical application of the principles involved, and
if the amateur constructor or service engineer Cares to
read on, he will find, at his disposal, the basic design of
a versatile -piece of workshop equipment. I use the word
" basic " in preference to " specific," as it is highly
improbable, during these times, that the original
instrument could be duplicated in detail.
Most of the service engineer's requirements are
adequately met by the now common r,000 ohms/voltmeter, but, in keeping with the rest, it fails when one has
to deal with A.V.C. voltages: For this branch of the
work a valve voltmeter is essential and, realising this,
the writer set out to build one: This instrument was to
be built around a o -r mA. movement, and as this unit
cost about £3 (and as the writer is resident in Scotland !),
it was decided that it should really earn its keep !
.

.

The result has been an instrument, without undue
complications, providing the following ranges :
(r) 50-.x V. D.C.
(z) o -io v. D.C. tC
r,000
ohmsJvoit.
(3) º=roo v. D.C.1
'
(4) 0-500 v. D.C.)
(5) 0.500 v. A.C. ® r,000 ohms/volt.
-

(6) o -5o,000 ohms.
(qjj o -ro

mA.

D.C.

(6) o -roo mA. D.C.
(g 0-50o mA. D.C.
(ro o -r V. D.C.

-

1`!-"-róó 000
()
o- r0 v. D.C.}voltmeter).
(iirz)'o-roo v. D.C.

ohnisjvolt

(valve

* This is very approximate and only indicates that- the meter
movement is connected directly to the panel terminals. This
provides the current range of 0-1 mA. D.C. and permits of the
meter movement alone, being easily connected to other pieces
of equipment-

Apart from consideration of cost, it is very handy
to have all these ranges: available at the " flip :of ,a
switch,
nearly every measurement encountered in
servicing being covered. which is much More convenient
than having to resort to several different meters.- The
actual meter Movement used' was obtained- from Messrs.
Webb's-Radio. It has a F.S.D: of i mA. and an internal
resistance of 124 ohms, and, apart from being clearly
graduated in divisions of .oz mA., it also has
än ohms scale marked from 0.50,000 ohms.
As was stated previously, a great deal has
already been written on.the,subject of eYtencling meter ranges, so no detailed description
will be given -here. However, a short explanation of each function might not ,be out- of

Power 'Rheostat

1Ó0Jì
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liffd
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o
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ft3mA

Pilot.
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Maias
Fig. i. -Combination multi-range meter and
valve voltmeter. S2 position, z. volts and
ohms ; 2. current ; 3. A.C. volts ; 4. valve
voltmeter.
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place and will, no doubt, help to clarify the complete
Tabulating these results, therefore, for the complete
circuit diagram.
milli auntie ter

R4=.4

ohms.

D.C, 'Voltmeter
R3=--.1.6 ohms
A resistance R is connected in series with the meter,
Rz=r8 ohms
a
measure
the current flowing being
of the voltage
RI..
Rn ohms.
applied. For a r mA. movement R is :
The chief advantage of the universal shunt is that
io,000 w. (inclusive of Rm) for a F.S.D. of ro v:
switch contact resistance has no effect on the readingsroo,000 w. for a F.S.D. of loo v.
an important- consideration. Should any of the shunt
resistors." open," then the total current 'being measured
goo,000 w. for a F.S.D. of goo v.
The accuracy of the readings depends on the accuracy would flow through the meter. However, if those resistors
are constructed of stout wire -there is very little likelihood
of such a catastrophe.
Balance
Power,

end

Rheostat

S.W.3

Ohmmeter
Rr' and R2 are adjusted to approximately r,goo
ohms, so that the meter reads full scale (or zero
resistance on: the ohms scale) with x shorted. The
inclusion of the unknown resistance at the point " a "
causes the current to fall, and the value of the resistance
is- read directly on the -ohms scale.
Incidentally, this is the set-up used to determine
the internal resistance of the meter if this is unknown.
With " x'" shorted R2 is adjusted, so that the meter
reads exactly full scale.. A rheostat is then shunted
across the meter and adjusted so that the meter registers
exactly half scale. The meter and rheostat resistances
are then of the same value, and the value of the rheostat
can b -e found in the conventional manner. No ohtmaeter
or other_measuring instrument should bè connected directly
.

across the, dieter.
-

Ran{e
SW!"

Setecror
S.W.

:

Fig.

Ohms,.

-

Adjüstnienr

2.-Panel layout.

The meter resistance Can le ignored
on the higher, ranges.
In this case R must be chosen according to the metal
rectifier used and using the manufacturer's data. Failing
this, the value of R must be found experimentally (as
did the writer) by comparing readings with those of
an accurate meter such as the A.V.O. model 4o. For the
range o-500 V. A.C., R was found to be approximately
of the resistors.

Valve Voltmeter

-.The fundamental, circuit

of the V.V.M. is illustrated
here. It will be seen that the valve. (the triode portion
of a DH63-;-an H63 would, doubtless, be suitable)
forms one Min of a balanced Wheatstone bridge. The

_

0H63

475,000 ohms.

1/50

a

D.C. Milliampieter

-

Power

._

Transformer

Choke

l.

To obtain the current ranges the meter movement
t
must be shunted, and in this particular instrument the
Elecrrolyrics
(Mounred
universal shunt method has been adopted. This method
Underside)
does not seem to have received much attentiön in recent
articles (unless it has escaped my notice), so it will be
Fig. 3. Chassis, showing position of main components. dealt with more fully here. It will be seen, from a
consideration of the circuit diagram, that as the higher
ranges are switched in so less resistance is shunted across application of the unknown voltage to the grid of the
the test terminals, and simultaneously more resistance is valve upsets this balanie, the change being recorded by
included in the meter side. This will be more clearly the meter. The constants of the circuit are so chosen
that the applicatiön. of r volt (-ve)" Causes the meter
understood from the subsidiary figures A and B.
It will also be noticed that the total resistance to read full scale. The three ranges `(I, ro -and roe volts)
"round " the meter (and inclusive of Rsr) is -alwäss are obtained by rising a volttäge divider with
constant. Bearing this in mind, it is a good idea to Rr=ioo;000: ohms, R2=9oo,0oö.-ohms-and
make the.total resistance RTm(RI+R2+R3+R4`-f.'Rui) megohms. Rn is the balancing- control: All readings,
have some arbitrary value from which to work. Sinée are at ioo,000 ohms/volt.
the meter in question häs a resistance of r24 ohms this
These, then, are, the various functions performed by
total resistance was chosen as 200 ohms. Now, by the completed instrument, and now it only rèniarns
applying the formula appropriate to this method, the to bé shown how, by means Of suitable switching, they
values of the various shunts can be derived.
are all comprised in one unit. -As it is anticipated that
euh experienced 'constructors will attempt the construcRT 200
R
ohms.
(i) 5oo mA. range
g
=500=.'4
tion of this instrument no detailed :drawings arc: being
Ñ
appended: From my own experience, the placing of the
Various components ,does not seem "ät all- critical, so
(2) ioo mA. range : R4+R3=Ióo2 ohms.
the constructor is left to satisfy his "own fancy in this
1.6 ohms. matter.
All the necessary components, in my own
model, are very' ". comfortàlrlÿ " 'housed in a
(3) zo mA. range: R4+R3+R2=2ºo=20 ohms
JO
Izin yin. x n: metal cabinet supplied- by MeSsrs.
.R2=r8 ohms, Berry's (Short Wave), Iitd. This instrument case is
From this it is obvious that RI should have a value of: finished in black crackle enamel, which is most attractive,
Rz=zoo-(R4+R3±R2+Rn)
and lends quite a professional and distinctive appearance
= x8o- Ris.
to the outfit.
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Referring now .to the complete circuit diagram, a
few hints will be given on general constructional matters
and the adjustment of the valve voitnibter.
SWITCH I. The only type available at the time of
construction were small 3 -pole 4 -way switches. However,
after the removal"of the tWo small steps, thus permitting
complete rotation, and the removal of two of the wiping
contacts (both simple operations), the result was a neat
little iz-way stud switch. It is necessary to short the
three soldering' tags corresponding to the wiping
contacts.
SWITCH 2. This is the same type as Sw.r without
any modification.'
SWITCH 3. This is mennted on the balancing control
and, in the " off ":position, it isolates the meter whiis't
the valve.,voltmeter is warming up. This is necessary
as the meter current rises to a value of about 3 mA.
before settling down.' After a minute or se) the meter'
will register a " negative " current and the balancing
control laust then be adjusted sb that the pointer
registers zero.
With reference to the valve voltmeter itself, circuit
values have been given and these will be found to be
approximately correct. However, die to differences in
valves, etc., each instrument will require individual
adjustment.. After the circuit has been set in operation
an accurately known voltage of rvolt should be applied
to the 'test terminal whilst Sr is in the rv. (fig r.) (V.V.M.)
position. The Meter pointer should just reach full '
scale. If it falls short, the 50,000 W. resistor (connected
to the Cathode of the DH63) should be lowered. If it
goes beyond full scale, the 50,000 w. resistor should be
increased:' The wattage rating of this resistor should be,
of generous'prbpòrtions. In fact, in the writer's instru-

'
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ment, 6 1 megohm r w. resistors are used in parallel.
It was found that this combination gave just the required
resistance and allowed operation without any trace of
heating. (A little expensive, perhaps, but very efficient
and no trouble is anticipated from this source ! ). The
accuracy of the to v. and roo v. ranges (V.V.M.) naturally
depends on the accuracy of the .9 megohm and 9 s egohm
resistors incorporated in the voltage divider. To compensate for small variations in line voltage, a power
rheostat has been included in the primary circuit of the
mains transformer. For those interested in even more
stable operation, a voltage regulation system could be.
incorporated in the power pack. however, as this
instrument was built, more for the general investigation.
of faults in AVC_ circuits than the measurement of
absolute. values, this refinement was considered .unneeessary. After all, will the average service engineer condemn
an AVC circuit because his meter reads, say, z v. instead
of 2.2 V.?
One final word about the shunts. The .4 w., 1.6 W.
and IS w. resistors should be very accurately wound,
using heavy wire (the wire ofrah old filament rheostat
will do). Rx should then be wound to a greater value
than 'that calculated for the meter in question. By
comparing readings (on any current range) with those
of a reliable meter, Rx should then be reduced until the
readings on both meters are identical. Provided that
the. construction of the low resistance section of the
shunt has been accurately carried out, all the Current.
ranges will be found to be " in line."
Fora more detailed discussion of the principles: of this
valve voltmeter circuit (and nearly every other V.V.M.)
the reader is referred to " Vacuum Tube. Voltmeters,"
by John F. Rider.
.

Direct Disc Recording 8
Standard Characteristics

\

Equalisers-Main Amplifier-Monitoring

saw in the last article how it is necessary to apply Standard Characteristics
a certain amount of pre -emphasis in the high
There have been many attempts to establish an " ideal"
frequency end of the scale as the recording characteristic
in the past, such as constant -amplitude
approaches the centre of the disc. The distance from favoured by the crystal
enthusiasts, to, several combinathe centre at which this compensation should start can tions of constant -amplitude
cum constant velocity.
be fixed more or less definitely for all purposes as being Indeed, there are three characteristics
being used in
at a groove diameter of some 5 inches for 78 r.p.m. America at the present 'time and several
professional
recording and some xi inches for 331 r.p.m.
equipments include the necessary compensation and
In actual practice it is hardly necessary, and seldom switching for altering the overall response of the playcarried out, for normal 78 r-.p.m. recording with direct back equipment to suit any one of other of these three.
discs, when a modern lightweight pick-up with properly For the home enthusiast it.is still more difficult because
shaped stylus is used for playback: It is not considered he has to cater for the commercial pressings, which vary
good practice to record at an inside diameter of less than in themselves, and also his own direct recordings, With
4 inches at 78 r.p.m. in any case, as we have already perhaps a sprinkling of other direct recordings of his
seen in a previous article.
friends or professional transcriptions, all of which vary,
The question of pre -emphasis, and how much to apply, in their characteristic. It will therefore be seed how
depends a great deal on the type of recording being necessary it is, and how useful it would be, for some
carried out and a number of other considerations, which universally fixed and used standard characteristic for all
are best left to the recordist concerned, as no hard and fast direct recordings..
rule can be laid down in an article of this nature. In
An attempt at this has been made by the American
any case they are 'peculiar to the 331.reeordings with " National Association of Broadcasters," who have
which the private user will not, if he is wise, attempt published .a list of proposed standards covering' quite a
until he has become very thoroughly experienced with large number of points dealing with electrical transcripthe more: usual 78 r.p.m. methods.. The exact method tion work. The standard characteristic which they
by which this pre -emphasis is carried out varies with the propose is shown in Fig. rai and it will be seen that a rise
type of equipment. Usually it is done .by means of 'a of r5db at ro,000 c. p. s. is called for. This calls for a
variable control linked to the feed mechanism of the large power output amplifier, even if the cutter works
cutter'head, which increases the amount of pre -emphasis from a low input, and will be found rather unnecessary '
as the head approaches the centre of the disc. The actual for most private users. Indeed, in the author's opinion;
amounts required can be set up beforehand by means of it is too large a "lift" for any normal purpose and one
alterations to the tone control circuit used in the compen- has only to listen to the majority of American trans.
sator unit.
criptions to realise that it is, in fact, too much, the,
WE
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response being " edgy " to say the least. This probably
accounts for quite a lot of the really -terrible American
transcriptions which are frequently broadcast over the
American and B.B.C. transmitters. In the latter case
it is quite probable that it is even worse, due to incorrect
equalisation, not from lack of. knowledge, of"course, but
due to the fact that the B.B.C. recording characteristic
is nothing like the American.
It is, of course very neèessary for any large studio,
commercial or private, to establish a characteristic of
their own and keep to it, and it is, of course, ,Quite possible
for them to do it. The B.B.C. have their own standard
which is very rigidly kept to, as the author happens
to know, and as all their direct recordings are carried
out to this standard no trouble arises. The commercial
shellac pressings are also kept to a definite standard ;
or at least they are supposed to be, there is mounting
evidence that quite considerable deviations have been
made from time to time on some recordings ; and it is
certainly to the advantage of the private user if he aims
at a definite standard characteristic. Small deviations
will make very little difference, but it is desirable that
some sort of standard should be aimed at. The author
suggests a characteristic similar to that in.Fig. rB as
being one which can be obtained with little trouble,
using good quality, well -designed equipment and one
.
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quencies, falling off quite appreciably in the bass and
treble registers.
We cast therefore record at a higher :evel in both the
bass and the treble than we could otherwise do, without
fear of overcutting, or of presenting too steep a wave
front in the higher end. This is doubly useful as we shall
see. First, because it enables us to record at a slightly
higher level in the bass, which means rather less boost
will be required on playback, also a higher level in the
treble so that on playing back we can afford to use a
slight treble cut which enables us to cut out any background noise due to needle hiss, disc variations, etc.
Secondly, it means that our overall characteristic can
be more uniform throughout and the less compensation
and faking we can use, the more likely are we to obtain
really first-class quality on the finished record.
The final decision must be made by the user himself
as to how much emphasis is used and where it is used,
for no matter what the " experts" say the final answer
is always "does it please the listener." If it does then
it's right:

Equalisers
First, it is necessary to obtain a constant amplitude
characteristic below about 400/500 c.p.s. for reasons
already discussed. Equalisers for performing this can
either be inserted in the main
amplifier, or between the output
N6
transformer
cutter head.
(A In the higherand
class cutter heads
they are included in the bead
and no other equalisation is
needed for all the more usual
-f IO
If they have to be
-f-6d6 purposes.
put in it is perhaps the better
á5
practice to include them in
the intermediate stages of the
amplifier, rather than between
the output and the head, as
this can lead to quite severe
........--',.....
distortion. A suitable bass attenuator can quite well be
(A) Proposed American Standard
included in the tone control
-IQ
Crossover -700 CP. S.
stage' and has, in fact, several
advantages if fitted in this
(8)- Suggested Characteristic
stage:
-1.
Secondly, some form of treble
For
Nºrmaó
Direct
Recording
(A)
'boost must be provided for to
Crossover -; /,000 C. P. S.
lift the töp end of ,the scale, so
as to give a rising characteristic
I_
in recording which, when attenuated on playing back, gives a
reasonably level response with
a good signal to noise ratio,
/oo
50
to00.
10,000 and .an attack on speech and
music which makes the record
Fig. ì.-Characteristic curves for recording cros,overs.
ing " live," as though the
orchestra were right in the room
which can easily be adapted to commercial pressings and not away back behind the loudspeaker. Thisagain
when this type are reproduced in the ordinary way.
can be carried out in the tone control stage.
The author has used tins standard consistently fora
A properly designed tone control stage is an essential
long period with excellent results on all types of recording. to any recording system and if one is used which is
The equipment used both for recording and playback correctly designed it will fill all the requirements of the
is capable of a really high degree of quality without normal user. Special equalisers for experimental work,
any elaborate and expensive "gadgets." After all, the or for obtaining some special characteristic, can always
home user does not want to have to use special playback be included at suitable points where desired, with a
equipment each time he plays commercial pressings be- shorting switch to give the " normal " position.
cause his recording amplifier is fixed for sonic fancy
Many tone control circuits have been published from
characteristic which differs widely from the usual time to time, the better class types are all good and
standards.
suitable for our purpose, it is More a matter of general
- Certain rules have' to be kept to in all cases, such as
choice as to which one is used. Fig. a shows the type
the modified curve below the region of 500 c.p.s. to which the author recommends as being perfectly satisprevent - excessive amplitudes and the desirability of factory as a basis to work on. Alteration of the conincreasing the higher ends to get a better signal to noise densers,
densers, resistances and olke can be made to give slight
ratio on playback. These, fortunately, do not cause differences in the overall characteristic if desired, the
quite so much trouble as one would imagine at first, basic circuit remaining the same. No originality is
chiefly because we are not concerned with recording claimed for the circuit, it is quite a well-known standard
sine waves, all the tine of equal energy at all frequencies. type which has proved very reliable in use.
The energy content of sounds with which we shall be
Most tone control stages of good design use a valve
Most concerned with are greatest in the middle fre- to compensate for the usual loss occurring in the circuit.
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It

is essential that this
valve be carefully de4
coupled and that a really
first-class` free -fromripple H.T. supply be
provided. Tone control
stages can be a very bad
source of hum pick-up,
and they should always

354

V

Air 'Core
Choke
Fig.

2.-Tone

be inserted well away from any A.C. component such as
the mains transformer, particularly if they use, as most
do, an air core choke for high frequency boosting. Whilst
on this subject it might be as well to mention the question
of suitable layout of the tone control/mixer stages and

the main amplifier.
It is very desirable that the mains unit should be
separate from the mixer and tone control stages. The
latter can be in the form of a small unit with sloping
panel close to the operator, whilst the output stages
and power pack can be on another panel, probably
rack mounted. Alternatively the mixer unit can be
separate ; the tone control stage, voltage amplifying
stages and output stages can all be on the one chassis,
with the power unit quite separate. The author's
equipment is built like this and is absolutely hum -free
in all conditions ; it also has the advantage of very
easy and clean construction.
The Main Amplifier
The main amplifier should be capable of providing
the cutter head with `sufficient power to operate
efficiently; the output will depend upon how much
power the cutter requires. In any case it is very desirable
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for the slightly extra driving power and associated
trouble required.
An amplifier using two valves of the PX25 class in
push-pull, together with a good quality cutter requiring
something of the order of 0.6-1.5 watts, will produce
really first-class results which will leave nothing to be
desired.
The main amplifier-which should include the tone
control stage in the "straight" position-sho ld have

5-Way QP
Switch 'Yexley'
control circuit.
as good an overall frequency response as possible,

which should certainly be not worse than + r db in
the range 3o to 8,0oo c.p.s. and could quite well be
extended to ro,000 c.p.s. without much trouble. It
should be absolutely hum free. This cannot be stressed
too highly ; the slightest hum should not be tolerated,
as it will show up as a nasty rumble on the recording,
besides upsetting the response as a whole. The complete
equipment should be so hum -free that it is quite possible
to " put one's head in the speaker " before it is apparent
that the equipment is live.
Good quality components should be used throughout,
especially for the coupling condensers, whitih should be
mica for preference and have a really high insulation
resistance. The output transformer should be as good
as it is possible to buy, as it is the most important
component in the amplifier. It is quite easy to obtain
the above -mentioned response in pre -amplifier, voltage
amplifying and output stages, but this will be no use if
a badly designed output transformer is used.
Fig. 3 gives the circuit of the author's amplifier,'which
is quite a well-known conventional type, It is very
doubtful if this can be improved in any way as regards
-

quality and the reader can rely upon getting the very
best possible results by using this circuit with good
The only alteration which some may prefer
that at least three times the power required by the components.
the input circuit known as the Schmitt circuit, after
cutter is provided and in no case should it be less than is
the
which gives a more true push-pull driver
designer,
6 watts. There is no question that power triodes are
than the original. It has the merit of requiring
the most suitable for recording work, and although good stage
less 16 mfd. condensers and a bias decoupling
results can, and are, obtained with pentodes having two
the cathodes of the
plenty of negative feed-back, applied experience shows condenser but, on the other hand,
(Continued on pgge 387)
that the triode more than compensates, in final results,
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Ammeters, bl/I, 1.5, 3 and 5 -amp, 20:' each. Press -button "switches, small.
5 -way, non -locking, 26.
CRYSTAL SET assemblies with
circuit, 6/6. Detectors with crystal
and C.W. 2'6. Permanent detectors.
Quantities small radio and
2,6.
,electrical piece parts to Offer, sample
box, over 100 parts, 5-. Useful steel
boxes, open top, approx. 4 x 2 x 2 in.
6d.; 5,'- doz. Insulation tape, 741, roll,
Insulated staples, box of 100 1.-.
Mechanisms incorporating 20 -amp.
switch, 26....
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COULPHONE RADIO

PROMPT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
NEW GOODS ONLY
Orders over 5/- post and packing free.
Yungsram and B.V.A. Valves. Over
2,000 in stock. List prices.
Mains Trans!., 350v.-0-350v. 100 mA.,
4v. 6a., 4v. 20a., or 6.3v. 3 a., 5v. 25., 26/6
Trans!. Bobbins, as above ...
15/6
P.M. Speakers, less transf.,. 3ün., 29/-;
6 rn 21/6; Sin., 217-;.Sin., .22/6: lOin.,
With pen. trans 6 in., 27/-; 8m.,
35
27 6: 10in., 42/6.
Sin M.E. 1,208 ohm. field pen, trsf. 62/6
Power -Pen, Output Trans!., 40mA. 8/6
Parafeed L.F. Transfs. 4 : 1
..6!5-Ivan Cable, 1041. yd-; 3 -way, 6d. yd.
Mains Dropper. Resistors, 800 ohms.
2 adj. taps, 3 amp, with fixing feet 4/6.
Push -back Wire, 50ft., 2/9 100ft. 4/9
Carbon Resistors,
w., 6d 1 w.,
9d. Standard valves 50 2, to 5 meg.
Resin Cored Solder...
4/--lb.
Tinned Copper Wire,lib,
2/3
Sleeving, 2mm., A.I.D. Speci 2d. yd.
Moving Coil Microphone...
.. 95/Mike FIoor Stand, chromium ... 42/Tubular and Silver Mica, all sizes
Valve -holders, Eng. & Amer., 64. each.
Vol. Controls with sw., 4/9,'less sw. 3/6
Smoothing Iron:Elements, 450w. 2,3
Fire Spirals, 750 w., 2!- ; 1,000 w. 2/6
Staneleo Soldering Irons, 230v. 17/6
Speaker Field Coils, 2,000 ohms. 9/6.
Smoothing Chokes, 15 fly, 200 mA.
200 ohms ...
...
,.
21/Tuning Condensers, .0005 with trimmers, 2 gang, 11/6 ; 3 gang, less tr. 13'6
Tuning Coils, M. & L. wave, with
reaction circuit
.. Pair 12!6.
Milliarfrmeteis, 4'in., B.S.; 1st grade,
0-1 mA. Knife edge pointer...
... 70/ Electrolytic Condensers. Limited
supplies. 8mfd. 450v., 8/9 8-8mfd. 450v.,
12/6 ; 25mfd. 25v., 50 mfà, 12 v. (both
are priced 2/6) ; 25mfd. 50v., 3/- 50mfd.
50v., 313.
Line Cord, . .3 amp.,. 60 ohm per ft.,
2 and 3 -way, 3B per yard.
Stamped addressed envelope for list.
NEW LONGTON, Nr. Preston
-
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H. GOULD,
RADIO & ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTORS,
12 PRINCES STREET,
CAVENDISH SQ., W.I.
MAYfair 4014

-

-

-

-

TRANSFORIVIERSï Type C, lee -e.300,
6.3 or 4 v., 29/6. Type D, 300-0-300, e.3
36/-.
SPEARER.S,-bin. Celeeticn, less trans., 22/6.
o.n. Rola less trans., 21/6, Bin. Magnavox, with
2.IAINS

ans.

v

8/6

en.

Magnavox, with tease:, 26/i..

VOLUME CONTROLS.-10 K., i, 4, 1 mega, with
snitch, 5/9, I00
i, 1 meg., less switch, 3/6.
OUTPUT TRANs. PENTODE 6-6, heavy duty, 6!6.
COILS (Litz rr-ouisi).-M/wave A. and A.F., T.R.F.
eirauit eºuiosed, 10/6. M/wave high gain, il.,
TUNING CONDENSERS.
gang .0003, with
alibratel scale, 14/6.
DROPPERS .3 adjustable tapping, with .feet. 4/9,

K

-2

LINECORD.-.3 3 -core see ohms. per,/t.l, 4/. yd.
SYSTOPLER.-2 man_ 3/0 doz. yd, lengths.
VALVEROLDERS -International Octal, U.S.A.,
and 4-pin. English, 7- and 5 -pin, N.
SPEAKER FIELD COILS.
2,000 ohms 9/-CROKES.--51,F 219. Midget L.P 5j9,
W I R E -W O U N D

ohms., 376.

POTENTIOMETERS. -0.2,000

KNORS,-Standard type, 9d. Instrument type, 1/-,
ELLECTROLYTIC KIT I ciuling S-3/PÍ), 450VDC,
4MFD, .500VDC, 22í1D, 350VDC, iOneD, 310
VDC, -1 doz. Assorted Tubnlars, ete., 27(6.

LITERATURE. -Valve
Manual, 3/e,
Test Gear, 1,6, Radio Circuits, 2/0,
Orders by Post Only. Post Free Over D. No C.O.D.
RADIO

YOU

can become
a first-class
RAIIIO

ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid

employment or profitable
spare -time work.

T. & C. RADIO. COLLEGE
NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.
(Please note change of address.)

(Post in unsealed envelope. id. stamp.)

Please send- me free details of your
Home-Study Mathematics and Radio

I
I

Courses.
NAME

ADDRESS
63

1

_____,_i
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VALLANCPS

SPECIALS

..

-

v. 2 amp. at 35/8 each (ehroùded).
SECONDARIES, 300-0-300: v. 75''.m el, 4 v. 4 amp.,
4V. 2 amp. Also with 6.3 v. 3 amp 5 v. 2 amp.
et 3718 (ehronded).
SECONDARIES, 450.0-450 200 m.a., 4 v. Il amp.
CT:, 4'v. 5 amp. CT. 4 º. 3 amp. at 45;9 each.
Also 6.3 v. 5 amp. CT., 6.3 v. 3 amp. CT. and
5 v, 3 amp. 42/9. Plus 2/6 post and packing.
MILLIAMMETERS. 0-1 m.a, full scale, moving colt,
100 ohms 217n. diem. 92/-: 3ín. diem. 65/-.
flush mounting
MICROAMMETERS,. 0.500, 200 ohms, 3372. dram..
71/6 San,. meter rectifiers 154..
S.P. 12 -way rotary switches 5/.. each.
D.P.i,6-way rotary switches 51- each (low resistance
centacta).
SPEAKERS, permanent Magnet Roving Cell
3 okras.
ROZA Sin. 21/8, 031e. 2210.-Nns-24)...
000AMAN3, :31ín. 801- (3 fr 15 ohms), 12in. 1351-.
VITAVOX, 121n. 20 watts 511/13/3.
PUSH-PULL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Speaker
matching from 140 ohms, valve loads 1,500 diamo
to- 16,000 ohms. Will match almost all types of
valves, single-ended stages. Push -Pull elms A.
AB1, ABO and B, 15 watts 34/-, 30 watts 49/6.
Pull instructions with each transformer.
HEAVY DUTY MULTI RATIO, 19 ratios for 2.5
ohm speaker, 70 m.a. single -ended stage. Has
spend application to 10 ohm. speakers. Instruction leaflet with each transformer. Price 18/9.
RAYM4RT precision ahort-wave components always
in stock.
Please Send- cash and postage with order, otherwise
C.O.D.

and

5

-

LASKY'S RADIO

FIRST-CLASS
RADIO COURSES

VALVES, large stocker delivery bi'íetùrn.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, PRIMARIES, 200/250 v.
SECONDARIES, 350.0-350 v. 90 ma., 4 v. 5 amp.
CT., 4 v. 3 amp. Also with 0.3 v. 5 amp. CT.
-

August, 1945

_

.

..

370, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W 9

r r

(Op. Padd. Hospital.) Phone : Cunningham 1979

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING :
TRIS -MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
assorted Condensera, cc/Nesting' of 8 mfd.
500v.,4 mfd. 650 v:, 16 mfd.350v. (can type).
2 mfd. 600
1 mfd. 500 v., .5 mfd. 250 v.,
.25 mfd. 350 v., .05 mfd. 500 v...1 mfd. 350 V.
.01 mfd, 500 v.. etc., etc. All for 732. Post free.
2 mfd. Block Paper Condensers, 650 v. wrk..
2/8 each.' 4. mfd. 700 v.w., 5/8 each. 4 V.
mains transformers. 305-8-358. -1
33/8 ea., and 6.3+5 volt heaters, 3216.
Small crocodile clips, 3/9 doz. Cards of
114, 3 watt resistors. all marked and useful
values, $110x. 66. per 'card. Servisol at 5"per tin, Systoflex, assorted, at 2/3, 2/6 and
W- doz. Volume Controls, 1. i and 1 meg.,
less switch, at 318 each : with switch, 5/9
each. .2 and .3 amp. mains droppers, 419:.
5I9 and 716 each. .3 amp. 3-way line cord, r
'70 ohms, per foot, best quality, at 3/11 yd.
Slow Motion Dial and Drive scutcheon
type, 2/6 each. Resistors,
Kit of
1,an da1
£1 loot.sorted,
Smoothing Chokes, Midget type, R56 ohms
60 mA, 6/8 each ; larger type 500 ohms
160 niA..1516 each. Medium and long-wave
coils with reaction, at 10/6 per pair. Universal Speaker Transformers, 7/6 ; Class B
and OPP. driver and output types, 916.
Pentode S/Trans., 5/9 each. Solder, Resistances, tin copper wire, soldering irons,
knobs, toggle switches, 2 and 3 gang
condensers, eto, Midget Medium Wave
coils, A. Sr H.F. T.R.F. girt, with diagram,
1036 pair. Cheaper types from 516 pair.
SPEAKERS. Roua Pitt; 510.. 21/-: -61ín.
21/6; 8in., 23/8 each. Ceeelmans 31in.
P-M..-27/6 loin., 39/6 each. Ce estioa 10in.
P.M., with Transformer, 45/8. In stock,
over 5,000 new boxed English and U.S.A.
mains and battery valves at list prices.
Send id. for our lists, etc.
Send
requirement

GET A CERTIFICATE I
QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE

24

v

TIME
After brief, Intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in .yourspare
time -YOU can secure. your pro-,
fessional qualification.
Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom

let us show

in Radio.

you how

FREE GUIDE,. ---ü---I The New Free Guide contains 132 I-

I pages of information of the greatest 1
importance to those seeking such I
1 success compelling qualifications as
.

A.M.Brit.l-R.E., A:M I.E,E., City

1

and Guilds Final Radio,

_

Metric.,

London B:Sc.(Eng.),
( A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsman- I
ship(all branches), etc., together I
with particulars of our remarkable I
e Guarantee of
4

M

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

Write now. -for your copy of this .1
invaluable Publication. It may well I
prove
to be the turning point in your
I

--

career.

FOUNDEL

-

1985-OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

".

.

I

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP

VAL LAñ1C E'S

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 461) 146; HOLBORN,

VALLANCE AND DAVISON, LTD.

LONDON, E.C.I.

,

I WITH

144, BRIGGATE, LEEDS I

RPFR
REERED

DE

NEW BOOK

RADIO SERVICE
TEST,; GEAR

By W. R. CABAL/Y. An extremely useful book
for those who- want to construct their own
instruments. It forms, a valuable introduction
to the subject, and will help keen amateurs
to understand the fundamental a.c. and
radio theory and principles' so necessary for
the design of even the iutist`simple apparatus.
This -background, combined with practice in
constructing an instrument, is the surest and
most satisfactory way ..of gaining a sound
knowledge of radio 'theory and technique.
6s. net.

*

PROTECT YOUR RAB!©
E!!!://'PME,4f

4 VOLT

S

VOLT

r

er &E WILT HEATERS

OLIVER PELL CONTROL

Lr°L

RDWWOOLWICH'$'E19'
TELEPHONE: WOOLWICH 1422

CAMBRIDGE

NEW EDITION

SHORTWAVE
RADIO

By J. E. REYNEE.,

A fourth edition of a
work by an acknowledged authority: on the
subject
reliable book on modern develop.
meats ííl -the use'of the shòrf,-ultra-short, and
1nicro-waves. In this new edition the author
has included chapters dealing with ¡;the
technique of velocity modulated oscillators
and the important ,subject of wave- gullies.
les. 6d. net.,
.

-a

"

Pitman Hous
Parker

PIi l

Street,i

MAI!

Landon,
HidesÚ.0-2

glee design and .build soldering
Irons, machines, meltingnets,
and .special furnaces for :all
soa
needs te ºúitany
voltage
ra edareego.
Illustrated
nt
units.
interchandgeable
There are
many others.
: Ltite fer leaflet to
Sok Agent:

'

.

ELCORDIA LTD.,

sO

2, Caxton. Street, London, B.W.t. j 5LCO
Tel: ABBey 4206.

l
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354 vs
Fig.

3.-Circuit of

well-/norm conventional type amplifier.

two nput valves are some qo volts up, which is not rated output. It is convenient for the tone control
very desirable.' It is a matter of personal choice which stage and the two driver stages to be mounted on the.
input circuit is used ; either are excellent for our sanie chassis with the output valves. The former can
all be fed from the same filament winding. Little need
purpose.
The circuit lends itself to a very easy and clean be said regarding the layout and- wiring as ordinary
layout and despite its excellence is quite cheap to general practice can be followed, always remembering
produce. The mains unit should be well designed with that a recording amplifier must be as perfect as possible
two stages of smoothing ; filament windings should be and that it pays a good dividend to put the best into it.
The tone control stage, together with the amplifier
centre tapped and balanced to earth, with a separate
winding for each output valve so that self-biasing can shown, is quite suited for use with either radio or pickbe used. Total harmonic di%tortion of this type of up input, but will require an extra stage of amplification
amplifier should be under a për cent, when giving full if used with a microphone.

V
9â4

Vs

`,

PX25s

Fig. 4.-Alternative input (Schnaïtt circuit). To balance, in each case, -insert 5o resistor at P. With r,000 c.p.s.
input balance 20 h. potentiometer to minimum signal-with 'phones across P.
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Monitoring
improved 'by using a pick-up on the disc being recorded
It is essential that some form of monitoring should be and placed a groove or two behind the cutter head.
provided if one is. to obtain the best results. Several By this method it is possible to actually monitor the
ways of doing this can he arranged-from the simple, recorded disc and although one must remember that.
high -impedance loudspeaker placed' across a low there will be a small time lag one is actually hearing
mpedance head to the more elaborate& monitoring what is recorded, taking. into consideration the cutting
iamplifier. The former method robs some of the power operationt; which no other monitoring method
available to the cutter and is not easy from the point can do.
.of view of controlling the volume of the monitor speaker.
If the expense of a small' amplifier for this purpose
Without doubt, the two best methods are : use of a can be met, then it is without question the best method.
separate small amplifier with its own bass and treble The valve or valves necessary (never more than two)
controls and fed from some point on the main recording can be fed from a separate winding on the mains
amplifier, such as one side of the output transformer transformer of the main power unit if desired. Another
with suitable attenuator network. This method has advantage of using the separate monitoring amplifier and
the advantage that the volume can be controlled pick-up method is that by using a change -over switch
perfectly at will, without in any way affecting the output it is possible to listen to the incoming programme or the
to the cutter head ; at the same time it is possible to recorded disc in a matter of seconds and thus have a
`listen to the programme as it will be heard from the direct comparison of the original and the recording.
completed record, with the correct bass and treble
The next two articles will deal with playback types
adjustments. It is always desirable to monitor at a of pick-ups, needles, compensating circuits, tracking,
point as near as possible to the cutter head, rather than with photomicrographs showing needle wear and
earlier in the chain. The above method can further be specially shaped styli.

Television

Broadcasting

Practice

(Concluded from Page 344,

rRESENT technical opinion in America holds ,that a
channel wider than 6 me/s is required for a colour
television system if it' is to be competitive with

the present black-and -white images. Moreover, many
problems remain to be solved in providing proper
balance of 'colour under the wide variety of spectral
distributions and brightness encountered in light
sources. A non-mechanical method of introducing
the colour sequence is also highly desirable. These
problems will receive attention as soon as facilities for
research are again available.
The long period Of inactivity in television since
America's entry into the war has obscured the future
course of events, but there are indices which point to a
post-war period of intense activity. One such index
is the list of applications for commercial television
station licences, now pending before the Federal Communications Commission. There are now 39 such
applications, over four times the number of commercial
licences at present in force. The geographical distribution of the proposed stations is shown in Fig. -25.
Another index of coming activity is the, plan tentatively announced by the American Telephone and Telegraph .Co: for extending the coaxial cable. The schedule,
contingent on the progress of the war, calls for extensions
of the present New York-Philadelphia link to Washington
in 1945 ; to Boston and Charlotte, North Carolina,
Chicago to St. Louis and Los 'Angeles: to Phoenix,
Arizona, in 1946 ; Chicago to Buffalo and the beginning
of a southern transcontinental route in 1947. By 195o,
at the completion of the present programme; the coaxial
system will extend as shown in Fig. 26: This gigantic
system of coaxial cable is not necessarily predicted upon
television network connections ; rather it is planned
as normal extension of long-distance telephone circuits.
But sufficient reserve facility is planned to accommodate television demands where they may appear.
A definite index of post-war plens is the review of
standards recently made by the Television Panel
of the Radio T'echnical Planning Board. This group of 3o
experts voted unanimously in June, 1944, to recommend
standards substantially the same as the pm -war standards,
stating that the proposed standards are the best on
which to resuñie television activity, based on all presently
available information."
The changes in the standards proposed by the R.T.P.B.
Panel are simple The alternative standards permitted
by the F.C.C. and previously discussed in this paper
.

.

-

America

in.

July issue)

are restricted to permit but one method in each case.
Frequency modulation is no longer proposed for alternative use in transmitting the picture signal, and the
alternative waveform shown in Fig. 1r is no longerYécommended. Definite changes in the standards relate,
strangely enough, only to the sound channel. Pre
quency modulation is retained, but the maximum
frequency deviatioh is reduced from 2, 75 kc/s to
25 ke/s, to reduce the difficulties associated with local
oscillator drift on the channels at zoo me/s and above,.
which are now proposed for active use. To compensate
partially for the reduction in signal level brought about
by the reduction in frequency deviation, it is, proposed
to increase the radiated power of the sound transmitter
to the range from r.o to 1.5 times the radiated picture.
power, a maximum increase of three times over, the,
prevailing standard.. Finally, the time -constant of the,
audio -emphasis characteristic has been reduced ,from
loop s to so s, in the interest of more efficient opera-.
tion of the sound transmitter.
The recommendation of the R.T.P.B. Panel which
points most clearly to the expected Ievel of ,post-war
activity is a proposed allocation (Fig. 27) which calls
for twenty-six 6-mc/s channels between 5o and 246 me/s.
Whether or not these facilities will actually be assigned
remains to be seen. But the need is clearly apparent
for a truly nation-wide service, comparable with the
present standard broadcasting system.
In conclusion, a brief comparison between present
American standards and the pre-war British standards
is appropriate. Since the British standards are eight
years older than the most recent revision of the American
standards, the British standards might profitably be
reviewed to tape` account of recent practice.
If this were done, comparison with the American
standards would suggest that vestigial-sideband transmission be adopted in preference to the double sideband
system, and that the number of lines be increased from
495 to.sonie value between 500 and 600. The 25 per sec.
frame rate should of Course be retained ; this allows
ápproxúnetely ro per cent. more lines than the 3o per
sec. frame rate. A suitable figure corresponding to
the American value of 325 lines would then be 567
lines (=3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 7): In all other respects, except
polarity of transmission and equalising pulses, the
American and British systems are closely similar.
The method of modulation for the sound channel, is. a
question on which much international discussion is still
required, but the issue is not a major one in any event.
.

.
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records

...v.open the

selection of H.M.V. releases for this
month I cannot do better than draw attention
to a truly delightful and equally brilliant recording.
by Jussie Bjorling (tenor) and Hjordis Seh_ymberg
(soprano) on H.M.V. DB6119. They sing in Italian
two well-known duets-one being the rather haunting
" O Soave Fangiulla" (Lovely Maid of the Moonlight)
from Act Y of Puccini's opera. " La Bohème"; and
; the second, " E Il Sol Dell'anima " from Act i of
"Rigoletto," by Verdi. Of the two I like them best
in " O Soave Fangiulla " ; this is, no doubt, because
I can always enjoy that duet, particularly when it is
rendered in such a faultless manner as in the recording
under consideration.
Jussi Bjorling and Hjordis
Sehymberg possess voices of exceptional charm, quality
and range ; and, as duettists, their balance and
understanding leave nothing to be desired. I strongly
recommend this record to all who enjoy and appreciate
singing in all its beauty.
Two more duettists who call for special mention
are Jose Iturbi and Amparo Iturhi. In this case it is
for their skill at the piano," and, so far as Jose is
concerned, for the transcription and arrangement for
two pianos of the ever popular " Rhapsody in Blue "
by George Gershwin. The recording occupies four sides
of two records, H.M.V. DB622o and DB6221, and it
forms a very pleasing example of outstanding merit,
of perfect co-operation between two pianists whose
performance is rich in expression and technique.
An unusual record, and one which I would rather
leave to the listener to judge, is " A Threnody for a
Soldier Killed in Action," by Michael Homing and
Anthony Collins. It is in two parts on H.IM.V. C3427,
and has been recorded by The Hallé Orchestra, conducted
by John Barbirolli. As its title indicates, it is a solemn
lamentation, or funeral dirge, for one who has given his
life for his country and all that he holds dear. The
next record strikes a very different chord. It is entitled
" England, My England," and it forms a Pageant of
National Songs, played and sung by Massed Symphony
Orchestras; Organ, Dennis Noble, B. Bannerman and
Chorus-the whole being conducted by George Walter.
This recording is as one would expect, stirring and
representative of the songs we all know and associate
so closely with this island of ours. The soloists, Dennis
Noble and B. Bannerman, give fine renderings of their
songs, and they are most ably supported by a wellbalanced chorus and a first-class accompaniment by
the massed symphony orchestras and organ. Make a
note of the number-H.31. V. C3434.
From .the loin. releases I have a very mixed bag.
On H.M.V. B9419 the well-known voice of Joseph
McLeod can be heard reading The Lord's Prayer "
and " Psalm. 23-The Lord Is My Shepherd." On
H.M.V. B9417 can be heard the " Bells of Westminster
Abbey, York Minster, Coventry Cathedral, Bath
Abbey and -St. Mary's, Puddletown" as rung on Victory
Day, May 8th, 1945. A fitting commentary is given by
Frank Phillips.
John Gielgud, with Massed Choirs and Orchestras,
can be heard on 1-1.í11.V. B942o, in'the recording entitled
" Fanfares ; Excerpts from- ' Richard TI' and: ' Ring
John "
God Save the King." Ail profits from
the sale of this record will be handed to Ping George's
Jubilee Trust Fund. On the other side of B9420 The
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Sir Adrian
Boult, have recorded " Rule Britannia " and " The
British Grenadiers."
As a 'distinct contrast " Hutch " offers " I'm
Confessin' " and " Waiting " ox H.M.V. BD/too ;
while on H.H.V. BD11o5 Dinah Shore renders " Like
Someone In Love "'from the filin " Belle of the Yukon,"

'

`

,

and " Auld Lang Syne." In the latter she is accompanied
by The Sportsman Quartet with Orchestra.
Columbia

NORWEGIAN Dances," by Grieg, Op. 35, form the
+
recordings on Columbia DXxx9z-23.
This
delightful work is played by the City of Birmingham
Orchestra, conducted by George Weldon:
The dances are in four movements : No. i, Allegro
Marcata (in D minor) ; No. 2, Allegretto Tranquillò
(in A major) ; No. 3, Allegro Moderato aller Marcia (in
G major) ; and, finally, No. 4, Allegro Motto (in D
major).- Kathleen Ferrier (contralto), with Gerald Moore
at the piano, has made a good recording on, Columbia
DX 1194 of " Come To Me Soothing Sleep " and " Spring
Is Coining." Miss Ferner has a voice of pleasing charm,
and her performance is to be commended.
Another of the " Old -Time Dance Series," or rather,
another two-Nos. 12 and' 13-will be found on
Columbia DXI195, on which Harry Davidson and his
Orchestra have recorded " Excuse Me Waltz " (Eton
boating song) and " Slow Waltz " (Songs d'Automne),
two topping numbers for dancing.
In the Join. series there is a spate of patriotic recordings; Columbia DB2I,7o is entitled " National Anthems
of Allied Nations," played by the regimental band Of
H.M. Grenadier Guards. The anthems included are those
of Britain, France, Norway, U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia
and Holland.
On Columbia DB2172 the same band has recorded
"Star Spangled Banner," followed by Liberty Bell,"
and, on the other side, God Save the King," followed
by Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1."
On Columbia DB2173 there is " La Marseillaise,"
followed by " March Lorraine " and " National Anthem
of the U.S.S.R.," followed by " Song of the Plains."
These are also played by the regimental band of H.M.
Grenadier Guards.
Foden's Motor Works Band
conductor, Fred
Mortimer-have a good recording of " lie Fledermaus
Overture " on Columbia FB3112, both sides.
Victor Silvester and his Ballroom Orchestra have
selected for their latest recording on Columbia FB3117
" Love Is My Reason "-waltz, and " We'll Gather
Lilacs "-quick -step.
`

.

`

.

`

Parlophone
"

Yesterday" and "Coming Home,"
DREAMS
iJ
two delightful little numbers, are rendered on
Of

Parlophone F2076 by Dorothy Squires, accompanied
by orchestra conducted by Billy Reid.
Billy. Thorburn's " The Organ, the Dance Band and
Me," with, of course, Billy at the piano, have recorded
" The Boy Next Door "-waltz, and ` " Down Our
Way-"-foxtrot, on Parlophone F2074..
Geraldo and his Orchestra offer two good
--" We'll Gather Lilacs " and " Robin Hoodfoxtrots
"--on
Parlophone F2073. These are played and presented in
true Geraldo style ; and I recommend them to all
dancers.
No. 67 of " Tin Pan Alley .Medley, played by. Ivor
Moreton and Dave Kaye (on two pianos with string
bass and drums) will be found on Parlophone Fzo.7r.
It introduces Ac-cent-tbhu-ate the Positive," I
Promise You," " A Dream World is Waitin
" Sleigh
Ride in July," A Little on the Lonely Side " and
Don't Fence Me In."
Regal
HARRY LEADER and his Orchestra make the only
recording I have for Regal this month ; and they
have selected The Last Waltz of the Evening " and
" Waiting. "--foxtrot.
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender tnot necessarily for publication).

bring these considerations to Thermion's attention.Standardised Terms
W. G. SENIOR (British Dental Association).
has been written recently and verbal
SIR,-Much
debates have been conducted upon the standardisaMozambique
tion of technical terms, more especially with regard- to
SIR,-In
reply to F. J. Walters' request for information
in
press
technical
electrical and radio phraseology. The
about Mozambique. CR7BE Lorenzo Marques
many cases is introducing, and rightly so, the more broadcast every evening from 183o-z1oo hrs. on 30.50 m.
logical " capacitor " for condenser, `inductor " instead 9,710 kc/s giving news In English at 19.10 hrs. I quote
of coil, etc. Now surely we find our greatest revolutionary further extracts from my log which -may be of interest need at the basis of all electrical and radio theory in the to readers: HEO4 29.02 m. 10,338 Iic/s Berne with
incongruous description of a negative charge of electricity English programme for N. America at 19.25 R9, YU
as an " electron," so named by its discoverer from the Belgrade 49.10 m. 6,110 kc/s with English news at
Greek "electra." Atomic nomenclature includes such 19.15 R7, PRI.B 25.6o m. 11,718 kc/s with programme
freely used names, all self-evident, as the" " positron " from 19.30 R8. A signal which is giving good reception
in describing the positive charge present in varying here now, but I have not seen reported lately, is HCJB
numbers in the proton. The " neutron " to describe the 24.08 m. 12,445 kc/s and 30. ie- m. which is a good
corpuscular mass -also present in the proton, but instead -programme from 00.00lirs. to 01.30 hrs., commencing with
of almost automatically speaking of the " negatron " as the news. SBO Motala 25.53 m. 11,705 ke/s with news
that negative charge we cling to the obsolete " electron "; at 15.00 hrs. R6.
may I then propose an increasing use of the more logical
VLC2 Shepperton 30.99 m. 9,680 kc/s with English
and descriptive term " negatron " amongst those of us feature programme at 16.15. This transmission is
conclude
it.
To
and
use
to
control
whose business it -is
beamed to Great Britain. A station which I have Iogged
with a word of praise for PRACTICAL WIRELESS and the is ST-Radio Omdurman Sudan on 22.52 m., "13,345
marked improvements in its articles. Its size, too, is kc/s with one English programme a week, that is on
more convenient, and all despite the rigours of war.- Thursdays 17.30-18.00 R5. I think that's about the lot
H. F. NORMAN (Reading).
for now.
There is one small point I should like to make to
"A Short -waver"
readers. When they send information in about stations
to my S.W. Circuit received or request information, why don't they give
SIR,-I wish to make a correctionissue.
The correction the time the station was heard and the wavelength ;
that you published in your July
should read this would then be of use to other SM. fans instead of
condenser
i
mfd.
coupling
:
follows
is as
. r mfd., i megohm grid stopper should read ioo,000 ohms
just saying 25 m. band." etc.-B. HAYES (New
or .1 mdgohm.- j. H. BRUNT (eds).
Bradwell).
-

.

:

"Deaf 'Aids"
of our Members has drawn our attention to
SIR,-One
the article by " Thermion " on page- 245 of your

May issue. Our Member refers to the fourth paragraph
under the heading " Deaf Aids." Your Journal has
rightly a wide circulation,. obviously among thinking
people, and we very much deprecate the- derogatory
terms ,applied to the profession of dentistry. Thermion
suggests that little thought or care has been given by
the prófession to the prevention of dental disease. He
is probably -unaware that- unlike other professions or
callings, all, dentists registered since 1921 have to pay
an annual retention fee, part of the money of which is .
devoted to endowing professorial Chairs and other dental
teaching, appointments, and part to dental research.
Very -large sums of money have been expended since
1921 through the medium of the Medical Research Council
in the cause of dental disease. The Dental Board of the.
United Kingdom, the statutory body concerned, -has
also expended large -sums over the same period on
educating the public in the means of prevention of decay
and care of the teeth. That Thermion should not have
seen the posters on the underground stations andother
public places, possibly only rarely during the war, as
poster propaganda has naturally had to be cut down,'
but certainly widely. during peacetime, is unfortunate,
but we would suggest that before making such statements
'he might have inquired from those best in a position
to advise him.
He is quite right in his assumption' that anyone
discovering a talisman which would detect the true
cause of dental decay would be hailed as the-saviour
of -mankind, and the dental professionif one is to
understand the term "dental industry "' itsed. in the
article, to connote ,the same thing-would be the first
so to hail it, and would certainly not endeavour to
suppress the means. We would be grateful if you would
-

-

.

Stations Identified
Q IR-Re A. Bower's query in June issue of

7

PRACTICAL
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VONH, 5,970Ize/s power 300 w., and VONF, 640 kc/s
power ' to kW., operate between 22.30-03.30 G.M.T.
VONG, 9,475 kc/s power 300 w., operates between
1430-19.30 G.M.T.-R. ALLEN (Sydenham).
4 -valve Short -waver
to point out an error in the letter
of Mr: M. Bimford, when he states thatbecause
the 5o,000 ohm potentiometer is peruianeutly. connected
across the G.B. battery in the 4 -valve short -waver, the
latter will run down in a very short time. From Ohm's
Law, the discharge is found to be not quite '.2 mA.

SIR,-I would like

-

Calculating that in conjunction with the total anode
current of the receiver shows that if the set is used on
the average 36 minutes daily, the G.B. section -of the
battery will last as long as the H.T. section. Furthermore, according -to the valve makers' recommendations,.
the G.B. on the output valve can be lowered -to 3 volts
with izo volts on the anode, so that a drop in G.B.
voltage (which will not arise normally until the H.T.
voltage begins to fall), is of no consequence. If the set
is to be left standing for long periods, one of the G.B.
plugs can be removed, or a potentiometer with 3 -point
switch used in the normal way as Mr. Bimfordsuggests,
as potentiometers with 3-point switches are now more
generally obtainable.
I would like to take this opportunity of noting that
the special resistors for the D.C. Multimeter, described
in last month's issue, arc now- available. Premier. Radio
write they can supply any value accurate to i per cent.
at 2S. 6d. each, and the slight extra .cost is well worth
while in this, particular case.-F, G. MEvER'(Gios).
(Continned on page 392)
_

-
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THE .SIMPLEX FOUR

FILTER INDUCTANCES

-

of four air-cored inductances
3,.4, .53, and .8 Henry for top cut
filter circuit
...
...
...
Set

Complete constructional data, comprising
full scale layout and wiring diagrams,
instruction, etc., for the construction of
this 4 -valve, -A.C./D.C.,.- medium wave,
T.R.F. midget receiver, a proven success,
per copy, 4116.
MIDGET coils, aerial and H.F. medium
wave, T.R.F. high gain coils, ideal for the
midget receiver, per pair, 7/6.
'MIDGET SIMPLEX" chassis, for the
four valve midget, all holes drilled, electro
zinc finish, a professional job, 11 by 4 by2in.,
76.
MIDGET 2 -gang variable 0.0005 mfd. condenser, l3/6.MIDGET dials, medium wave, with station
names, Home, Forces, etc., Ivorine, 4 by
lilo., 1/6.
MIDGET superior quality smoothing
choke, 360 ohms, 50,.60 mA., 6/-.
MIDGET, universal output speaker transformer, power and. pentode, 6/6.
MIDGET knobs, black and brown, standard
ditto knobs, at 9d. each, 8/- doz.
PUSH button units, 6 -way, complete with
knobs and escutcheon, 5/6.
NUTS and bolts, 4 B.A., 7/- gross (2 gross
in all) : 6 B.A., 6/- gross.
DROPPERS. Mains droppers, with flying
feet, and two variable taps, 0.3 amp., 800
ohms, 5.6 : and CO amp., 1,000 ohms, 4/6 ;
superior quality droppers, the best obtainable, at 7;6 each.
SLOW motion, string drive, comprising
drum and control spindle, 2/6.
VALVE HOLDERS, Paxolin chassis
mounting, English, 5- 7- and 9 -pin, and
American international octal, 4-.5-, 6- and
7 pin, at 9d, each, 8i- doz. Amphenol international octal, 1/- each, 1 doz.
indie, with
VOLUME controls, Ion
switch, 10,000 and 50,000 ohm 1 and 2 meg.,
at 6/6 each.
CONDENSERS, 0.1 and 0.01"mfd 9d. each,
8/- doz. ; 25 mid., 25 v.. 2:6 each.
Licence to export to N. Ireland. Send for
comprehensive list, 24d. stamp with all
enquiries, please. Postage on all orders.
ö. GREENLICK, 34, Bancroft -Road,

-ELECTRADIX-

The Wall Nut. A
superior set for,table or wall, in polished hard
wood case, tapped A.T.I. and Variable Condenser Tuning, Permanent Detector, 421,.
Mark H. Converted ex W.D. Wavemeter
type Variäbte Condenser, coil and permanent detector in wood box witfilid, 551-.
M.C. Milliammeters, flush
METERS.
panel2.'Fin. diameter, 0-1 m.a. 100 ohms,
bakelite case, new, 5716.: Meter Rectifier

CRYSTAL SETS.

1

m.a., 1016.

MIKES. Tannoy Hand Mike,
for Announcers, Broadcasters
and
Recorders,
multi-cell
carbon
type,
weatherproof
with switch in handle.
For
your sports meeting or dance
-

hall, 211-.
Crystal and
M.C. Mikes in stock.

CORDS, flexible,
yard
long with R.A.F. plug, 113.
or 6 for 516 ; all post

-

301 -

I

each

free.

-

Air Cored

3 Henry inductance, for
connection, tunable approximately 6,000 to 10,000 cts. Six taps for
adjusting width of "dip." For radio
whistle elimination or gramophone
tone and scratch adjustment ...
...

series

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Multi Ratio

Rola : 1,500, 4,000, 6,000,
8,500, 11,000 and 33,000 ohms to -2-3
ohms
`...
.,.14110

Single ratio 6,000 to 2-3 ohms

volts D.C. 500 ohm
coil, counting to 9999, 516.
' Aetna " Panel Switch
Rheostats; 0-1 ohm will carry up to 3 amps.,
with Pilot Bulb, 3f-. Ferranti fixed Wire
Wound Resistances, 50,000 ohms, 216.
Holder 11- extra. Slider Resistances all
sizes send us your enquiries.
SWITCHES.
Lucas 6 -way. Switch Box,
lever handles in line with box back, 31-.
8 -way, 319. Multi Contact R.1.7 -stud 5 amp.
on ebonite panel, teak box base, 4.in. x
4in., 716. G.P.O. Lab. Switches D.P. up
to 10 amps., 4in. base, reversing, 716.
SUPERSEDERS.
H.T. Battery Superseders for RadioReceivers and Car Radio,
6 volts input 110 volts 15 m.a. output, 12
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.1.
volts input 230 volts 30 m.a. output. The
(Stepney Green 1334.)
Army, the Navy and the Air Force use small
Rotary Superseders, a 5_-lb. midget type
taking less space than your old H.T. battery.
Last for ever and cost little more than a
few months run on H.T. Battery. Size is
only 51 x 3'; x 3kin., beautifully made, model
finish, ball bearings, etc., and takes small
Primaries 200/250 current from your
MAINE TRANSFORMERS.
accumulator.
volts. Secondaries, 850-0-850 volts.
Price £3 15s.
323
TYPE A. 80 ma. 4v. 3a., 4v. 2;a.
-

251-

...

619

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
wire, black, blue or green
i2 yds. for 116
.. 219
Epicyclic S.M. Drives, 6 : I ratio
Oiled silk tape, black tin. wide, 50 yds.
roll
...
...
...
...
... 316
Empire tape, 36 yd. rolls, tin. wide ... 31...
Iron dust cores, per pair
... 4d.
Ceramiclmica trimmers, 80 pf....
... I/., 2/6
Twin panel -mounting fuse holders
Push -back

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

B.
C.

SO

100

D.

-

-

centre tapped.
Please note that owing to dimensions and weight
of. types H to Q, kindly add 2/6 for carriage and
-

EVERYTHING FOR RADIO
WEBB'S RADIO,
St., London, W.I.

14, Soho St., Oxford
Telephone, Gerrard 2089

Note our revised SHOP HOURS;I0 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sats., IO a.m.
to 12 noon.

25150

-

RHEOSTATS.

RADIO SPARES

ma. 6.3v. 5a., 5v. 25a.
... 32/6
mº. Ratings as type A ,- 34/6
100 ma. Ratings as type .B ., 34/6
E. 120 ma. Ratings as type A. .. 87/6
P. 120 ma. Ratings as type B
37/8
H. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. and
4v. for rectifier. Ratings as required
47/8
TYPE I. 200 ma. Three L.T.v of 6.8v. and
5v. for rectifier. Ratings as required -- 47/8
For Callers Only
Secondaries 500-0-500 volts.
200 ma. L.T. windings as 'type I 521Limited number of motor driven tuning TYPE J. 200
B.
ma. L.T. /windings as type H '52/assemblies for press -button control, com- TYPE
TYPE L. 250 ma. L.T. windings as type I 56/prising 16 v. A.C. motor geared to drive TYPE M. 250 ma. L.T. windings as type B
disc with multi-station selector contacts,
Secondaries 250.0-250 volts.
driving 3 gang ceramic insulation .0005. TYPE N. 200 ma. L.T. windings as type B 47;8
..
.condenser
...
£2 10 O TYPE O. 200 ma. L.T. windings st type I 47'6
TYPE P. 800 ma. L.T. windings as type H
TYPE Q. 800 ma. L.T. windings as type I 601Secondaries 400-0-400 volts.
Our stock of SPECIALISED COM- TYPE R. 120
ma. 4v 3a., 4v. 2;a.
40/PONENTS is unrivalled-C.R. tubes in TYPE S. 120 ma. 6.3v 5a., 5v. 21a.
40/all sizes, relays for valve -anode operation TYPE T. 80 ma. L.T.windings as type R- 351or for breaking kilowatts, A.C. and D.C. TYPE U. 80 ma, L.T. windings as type S... 85/Secondaries 425-0-425 volts.
meters, microamps, volts and amps, etc.
TYPE V. 120 ma. L.T. windings as type R 30/TYPE W. 120 ma, L.T, windings as type. S SWTypes H to @ are provided with two L.T. windings,

MOTOR TUNING UNITS

G.P.Q. Electric Counters

packing.
MULTI

'

-

-

RATIO

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER.

120 -ma. 15 watts, tappings for 6L6's in push-pull ;
8X4's
push-pull ;i low impedance triode; low

impedance pentode ; high impedance triode. 37j6 ;
-complete instructions with each Unit. '
Orders accepted by post only. Please help .as to
eliminate clerical work by sending cash with order.
Please include postage with order. PRICE LIST,

BUTTON

MICROPHONES

are

SOUND TRANSMITTER
UNITS.
A
marvel of acoustic engineering design, as
used by G.P.O.
For amplification and
detection of sound for all purposes.
EVERY BUTTON GUARANTEED
The
in. dia. brass
body forms the granule
chamber and the dia1

phragm is thin mica.
Needs only a pocket

battery 41 volts and

a

high -ratio transformer.
With special trans-

former,

only,

716.
216.

Button

Prices

include instruction leaflet.

HEADPHONES.
P.M.

.MOVING

-

COIL

45 ohm, kin.. coil, I:Sin. overall; in
Coil
bakelite case with Sin, front flange.
is energised by the famous ALNI Magnet.
These units also make excellent speech
mikes, or, with a matching transformer they
can be used as a miniature loudspeaker.
No headbands available. Price per pair,
241-, or 1216 for one unit. This is one of the
finest Electradix Bargains ever offered.
MAGNETS. Midget ALNI perm. steel
disc magnets, ein. die., with centre hole
3116in. dia., of tremendous magnetic force ;
Horse -shoe
unlimited uses, 316 each.
permanent steel magnets, various sizes,
from 3f- each.
Please include postage for mail orders.

-

2I1, stamp.

H. W FIELD

& SON

Colchester Read, HAROLD PARK. ESSEX

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown Road, Battersea,
Londbn, S.W.8.
Telephone MACaulay-2159
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Absence of L.T.
thank J. Shine (Bury St. Edmunds) for the
SIR,-I
rather attractive way he tells me I am wrong in
the July edition, but would refer "him to the comment
given by the designer of the set in the June issue, i.e. :
I should like to point out to anyone who has built this
set, that it is standard practice to leave the H.T. applied
to the valve anodes, and that this does not harm the valves
in any way." And again, in the July edition M. Bimford
(Macclesfield) states : " I agree that in no Tway can the
valves of a set be damaged by omission- of a switch to
isolate H.T. when the set is not in operation."

Now, I am in entire agreement with both those subscribers, and still maintain my own statement. Comments
on this subject will be welcomed by me from other
PRACTICAL WIRELESS readers.-F. BROOK (Maidstone)...

CKXA
wonder whether you would print this letter ?
R. AWilliamson that CI NA,
inform
to
like
I should
the Canadian station on 25.6 m., is, as far as I can
gather, the sister station of CMTA, and is also at Sackville.
In reply to G. \V. N., I have always understood
NBB(C) ? to be the " New British Broadcasting (Station)
Company," and broadcasted at 17.3o, 18.3o, 20.30 and
I believe it was a
22.30 D.B.S.T. for 15 minutes.
German -operated station and also operated on the
it there. Reception
received
never
I
have
31 m. band, but
was very unreliable, sometimes being very loud and
sometimes almost inaudible.
My set is based on F. G. Rayer's o -v -I Rl. of over
a year ago. It is battery operated and several times I
have had. VLG2, (Shepperton), 30.99 m., at loudspeaker strength. It operates at 16.15 G.M.T. Also used
is VLG5 on 25.27 m.
Radio Sicarto, Tokjoharta, in S.E. Java, is on 16.53 m.
Very weak and fluttering signal and broadcasts in
English at r4.15 D.B.S.T., but I am not sure how long
it goes on. R. C. OSBORNE (Chester).

SIR,-I

Servicing Service Receivers
italicised footnote to C. Pinnington's
SIR,-Your
(Liverpool) letter, published in the July issue,
which stated " Servicing Service receivers is not servicing," needs an. explanation.
Service receivers are, in the main, of the superhet
type, and are required to receive R/T and C.W.. True,
the quality of R/T required is much lower than in
commercial practice. Besides receivers, Signals personnel
are required to repair and maintain transmitters,
amplifiers, rotary converters, etc., as well as the more
advanced equipment peculiar to the Service. In the case
of the R.A.F. Signals personnel, their responsibility
includes both air and ground radio equipment.
Added to this, continual reference is being made
in the Press to the unparalleled progress in radio since
September, 1939, and it must be clear that the fruits of
this progress have been handed, almost entirely, to the
Services. As Pinnington points out, such refinements
as " crystal gates," "noise limiter controls," are in
common use (within the Service), whilst frequency
modulation was incorporated in pre-war Service equipment.
A further point-during 1943 the largest Command
in the R.A.F. sustained less than o.r per cent. of wireless
failures, this achievement, despite the amount, and:
varying functions, of the radio equipment in -multiengined aircraft. This fact alone speaks volumes for, the
high standard of Servicing obtained in the Service, yet
,
you decline to recognise this servicing.
\Vhat prospects, then, can the Service -trained
out
hold
for that
training,
mechanic, often of three years'
known as Civvy Street.-J. P. ÇOYLE
" paradise

system was devised for the purpose of permitting unskilled
persons to do it; and in any case Service receivers
are non-standard from a public point of view. The average
Serviceman might be " lost" with a commercial receiver- of
different layout but employing the sante circuit as- d
Service receiver.-Eo.]
-

Aspects of Volume Control

SIR, -The writer of " Some Aspects of Volume and
in deTone Control " has " dropped a brick

scribing the distortion of an output pentode as second
harmonie.
His description of the human ear does not give a
really clear explanation of its behaviour at various
volume levels. Actually it is a non-linear apparatus,
having a response which droops badly at low audio frequencies and to a smaller extent at high frequencies.
Thus, an amplifier giving an ideal response at all volume.
levels (say, a straight curve from 3o to io,000 c.p.s.),
will only sound correct,when operated at exactly the.
same volume as the original signal.
At lower levels, due to the droops" in the ear's
response, there wilt be an apparent loss of " top and,
bottom." To compensate this we must spoil our ampli
fier's straight curve, by deliberately introducing frequency distortion in the form of bass and treble lift."
As the majority of home receivers are operated at a
volume considerably lower than the original, this aspect
is' of greater significance than the conditions of volume
greater than original.
Fidelity enthusiasts are now agreed that the old by-pass
condenser is the world's worst tone corrector. It merely
chops off " top," much Of which is wanted. The resulting
" mellow " tone is nothing like the original.
But how many commercial sets were bought by
gullible citizens for their " deep, mellow and powerful
tone!". A sixpenny by-pass condenser became a wonderful selling point I
If, as your writer asserts, harmonic distortion existed
only between ro,000 and 15,00o c.p.s., the loud-speaker
would eliminate it all, for, but few respond to these high
frequencies.
The most successful method of reducing pentode
distortion is, of course, the use of negative voltage feedback.-\W. GRoon1E (Birmingham).
I

Colour Code Indexing
several volumes of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
o and have decided to code, with coloured ink, the
pages containing serial articles. (such as " Television
Practice," " Direct Disc Recording," and those old
favourites, " Refresher Course," " Radio Exam. Papers,"
etc.). I would suggest a line down the outside margin
of the page and at the bottom the number of the continuing page, all in the colour green.
When a series finishes, its colour could have a rest for
a while and then be used again (if possible for something
on the 'same theme). _ The index, when obtained, might,
be decorated with spots to correspond.-A. CLARK

SIR,-I have

(Bristol).

SIR,-I

A Matchbox Receiver

have just read in your pages (which I have
read for years and not always agreed with, e.g.,
I like the Brains Trust, because they are such good
conversationalists) that you- would be interested in
details of midget receivers. So I attach a photo of one
made by me.
As you can see, by comparison with the ordinary
matchbox, it is not very large. The valve is a Hirai;
.midget,_ with 1.5 volt filament. The circuit is a normal
triode detector, with reaction, a resistor being used -in
place of the normal HtF.C. The tuning coil can be
seen. It is iron -cored, and tunes medium :raves only.
The two small terminals are one for 'phone (the other
_
(StaIIiols).
[Irr'e repeat that ability to service Service receivers, 'phone lead going directly to H.T. plus), and the other
not
connate
for aerial. Above is a tu-in trimmer, with short screwed
does
of
testing,
according to the official system
are fitted with
ability to service commercial receivers. Almost anyone rods in place of the normal screws ; these
could service Service receivers after a short course of insulated heads from IT.F. valves for adjustment by
number
of plates on
the
experimenting,wí.th
The
hand.
By
training, without "hnozcing snuck about radio.
-

.
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deleted from the programmes, no matter what contempt
the trimmer sections I found that
value which enabled the two Forces and two Home he feels for its pronounced inanity, its irritating gigglings,
Service programmes to be tuned in with one coil. The and complete failure to answer concisely and intelligently
tuning capacity is approximately .000s to .coo4 mfd. the questions which are addressed to it. The second
Of course, the high minimum capacity cannot be helped fact conducing to its retention is that it provides a
with a condenser of this kind. Reaction condenser is of regular weekl=y bonne bouche of £2o to a number of
slightly less capacity. The whole set pushes into a small lucky B.B.C.''retainers."
Mr. Williams's suggestion that those who dislike the
case. There are two leads only from it-the L.T. connecpresent B.B,C. program mes should listen to foreign
tions. H.T. minus goes via these.
I have not given a wiring diagram, or circuit, as there stations is particularly bland and naive, for if that was
indulged in we should have handed our Ios. licence fee
is nothing unusual about these.
I thought perhaps you would find it of interest, to to the B.B.C. for exactly nothing at all. Mr. Williams
compare with other sets received. Actually, by using a need not inform me that the whole of our fees are not
coil into which the valve fits, and altering circuit and taken by the B.B.C., but a far too large amount by the
layout, I have reduced the size and built a new set Postmaster-General, for I am already aware of that
rather smaller now. Unfortunately I have not a photo exploitation. I would find these critics much more
of it, and as I expect other readers will be able to make convincing if they would give us their sincere assurance
receivers as small I don't suppose you "would be par- that neither they nor any of their relatives or friends
ticularly interested in having a photo and details of this are in any direction; "directly or indirectly, connected
with the B.B.C. itself, or any of its dance -band leaders
new receiver for publication.
and crooners or any publisher of Tin -Pan Alley hits.,
Oh, this set has a throw -out aerial of flex, and a cell The musical scores of these crude efforts arc, in
'for L.T. H.T. is about 3o volts. The set works almost themselves, of the lowest possible 'description, but the
as well as a normal -sized triode one-valver.-F. G. RAYER addition of the ape -like croonings converts them into
(Glos) .
sheer outrages. If Mr. Williams is, like myself, a
(We should welcome constructional details of this receiver, genuine " ordinary listener" and is not grinding anyone's.
including circuit and wiring diagrams acid list of axe for them, may I express a wish that in due
components.-En.)
course he will grow out of his present worship of such
jungle -like cacophony." If I am in error, I `crave Air.
The "J" Calls
Williams's pardon ,in advance, but his letters (to myself
any rate) have all the hall-marks of inspiration
SIR,With regard to. the letter of Mr. B. G. Meaden, at
published in your April issue, I beg to inform and I ate sure he will wish to give' us -satisfactory proof
him that the J calls originate from the, British (and not to the contrary, lest others as well as myself may have
from the American) Army Stations and that two such the same conviction.-K. T. HARDMAN (Birkenhead).
stations operate in the M.E., namely Station JCPA
Servicing
on 216 In., and JCLA on 277 m.-R. GOLDBERGER
(Tel-Aviv).
SIR,-Your
correspondents, A. Levy and N.
Backhouse, have taken me to task for things which
A.F.H.Q.
I did not say. Levy put the words " unskilled, frowned
SIR,-In reply to F. Armstrong's letter requesting upon; mechanics of the Forces" into quotation marks
Italy,
its
in
Iocation
A.F.H.Q.
with the inference that they were mine, and Backhouse
information about
is Rome, it is on the air at so.00 G.M.T. for the Medit- thinks I am earning is. 6d. an hour. In fact, I have
erranean communiqué, and at 54.05 for New York been an Army radio instructor for almost five years.
Nevertheless, I am sorry that my words caused hurt
press agencies.
We think that your Polish Bing (?) may possibly to men for whom Ì have a sincere admiration. Surely
originate from Lublin, which broadcasts in the 49 m.b. niy letter implied no slur on the courage of the Services'
Our latest .logs include PRL8, HCJB, VLC3, VLC6, radio .mechanics, nor did it set out to minimise the
VLG, VUD3, Roumania, TAP, CHTA. Press-WQV, difficulties under which many of them are working,.
If my letter is read carefully, it will be seen that I
WQW, WCA, WCP, MCQ3, MCM3, _MCN4, PWB,
was doing no more than warning Army men of the
IRY, ICD, WJQ.
APH went south after the invasion last. August and pitfalls they may expect if they attempt to earn a living
in the radio industry, a warning that has since appeared
we think it has altered its -call sign to -MCI.
Could anyone give information on JEET
which is called by WQV ?
We would like to correspond with John
A. S. Watson (Herts) and F. Armstrong
(Cheshire).-D. GREAVES (Stockport).
Too Much Jazz and Crooning
SI12,-Your correspondent, C. G. Williams,
ofSidcup, makes out a very poor case
against Thermion and my humble self, and
I cannot find in his letter the least justification for him constituting himself as the
spokesman for the bulk of the licence holders, and I think it can be taken as a
fact that Thermion knows more about
the B.B.C. and its antics than either
Mr. Williams or myself. Sir. Williams
claims that the B.B.C. goes to great trouble
to discover what listeners want. What form
do these greât efforts take ? A question=
naire to a small number of selected listeners
who are assisted in filling it up by representatives of the B.B.C. itself. Further
comment in this direction is not necessary!
The fact that the Brains Trust has been
on the air for some years now only confirms
two facts. The first is, that the ordinary
listener has no power at all to have it
F. G. .Rayer's tl5aaclzbox Receiver.
I could arrive at a

"
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only, and the current
at least twice in technical literature ; once in the Post- the circuit is that of the reactance it
case is about .3146 amp.
war Report of the Brit. I.R.E. (Part II, para. 17), and will be above normal. InAtthis
time a peak voltage
the
same
value
of
:4447.
again in the article " Finding a Job in Radio," which A peak
appeared in your May issue. Indeed, this last reference of 325.2 volts appears across the condenser.
The appearance of a current building up is due to the
is largely an amplification of my own letter, stressing as
a voltmeter connected across the heaters will
it does the poor pay, the higher skill which is necessary, fact thatthe
voltage drop. -If there is no resistance there
measure
is
and the high proportion of female labour which
will be no reading, even if a comparatively large current
employed.
get warm, the resistance
Incidentally, A. Levy speaks of " excellent technical is flowing. As the heaters
reading increases accordingly,
training," whilst N. Backhouse says, " I entirely agree increases, and the meter
dropped across the
R.M.S.
voltage
it
registers
the
until
of
"
a
hurried
with Mr. Levy's answer," and then speaks
the saine
course, with no chance of refreshers."-F. W. FIRTH heaters with a Current of .3 amp flowing. it At
reaches its
time the condenser voltage falls until
(Bury).
normal value of 320v. peak.
QTR.,-May I point out that Mr. Pinnington, in his
With a condenser of exactly 40F. the surge is not so
letter in the July issue, made this statement and I great, because the current is smaller, about .2889 amp:,:
we deal with service receivers, some of with .4084 amp. peak, but the valves are then being.
quote : "
them, especially the R.C.A. jobs, having such refinements under -run ; the normal current being .2775 amp.
as ' crystal gates ' and ' noise limiter controls,'
The point of all this is to prove that there is a very
which to my knowledge have never yet shown definite surge of current and voltage at the moment of
themselves in commercial sets in this country." switching on, and. if readers value their valves they will
Now, both these features have for years been quite a stick to the resistor method of voltage-dropping.common feature in commercial receivers of the com- RANSOME C. L. BAKER (Mitcham).
munications" type where high frequency bands are
used, and I would commend Mr. Pinnington to his
Short-wave Reception
" Radio Theory " and ask him to consider how he can
recent issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS several
possibly associate the use of " crystal gates" with the SIR,-In
letters have been published dealing, with the
high fidelity " type of broadcast receiver of my original
of telegraphy signals. I am interested in such
letter and I can only say that his reply only confirms reception
reception also the short-wave broadcast signals, and in
the gulf that exists between knowledge of service view
of the shortage, of regular information I'd like to
communications type receivers and that of " kigh hear from
anyone interested, with the view of exchanging
fidelity " broadcast receiver technique.-R. SKELTON information,
etc. Recently I had a late night search for
(London, E.).
telegraphy seals between 20 -me/s and 12 rags .and
heard the folkiwing : from 21.o0 tö 22.30 G.M.T.,
Voltage Dropping Condenser
LPH5, JNJ, `KQF,' KWJ, LSNS, HJY, VKS6, KWQ,
SIR,-In the May issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
VIS2/VKS2, CWi, ZXA6, KFK, CMA3, XDA,
there appeared on page 244 an article by C. E. CECSE,
XOE. On the Bc. side I have nothing special to report,
Hedley, headed " Voltage -dropping' Condenser."
'frbm hearing VLG5, 25.25 m. at 16.15 G.M.T.
This purports to replace with a condenser the voltage- apart
A " Radio France -Poste Nationale Française " near
dropping resistor in A.C./D.C: sets.
'm. tn'ás"heard at r6.zo G.M.T. A loud signal
24.75
For the benefit of those readers who wish to try this,
Madrid near 31.60 m. can be heard at 16.26 G.M.T.
the correct value of capacitor may be obtained as from
in English.-R. W. TBALL (Langold).
follows
By Ohm's Law the resistance of the heaters in series
Tuned Aerial Circuits
is found to be 229.61?, say 23012.. Current required is
page 328 of your July issue there is shown
.3 amp. Applied voltage is 230v. Therefore Impedance
SIR,-On
(Fig. 213) the diagram of a coupled aerial circuit,
766.6Q. But Z=VRal-X02 where Xo= and the last paragraph of the first column seems to
Z is Z=ago
;3
indicate that tyith this arrangement an A.C. resistance
Substituting values: 766.6=V(230)2-I-Xe2
of ioo,000 ohms or so is thrown into the aerial circuit,
2n
dynamic resistance of the tuned secondary.
X02
which this being theltkel}i
(766.6)2 = (230)2-1-Xe2.= (766.6)2-(23o)2 =
that the resistance thrown into the
It is not'
root
%'534600'
the
square
comes to 534600. Taking
aerial circuit would even approach this value. What
s
happens is that at resonance the impedance of the aerial
=731.11?. .' rfc -731.1 and C=314x 731.1 ^ 4.3561mF., circuit is increased; by resistance reflected from the,
I do not agree with 111r,- Hedley's statement that the tuned secondary. This reflected resistance is easily
calculated from (I) the frequency, )2) mutual inductance
current builds up slowly to its correct value.
Taking the circuit as a whole, it consists of a resistance of primary and secondary, and (3) the series H.E.
A.C.
supply.
an
across
placed
capacitance
resistance of the tuned circuit, that is, in practice, of
in series with a
The voltage across the condenser is found to be 219.33v., the coil. This peflected resistance .combines with the
and that across the heaters is 69v., which is the required (usually condensive) impedance of the aerial and primary,
value. These two voltages are go deg, out of phase, and results, with the usual primary of about a quarter
and at every instant must add, to equal the applied of the secondary turns, in a total primary impedance
voltage at that instant. The applied voltage is lagging of the order of 2,000 or 3,000 ohms ; at any rate, much
on the current by approximately 72 deg. 3o min. The less than the dynamic resistance of the secondary.
time constant of this circuit is short compared with the In fact, in many commercial receivers of about II years
230
ago, having the old type screen grid valves, for frequency
periodic time of one cycle, i.e., C.R.=4 356r0s
changerg, a variable resistance of only 5,000 to ro,000
the aerial primary coil was commonly
.00r sec., which means that the condenser charges up to ohms placed acrosscontrol,
there being this low resistance
.637 of its maximum value in .00r sec. The time for used as a volume
at full volume ; this low value
the
coil
even
acrosS
one cycle is .02 sec. Comparing these time it is easy.
to see that the charge and discharge of the condenser would be fatal across 100,000 ohms.-A. O. GRIFFITHS
follows almost instantaneously the rapidly changing (Wrexham).
current. In other words there is no time lag The
foregoing must not be confused with the phase difference
WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
which exists as previously mentioned.
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6 or by post 3/9 from
Now the resistance of the heaters at .3 amps is 2301?,
but when cold, the resistance is so low that it can be
George Newnes,Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
neglected in the expression for impedance. This means
London, W.C.a.
that at the moment of switching on, the impedance of
.
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M. WILSON Ltd
(Late Austerity Radio Ltd.\
\ Same Management I
BLUE PRINTS
of the following circuits.

Theoretical and
Practical. 3'6 per set of 3 (1 Theo. and 2 Free.)
No. 1. A.C. T.R.F. 3 valves, Medium Wave only.
No. 2. A.C. T.R.F. 4 valves; Long, Med. O Short.
No. 3. A.C. T.R.P. 4 'Calves, Short Wave only.
No. 4. A.C. Superhet, 4 valves, Short and Med.

waves,
No, 6, A,C./D.C. Superhet, 4 valves, Short and

Medium Wave.

Battery T.R.F. 3 valves,.Long, Medium
and Short bave.
No. 8. Battery T.R.P. 4 valves, Long, Medium
and Short Wave.
No.'9. Batters T-R.F,'3 valves, Short Wave only.
No. 10. Battery T.R.P. 4 valves, Short Wave
No. 7.

only.

11.. Battery 25 watt Amplifier,. 3 valves
Push -Pull.
No. 12. A.C. Superhet, 5 valves, Ultra Short
and Short Waves, 5-100 metres.
No.. 14. A.C,/D.C. Superhet, 5 valves, Ultr
Short and Short Waves, 5-100 metres.
No. 15. A.C. Superhet, 7 valves, 5-750 metres.
No. 16. A.C./D.C. Superhet, 7 valves, 5.750
metres.
Priced list of -components sent with each set o
Blue Prints.

No.

395

ghilu/Ef
MATT/,ast
e

LINE CORD. -2-way, 2/6 per yd. ; 3 -way,
3/- per yd. (approx. 60 ohms per foot).

SPEAKERS." Celestion,"

2)ín

P.M.,

less trans., 27/- 8fn. P.M., with trans.,
2716 ; Win. P.M. (multi -radio trans.), 2810 ;
"Bola," Olin. P.M., with trans-, 28/6.
Two -gang Condensers. -.0005, with trimmers, 12/6. Midget Coils, H.F., and Aerial,
5/- per Pair,
Valve Rolders (all types).
Volume Controls (all values), less switch,
3/6 ; with switch, 4/6.
Mains Transformers, 4v. and. 6v., 27,6.
Rothermel (Crystal) Pick-ups; metal, S8,
2313/6. Senior De Luxe, 2318/9.
Condensers. All types in stock. 2's. 8's,
16's, 20/20, 500v. working., .1, .01, .25, ,05,
25x25, etc.
Resistances, i and 1 watt. All values,
1/- each : 10/6 per doz.
ACCUMULATORS, Glass, 2v, 45 amp.,14/6.
;

Ito. Celluloid Portable, 2v., 17/6.

Let us quote you for ALL your requirements.
Cash with order, plus postage.

(KigoERgVgICE
1)
MAT4'RADtIO
152, Richmond Road, äiugston-on-Thames, Surrey.

4-VALVE, 4 -WATT

GRAMOPHONE
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS
Assembled on black Crackle -finished chassie
fitted with separate Tone Control, Volume
Control with on/off switch, sockets for microphone, gramophone and extension speaker.
Hum tree, good ouality reproduction. A.C.
only. Input 202/250 v. Size overall, x 61
o 7.lin. Ready to play. Price,.
/8
including valves and speaker 10 {7IIS.
Theoretical and practical Blue Prieto, of
the above available separately, 3/6 per set.

FREE .1100K
for all interested in
MORSE CODE

IRAI NING.

There are Candler Morse

Code Courses for

Beginners and
Operators,.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primary, 10-0-200-230-240 ; scroened'primary ;
H.T. 375.0-375 at 175 ma. ; LT1, 5 v. 2 a. ;
LT2, 6.3 v. 4 a.
each, post 1)1.

;

LT3, 0.3 v.

4

a.

v.4a

4v2ä:

Coded Leads with high insulation. (200/220/240)
Mains Input Tappings.
451post 1/-,
350-0-330 ; 80 ma. ; 4 v. 4 a. ; 4 v. 2 a. : A.C.
Mains Input 110 v.' 225.340 v. 30/-, post 8d.
300.0.300 ; 80 ma. ; 4 v. 4 á. 4 v. 2 a. A.C.
Maine Input 230, 10/-, post 8dí
350.0-350.
Chassis Mounting, Shrouded, 4 V. 4 a. ; 4 v,
2 a. ; Input 200,220/240.
35/-, post 9d.
300.0-300, 75 ma., Chassis Mounting, Shrouded,
4 v. 4 a. ; 4 v. 2 a. ; Input 20012301250. 37:6.
Mains Transformers, wound to specification.
PUSH-PULL Input Transformers, heavy duty.
Splitsecondary windings ratio 4 1. Price 12/8.'
Small for Parallel Peed Standard, 6/-.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Standard Pentode
midget, 3 ohms; 7;6. Pentode small, 0,6.
Multi -ratio standard. 12/6.
CONDENSERS. .2 -gang, small, 2 trimmest,
filing brackets, .0005 Ceramic insulation,
ton, 15'
SHORT WAVE
TUNING
CONDENSERS,_
.00016, .0002, 4;6 each.. REACTION CONDENSERS .0003, .0003, .00015 ; Differential
.0003, .0005
Trimmers. Single Ceramic postage.stamp type,
30 pf 9d ; .30/80, 100/12, 150;250, 180/200,
11- each. Silver Mica Condensers, wire ended,
40 pf. .00015, etc., 9d. each.
Chassis, silver sprayed, undrilled, 10 x 8 x 2),
6 '< 23, 478.
7/6. 8
I.F.. TRANSFORMERS.
465 kcs., small
screened, 1St- per pair.
ULTRA SHORT-WAVE COILS, plop-in a ir spaced, silvered -copper wire, R.F., H.F., and
oscillator. Range 1, 4.5-8 metres.. Range 3,
9.5-1.7 metres. Range 2, 14-50 metres. 23:

ea;h, 66 per set of :3.
3 waveband on one 'former 25 0 I.
aerial and H.P. or aerial and oscillator, 12/6
a pair.
Coils,

Orders can be executed for B,L.A., C.M.F. avi

S.E.A.C. customers.

307, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON Wt.!

Phone

NOl6orq463/

this

Free

"BOOK OF FACTS"

Price 5216

350-0-350 150 ma ; LTe 6.2 v. 5 a
4 v, 4 a.;
Ree o v. 2 a
4 v. 21 a.
can be used with
international or l:ngli h valves. Colour coded.
Maine Input tapped 300/220/240 A.C.50/, post
1/1. 400-0.400 120 ma. L T.S 4 v 2 a. ;
41
4v a ; long Colour

for

Send

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Comae, System Co., Denver, Co/orsdo, D.S.A.

.

This

new

dual model indicates 2 to 30.
" its volts and 100 to 750 volts,
Send for leaflet (A 24) en " Testing."

R EINBAKEN -MANCHESTER!

BERRY'S

(SHORT-WAVE) LTD.

A most complete List "P.W." of.
RADIO - AND ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
will be sent on receipt of stamped
envelope.

25, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
(Telephone: Holborn 6231.)

SILVER PLATING SETS
.

at supplied to Electroplaters, but in

miniature, for small parts. etc., 'instructive small sets, 19/-, inc. post.
Send 2d, stamp for printed folder.
Materials for use with Electric Current,
permanent Electroplating is carriedout.
Regret that no materials for Chromium,
Nickel, Gold or ,Copper can be supplied
owing to permits being required.
ARGENTA PRODUCTS (D B.),
.40, -Haswogate Road, LONDON, E.9.
-

-50L6is the type we get most enquiries for.
We have to say sorry. But from our
stock of 10,000 valves we can supply
nearly all types required.
Please
order C.O.D. Under 30/- C.W.O. 21d.
stamp with Enquiries B.O.T. prices.
MULLARD, PM211L, 5/10 ; 2D4A,
EB34, 6E6, 6/9; 354V, HLI3C, 2D130,
9/2; AZ1, 5Z4, VP2, PM22A, DW2,

DW4l500, DW4/350, 1W4/500, AZ31, UR3C,
URIC, 5V4, CYl, CY31, 11/- ; ACO/44,
TDD4, 6R7, -EBC3, EBC33, 11/7 ;' FC2,

FC2A,
T112,
SP4,
SP4B,
VP4,
VP4A, VP4B, VP13A, Pen4VA, PenA4,
25L6, CL4, EF8, EL3, EF39, PM24M,
677, 12/10 ; T114, ECM, ECH35, EFS,
EF6, EK2, EL2, EL32, TH30C, 6A8,
14) ; PenB4, 14/8 ; EBLI, Pen4DD,
164V, 17/1 ; EL35, 5174, 18/3 ;
15/3

Pen 428, 30/5.
MARCONI OSRAM,
6,9

;

11L2, 5/10 ' D41,
301, 302, 303, 304, 8/6 ;

LP2, 7/4

HD24, MH4, MHL4, 6L5. L63, 9/2 ; Y63,
10/5: KT2, MU14, U10, U14, U50, W21,
Z22, 11/- ; DL63, MH41, MBD4, PX4,
11/7 ; ML4, 12/2 ' XT41, KT61, KT63,
X0W61,' KTW61M, KTW63, KTZ6I,

VMP4G, VMS4B, X24, 6J7, MSP4, 12/10
X61M, X63, X65, 14/- ; KT330,
14/8 ; KTZ41, 15/3 ; KT66, U18,20,.
U52, 18/3 ; PX25, 24/4 ; GTIC, GU50,
30/5.
MAZDA, HL23, 5/10 ; DD41, 6,9 ;
P220, 7/4 ;
AC -P, AC2RI , HL21DD,
HL1320, HL23DD, 9/2 ; Pen25, S215VM,
SP210, VP210, VP23, UUS, 1U6, 17427,
U4020, 11/- ;
AC/HLDD, BL41DD,
11L133DD, 1117 ; AC/VP1, AC/VP2,
AC2Pen, ACSPen, Pen 45, Pen 385,
Pen 3520. SP41, SP42, TP23, TP25,
TP26, VP41, VP133, 12/10 ; AC,TP,
14/AC/SG.. ACSGVM, Pen45DD,
PenDD4020, QP25, 15/3: DC/P, 24/4.
COSSOR, DDL4, 6/9 ; 2IODDT, 41MTL,
9/2; 22011PT, 43121, 210VPA, 210VPT,
11/- ; 0144, 2P, 202DDT, 11/7 ; 0M9,
220TH, MSPen, MSPenB, MVSPenB,
42MP-Pen, 13SPA, 12/10: MP -Pen, 16/6.
BROMAR, 1021, 6/9 ; 605, 9/2 : 125,
11/- ; 6R7, 6T7, 11D3, 1225. 11/7 ; SAGO,
6K6, 7D3, 7D5, 25A6, 12/10: 2022,
1522, 14/- ; 687, 6G8, 15/3.
PHILIPS, Cl, C1C, 107-.
TUNGSRAM,
LD210,
5110:
2213, 6/9 ; LP220, P215 7/4 HL13, 9/2 ;
APV4,SP21s, SP2D, 6X5, 11/- ; DDT4S,
6Q7. 11/7 ; HP1018, HP1118, 6X7, 6V6,
APP4B, APP4C, 12/10; MH1I18, MI14105,
TX4, TX4A, VOSS, 14/
EL5, 16/8.
AMERICAN, ()IA, .1A4í lAd, ,.184,
1B5, 105, 107, 1D5, 1D7, 1E5, 1E7, IF5,
1F6, 1F7, 104, 105, 1G6, 1114, 1115, 1116,
1J5, 1J6, 1P5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B6, 2B7, 2E5,
6A6, 6E5, OB7,- 6B8, 6D5, 6D7, 6D8, 6H6;
6,28, 6L6, 6L7, 6P5, 62E7, 6Y5, 6Z5,
7A7, 7A8, 12A, 12A5, 12E5, 12J5, 1223,
X41,

-

.

,10, 14, 15, 17, 19,"20, 22; 24,- 26, 32, 35, 36,
37. 38, 40, 42, 45. 46, 48, 50. 53, 55, 55A,
555, 56, 57, 59; 71A, 81, 82, 84. 85, 89, 99,
954, 955, 956, 11141D, Pen141.

VALVES AND. ADAPTORS
In the cases where we cannot supply the
exact valves or equivalent, we can get
your set goingwith a valve and adaptor,
the additional cost being 4/6.

MODERN AIDS
TESTOSCOPE,". the vest pocket
instrument for tracing faults. Enables
20 tests AC DC, complete with leads,
376.
TienutiElt TOOL KITS, 30'-.
CAR AERIALS, telescopic nickel
plated. 211-.
3lin. GOODMAN SPEAKERS,.
RADIO LITERATURE
Equivalent Charts, 1/7.
Handbook on American Midgets, 27.
Manual of Br. & Am.. Valves, 3,18.
Radio Simplified, 4/9.
Basic Radio, 5.3.
Radio. Inside Out, 4/9,
Receiver Servicing, 6/3.
Receiver Circuits Book, 613.
Various Service Sheets, 10'6 doz.
Various Service Diagrams, 7 6 doz.
Giant World Radio Map, 5,'-,

J.

BULL & SONS
P.W.)

(Dept.
246, HIGH STREET,_
HARLESDEN. N.W.O
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ADVERTISEMENTS

LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
BRITISH SHORT-WAVE LEAGUE.S.A.E. for membership details and sample
monthly ' Review." The S.W. Listener's

Handbook, 2!9 post free. Write NOW to
H.R.. 53. Madeley Rd.. Ealing, London, W.5.
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites all keen experimenters to apply
for membership. Current issue "
Bulletin " and details, 1/- below.
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300
Radio
pages), paper cover, 41- clo th,
Supplement (140 Pgs), paper
cover, 219: cloth, 5/-.-R.S.G.B., 28-30.
Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
any station heard. Size 40in. by 80ìn., 4/6.
Webb's
post 6d. On linen, 1016. Post
Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1.
GERrard 2089.

6d:

CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO (K. U. Ede)
Special Clearance Bargains
SERVICE KITS. One 16 mid. 450 v. can,
one 8 mfd. 450 v. tubular, three 2 mfd, 25 y.
cans, £1.
SHORT wave tuning condensers .00015
precision lob on ceramic base. with long
spindle, 5!- ea. Volume controls, Morganitem short spindle 50,000 ohms, 1/3 ea.
Tubular condensers 1,000 v. test 000 v. wkg.
fly. 3/6 doz. Cossor Knobs, less grub screws,
knobs, with grub
26 doz. Small brown
screws, 4/6 doz. Sleeving 1mm., various
colours, 1/6 doz. yds.
OSCILLATOR Coils and two I.F. trans.
110 k/c ex Ekco, 5!- per set. Marconi vertical
glass dials, three band, 1!- ea. Yaxley
switches 3 -pole. 4 -way, 2/9 ea. All regular
;
send 1d. for price
lines still available
list. Terms . Cash or C.O.D. over £1.
Charles Britain Radio (temp. address),
Eureka," Surrey Gardens, Effingham,
Surrey.
RUSSELLS Radio offer I.F. transformers.
465 kc/s, iron -cored, 18/- pair. Aerial and
suppressor, 6'-..
H,F 5/- pair. New type
O.P. transformer, 8/6, All goods guaranteed.
Add Od. for postage. -Russells, 22A.
Palmerston Road, Boscombe, Hants.
P. W. COPIES wanted Jan. and Dee., 1943.E. Holmes. 96, Broadway, Newton, Chester,
RADIO COMPONENTS CHEAP.-Du biller volume controls 2(6. with switch 5/ -Crocodile clips, pre-war type, 3d. Plugs
and spades 2d. Rectifiers, i amp., 2/6.
Knobs, including pointers, brass bush. 7d.
Valveholders, pax., all types 7d. T.C.C.
Systoflex 2mm. 3d. 259.
.001 mica 6d.
stamp for List. -Carter, 66, Bell Lane,
Marston Green, Birmingham.
PRICE LIST 1431. -Unequalled range.
Example values ; Yaxley 4 Bank 6 way
switches 5/8, 1 Bank 11 way 316. -Taylors,
Macaulay Street. Huddersfield.
BOOKS on Radio. -We have the finest stock
in the country, including many that are
out of print. Write or call for complete
list, price id`.-The Modern Book Co. (Dept.
P.2), 19-23, Praed Street, Paddington,

SALE. -Short-wave 11 with valves. Really
Practical
hot ! Nearest £5,-Box 121,
Wireless," Tower House, Southampton
Street, W.C.%
REWINDS and Radio Spares. Armatures,
Fields, Transformers, Pickups, Fractional
H.P. Motors, Speakers, New Cones and
Speech Coils fitted. All work guaranteed
C.O.D. Postal
and promptly executed.
Service. Send S.A.E..sfor list Valves and
Radio Bargains.-A.D.S. Co., 261/5, Lichfield
Road, Aston, Birmingham, 6.
SALE.-P.W. Copies Dec./41 to June/45 inc.
What offers ? Also Wireless Components,
Transformers, Chokes, Condensers, Valves.
S.A.E. for list -Empire Rouse, Wembdon
Hill, Bridgwater, Somerset.
WANTED. -1 Wearite Unigen Coll. -108,
March End, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton,
Staffs,
FOR SALE.-" Practical Wirelesss' Oct.,
1942, to June, 1945. First reasonable offer
for lot. -Swann, 11, St. Peters Rd., Wisbech,

Cambs.
VALVES. -351V, 9/2. 1W4/350, U50, 524,11/-.
TDD4, AC044, 6R7, 11/7. PENA4, SP4.
MVS+PEN B. 6K7, 637, 6137, 6V6, 12/10.
TH413, 6E7, 6K8, 14!-. Tubulars, .0001-.01
mfd., 8d. ; .1, 10d. 1 watt Resistors, 9d.
Push-back Wire, 12 yds., 2/6. Valveholders,
9d. 6 v. Pilot Bulbs, 90. Bulb Holders, 6d.
Terminal Strips, 2 sockets, 4d.
Octal
Plug and Socket, 2/3. Wire, Speakers.
Transformers, etc.
R. S., 56, Hughes
Avenue, Horwich, Lanes.
M.C. 500-0-500 microammeter, 21ín. -scale,
suitable null galvos, 001- ; M,I. meters.
0-20 volts, 21ín. scale, 18.8 ; assorted conRoad. London, S.W.8.
densers, electrolytic, tubular, etc 5/- doz.
assorted resist., á, 1. 1 w. wire ends. 50 for
PARTNERSHIP
10ló ; Yaxley switches, 3 -way, 5 -bank.
; Nicore H.F. chokes, 2!- : condensers,
Trained 7/8
PARTNERSHIP.
RADIO
350 v., 114 ; 1 mfd., 400 v., 1/music-lover with up to £1,000 capital would 225 mid.,
mfd. 450 v. tub., 9th : pots, 1 and 2 meg..
like to meet sound Radio ;pan with similar med.
spindles,
21- ; flex couplers, 1/3 :
business.
and
Radio
capital to start Music
reaction condensers, 0.0005. 1/6; gang
Advertiser is aged 30, anticipating deetc., in stock. S.A.E. for List.
mobilisation within 12 months. -Write in condensers,
24, Durnford Avenue, Urmston,.
confidence to Box 122, " Practical Wireless," -Heatheote,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, Manchester.
W.C.2.
VIBRATORS. Mallory and others. NRs.
12/6 ; SRs, 17/6.
12v. D.C. in 230v. 30 ma.
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS ROTORIES. All
£2, 220v, 60ma. £3, 250v. 125ma. 70/-, 480v.
colour
-coded,
-wound,
RESISTORS. -Wire
1,100v.
Boma,
40ma.
£2,
brand new. Good assortment from between 2ìn. PM moving coil units,£3/10/0.
45 ohm, 12/- ea.
100 ohms to 140,000 ohms. 24 in packet.
Damaged insets, 41-,
6!6 post paid. -52, Church Road, Manor Yaxleys. 2B3W3P, 3'-.
Assorted types,
E.12.
Park, London,
24!- doz.
SERVICEMAN'S Disposal Sale. -AVO Toggles, DPDT 2/6, On -Off 2!-, Relays 2ma.
Valve Tester, Oscillator, Bridge, AVºMinor, SPDT. 710.
Vol.
Speakers, Transformers (all kinds). mfd. 230v. A.C. magnet coils -20oz, 36G enam.
Controls, Electrolytic Condensers, 8
5'- ea.
and 16 mfd. 500 v. Valves. Servicing books 5,000 ohm copper shrouded LP chokes. 5'-,
and service sheets, etc. Please state Polished steel panels 18G 10in. x lain., 118.
-Young,
requirements. Stamped envelope.
Sorbo Rubber Sheet, approx. 15 x 10 x
131,01d Shoreham Road, Southwick, Sussex. 2/8 ea.
LARYNX mikes 30! pair.
EF50 valves
BAKER Super -quality 121n. P.M. Speaker,
ea
as new. £4 111s.-Fairleigh, John Wesley. 10'465 kcs.11Fs unecreened 2/6 ea. Best quality
Road, St. George. Bristol.
keys, mount yourself, 6/- set. Plugs
FOR SALE.-Set of 10 B.T.S. One-shot morse
and jacks, R.A.F., 2/6 pair. Resistances,
Inductors for S.T.900 In perfect condition.
10w,,' 15+- per 50. 2 amp. flex 2d. yd..
October, 1944, t100to yds
Best offer. Wanted urgently. of
5 amp. coloured polythene
12!6.
issue and ALL back numbers MONTHLY flex for wiring
2!6 doz. yds. VCs .0005, all
Practical Wireless " before brass. 51-.
issues of
February. 1944. Also ` Radio Designer's H. ENGLISH, The Maltings, Rayleigh

MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
MORSE Practice Equipment for class-room
or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscillators.for both battery or main operation.Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.i.
Phone: Gerrard 2089.
H.A.0 ' Short-wave Receivers. Famous
for over ten years. Improved one-valve
model now available. Complete kit of
components, accessories, with full instructions, now 19/3, postage 9d. Easily
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free
catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109, Hartington

-

.

--

-J.

-

London, W.2. PAD.

SITUATIONS VACANT

-

-

;

-

Road, Hutton,. Brentwood, Essex.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, " Sangamo,"
200-250 volts A.C.,. 50 e., self-starting, fitted
Reduction Gears. Ideal Movements for
Time Switches, Industrial, Dark Room,
Electric Clocks, etc., Rotor Speed 200
r.p.m. Final Speeds available, 1 rev.
12 mins., 22/6: 1 rev., 30 mins., 25!-; 1

rev., 60 mins., 25/-. Consumption 25 watts.,
Size 21x21xfl.
15 Amp. Mercury Switches, enclosed
bakelite tubular cases, 21in.x}in fitted
swivel saddle, connector block, etc., 5/6
each.
Electro Magnets, 200-250 volt A.C., resistance 300 ohms, 1)x11in., 316 each.
Wire -wound Non -Inductive Resistances,
2 watt. Ideal for Meter Shunts, Resistance
Boxes. etc., 21 per cent. accuracy, wound
on bakelite bobbins, Win. One of each of
the following ratings, 25, 50, 100, 200. 400,
600, 1,003 and 2,000 ohms, 516 per lot, postage
paid, quantities available.
Rev. Counters, ex, Meters, drum type,
0-999, automatic reset to zero on completion. 3+6 each.
Projection Lenses, lin. Focus, ideal for
9.5 or 16 mm. Films, Soundheads, etc.
Oxidised Mounts, lifh. long. 9/16ín, diameter,
51- each. Terms cash with order.
H. FRANKS, Scientific Stores, 59, New
Oxford Street, W.C,1. Phone : Museum
8994.

-

6, Also G,E,C. 5, 2
waveband. Reasonable. S.A.E. details.
14. Avenue Road, Kingston, Surrey.
BUSINESS FOR SALE. Radio, Elec., etc.,
Surrey. Profits £12 p.w, £750 s.a.v.Rusiness Brokers, 46. St. James's Pl., S.W.1,

..

Radio and TelecomHandbook" and
Design Manual,"
munications Engineer's
16. Rectory
State price. -E. K. Poolcy,Suffolk.
Road, Orford. Woodbridge,
instrument
copper
COTTON-COVEREDwire, ilb, reels, 18, 20, 22, 24 gauges, 116 26,
28 gauges, 1/9 ; 30, 32g., 2!- ; 34g., 2'3 ; silk 116 30,
covered ditto. 2oz. reels, 24, 26,28g.,
32, 34, 36g., 1/9 : 42g., 2!-; 16g., double silk.
11b., 51- ; B.A. thread screws, 1 gross useful
sizes, 2'6 ; ditto, nuts, 2!6 gross assorted
gross screws and nuts, 203 ; ditto, brass
gr.
washers, 116 gross ; fibre washers, l+6small
assorted
assorted solder tags, 2!- gr. ; rubber
-covered
eyelets and rivets, 1/3 gr.
yd. ; heavier
stranded copper wire, 10.
quality, 210,
quality, 11d, yd. ; very heavy etc.
tinned
yd, ; ideal for aerials, earths,
copper connecting wire, 20ft. coil, 6d.
finest
ditto, rubber covered, loft., 6d. ; single
;
quality push-back wire, 12 yds. 213
wire, 2,5g.
cotton -covered tinned copper
12 yds., 90. ; 50 yds., 3!- : twin bell wire,
12 yds., 1/9 ; heavier quality, 12 yds., 2,3 ;
flat rubber -covered ditto, 3d. yd. ; twin flat
6d. yd. ; Wood's
braided electric cable,tin..
1+- ; sensitive
metal stick, 21im by
permanent detectors, tellurium-zincite
combination, complete on base, guaranteed
with silver
crystal
efficient,- 9'6. ; reliable
cats -whisker, 6d. , reconditioned headphones, complete, 4,000 ohms. 12/6 ; all
Supplies, 33,
Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

4185.

FOR SALE. -Trophy

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT: BROADCAST OFFICER required by the Gold
Coast Government Broadcasting Department for one tour of 12 to 24 months with
possible permanency. Salary £450 rising..
to £720 a year plus local allowance of £48
and separation allowance for married men
between £34 and £204 according to number
of children. Outfit allowance £60. Free
passages and quarters. Candidates should
be of good education and have had a
thorough training in the theory and operation of wireless broadcast transmitters and
in studio technique should understand
thoroughly the system of distributing
radio programmes by wire and have a
knowledge of modern superheterodyne
A knowledge of
short-wave receivers.
gramophone disc recording is desirable.
Applications, which must be in writing.
stating date of birth, full details of qualifications and experience, including present
employment ; also Identity and National
Service or other registration particulars.
and quoting Reference No. O.S. 875, should
.be addressed to the Ministry of Labour and
National Service, Appointments Department, Sardinia Street. Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

TUITION
LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler Way.
See advertisement on page 395.
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary,
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering ; the text is suitable coaching
matter for LP.R.E. Service entry and
progressive exams. ; tuitionary fees-at
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free from the Secretary. Bush House,
Walton Avenue, Henley-on-Thames. Oxon.
Students of both sexes
WIRELESS
trained for important Appointments lu ail
branches of Radio and Television. Boarders
fees. College in
Low
inclusive
accepted.
ideal surroundings 20. stamp for Prospec-

-

tus.-Wireiess College, Colwyn Bay.

Practical Wireless

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of
F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4.,
Blueprátat, F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

Slueiirints, 611. each.
1+927 Crystal Receiver

The" Junior 'Crystal Set

--

..

PW71
PW94

STRAIGHT SETS,
Battery Operated.
One -Valve : Blueprints, is. coco.
All-Wave Cuipen (Pentode)
PW31A

-------

Beginneré One-valver
The " Pyramid " One-volver (HP
Two-valve : Blueprint, is,
The Signet TWO (I) A 1 F)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
-Seleetone Battery Three (D, ILE
(Trans))
Summit Three (HE Pen, D, l'en)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
Bail-Mark Cadet. (D LF,Pen (RC))
F. J. flamme Silver Souvenir (PIF

--

l'en, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Three)
.
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Tram)) ..
1931 Sonotone Th ee Foam (HF
Pen

-F Pen,

I

Wegiteetor, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC))

The illonitor (HF Peu, D, Pen) .
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, B, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
The " Colt " AL -Wave Three (la,
2 LF (RC & Tram))
The `Rapide "- Straight 3 (lb,
2LF(RC & Trans))
.,
F. J. comma Oracle All-Wave
Three (PIF; Bet, Pen.)
1939 " Tribaºd " All -Wave Three
(11F, Pen, D, Pen)
..
(.
P.:.7. C m's "Sprite" Three
-(RF Pen, D, Tet)
..
..
The" Hurricane "All-Wave Three
(SOD, (Pen), Pen)

F. J. Canºr s " Push -Button "
Three (BF Pen, 1) (Pen), Tet). Pour -valve : Blueprints, is. each
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, 7.F,
Nucleon Claws B Pour (SG. D
(SG), LP, Cl.B)..
Fury Four Super (SG. SG. D, Pen)
Battery Ball -Mark 4 (11F, Pen,
D, P ele Pull)
Acme All -rave 4 (í1F Pen, D
(Pee) LP, Cl. B)
..
The ' Admiral " Four (1117 Pen,
BF Pen.I) -Pen (RCM..
F..f. Q m
Lim t ' All -Wave
Pour (11f Pen, D, LI, P)
-,

'

PWS2

PW93
PW76n

PW10

PW37
PW39
PW 40

PW49
PW51
PW773

Two-valve

PWe4

:

(Pen), Pen)..

A.C. Radiogram Two
D, Pow) ..
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each,
Doetble D od -Triode TIerce (IIF

Pen. DDT" Pea)

D.C. Ace (SG. D. Pen)
A.C. Three (SG, D. Pen)

.-

,.

..

A.G. leader (HF Pen D. Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (RF Pen, D, Pen) , .
Dnique (11F Pen, D. Pen), Pere)-:.
F. J. Cáiorn's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (11F Pen, D, Pen)
" All -Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
LP (RC))
A..C.

IF

19,6 Sonotone (HF Pen.

Pen, Westeetor, Peu) .

Mains Record All -Bave -.3
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Fear-valve Blueprints, le.
A.G. Fury Four (8G, SG, I),
:

(HF
each.
Pen)

A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG,

D, Pen)

A.G. Rail-Sark

Ptrsh-Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)
-

SUPERSETS
Battery Sera :.Blueprints, Is. ea(dl.`
F6Errperhet(three-valve)
F. J. Gamin's 2 -valve Superheu
Maine Sets

:

Blueprints, Is. each.

A.C,.teSuperhet(Thrc -valve)

---

-

WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.

Send' (Preferably) .a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d, unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George_ Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand;

PWSS

each.

Pen)

PW38A

Two

PW91

W.C2-

PW30A
PAY-63

SUPERHETS

Battery Sets : Blueprints, is. 61. each.
'Varsity Four
.
..
The Bequest All -Waver ..
..

-

PWeB

PORTABLES

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
F. J. Canon's ELF Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SO, D, Pen) ..
Four -valve : Blueprint, Is.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, L£ LF

Main

.

-

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, Is,
S.W. Converter -Adapter

(1

valve)

-

PW65
PW77
PW86

Family Portable (Hie, D, 110,
'Praise)
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.)

CRYSTAL SETS

..

-

SHORT-WAVE SETS..

One -valve : Blueprints,

--

is. eachS.W.Oºe-vaiver for America ..
Roma Short -Waver
..
..

-"

PWpe°

Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
llïinitnhe Three (SG, D, Trans)

Ail -wave Winning Three

Pen)

,

each.

PWir6

'Trans)
..
Class B Q.uadradyne (2 SG, D, LI',

PW 76

Nere Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF

PW2S'

PW34D.

PW1
4

Class B)

PW62!

,_

Mains' Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Conss,eieetrle Two (D, Pen) A.C.
Etononry A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Three -valve ^ -Blueprints, ls. each
Home Levees New AB -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trans A.C.
Mantovani.A,C, Three (HF, Pen,
D, Pen)

PW4e

-_

t ie(HE,15s.

..

AW421)*

ÁW459

WM402.7
AW 440

Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen)

Three -valve: Blueprints, Is. each.
perimentei s ú - etee Set (D,
Trans, Sup r-regen)
The ("ester Short -waver (SG,

AW439

W31390!

Poor -valve : Blueprints, Is, 6d. each.
4.1V. Short-wave World-beater
(HP, Pen, B, RC, Tram)
Standard Fousvalver Short -waver
(SG, D, LP, P)
Superhet : Blueprint, Is. 6d.
Shnpltled Short-wave Super ._

I936 A -C, Radiogram
1), Pen)
Pour-valve : Blueprints, le. 65.
All-Metal Four (2 SG. D, Pen) ...
Harris' Jubilee- Radiogram .Cllr,
Pen D, LE, I>)

AW436

WM383

Wó1307

Mains Operated
Twe-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Two -valve Mains Short-waver (D,

Pen) A.C.

AW4d.a.

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is.
Emigrates. (SG, D, Pen) A.C.

W171393

.

(SG, D,

.Lucerne Straight Pour (SG, D,
LF, Trane)
£6 lo. Battery Four (HF, D, ILF).
The R.K. Four (SG, SG, D; Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (RF, Pen,
11F, Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five-value ; Blueprints, le, 6d, each.
ch..
Super -quality Five (2 HP, D, RC,
C1eos.B)

WM367

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
Ultra -short
Two (SG,

WM371
WM:389

dia. Tour (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

-

ÁW4475.

Battery
let --.
L
..
--,. -..
-..
-..
..
.- - WÁß52
.. .. is, ed
.. Fnthur'o
-Létenees
(1/6)
-E(t).)
battery am
- wpm),- - Wó408
-., - dW38â ¡ DINTS COUP ON
- W3i374 IThis coupon available until August
must accompany
111 113th,
each - WM" -Practical Hints.
August, 1945..
- muse..

Pen)

Ponr-valve: Blueprints,

AW393

Battery Operated

-

PW23
PWIIP
PWIS'
PW3n0.
PW35B.
kW'JSA

WM407

WM369!

:

Class 'B)

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Fo+ir-etatmn Crystal Set
AW427'
PW7A
Lucerne Tuning Coil for Á.W.427' Sol.
1934 Crystal Set
..
ÁW444
PW844
1.30 -mile Crystal Set
..
,.
AW430.
PW874
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.
PWS9
B.B"C. Special One-valver
ÁW387
Twa-valve . Blueprints, is. each,
PW92
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans).,
AW388
Full-volume Two (SG der. Pen)..
AWI92
A Modern Two-valuer
Wó409
PW17
Three -valve :. Blueprints, is. each.
£i le. S.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans) -ÁW412'.
PW34B Lucerne Ranger (SG, D. Trans) ..
AW 422
PW 34CS Li Os. Three De Luse Version
(SG, D Trans)
A114315
P Wele
Transpo table Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM271
Simple Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Wó32º
PW83
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
WM337
PW96"
W M ' (1934 Standard Three
(SG D, Pea))
Wó351
PW67
£3 -3s Three (SG D, Trans)
{l ó1354
1932 £/3 Ss. Battery Three (SG,

PW19

WM3,e5e.

PORTABLES
Blueprints, is. Bd. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Four -valve

PW4SA

-PWSI'

.

Sets: Blueprints, is, each,

Reptode Super Three A.C.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

PW184

----

PW73

Battery Operated

each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(8G, D, -Pow) Tne Prefect 3 (D, 2 Lie (RC and
Trans)) ,
The Band -spread S.W. Three
(HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
.,

ITP Three (Pen, D,
_

PW60

PW72

Mates Operated
Blueprints, Is. each,

A.G. Tarin (D

Simple S.W, Os -valver..
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D,
The " Fleet " Shortwave
(D (RIP Pen), Pen) .
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is.

PWST
PIV62

PW59v

-

SHORT-WAVE SEES.
One -valve : Blueprint, le.

full

6í19e.
The issues containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but anasterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

Four -valve : Double sided Blueprint, le: ed.
Push Button 4, Battery Modell
PW.96
Push Button 4, A C Mains Model)

PW66"

-

Selctone

--

het 4
.,
`Rualtoné" Unversal Four ..

SPECIAL ºNOT6C,E
'TIME
H
blueprints are drawn

Pour-valve : Blueprints, is. 6d.
Standard Four-valve A.C. Shortwaver (SG, D. RC. Trans)

WM396

-

WBf400

AW370

WM391

MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

WM33I

Amplifier(1i

11ÁW329
13387

-5iPower
-watt A.C. Amplifier

Wó350
WM381

Radio Unit rev.) for 1113392. (17-)
_Barris
óram
plißer (1/-)
De Luxe Concert AG. Electro.
gram (1/9
New Style Short-wave Adapter
Wóí344- Short-wave Adaptor (FU=)"
-..
II L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

1VM392

WM384

WM398

WM464'

Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

verter 11/-)

AW40S

is
1945, and.

1340

WM399.

...-

WM403
WM380

AW45b

W
W 13406

,-

all i

1

B PRACTICAL
PW4SI'.
WIRELESS,
PW42
.,
All applications respecting. -Advertising)n this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTI:SEMEN'T DIRECTOR,
GEORGE NEWEL'S. LTD Tower House. -Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.S. Telephone : Temple Bar 4363,
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY : This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without
the written consent of the publishers Bast given, be lent, re -sold hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade exeeptat the full
retail price of Ott.: and that it shall clot be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
unadthorised cover by nay of Trade ; or alit.ºed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary. or pictorial matter, whatsoever.

D.C. £5 ShYerhet (Three-valve)

"

.

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"?
Whatever your age or experience-whether,.you are one of the " old school or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position under post-war conditions-you must read
,
this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B,Sc,,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Meeh:E:, A,M:LE.E:, A MI:A.E A:M.I,P:
A.M.Srïtd:R:E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and' other important Engineering Examinations,
outlines courses in all branches_ of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT ..; EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING and PLASTICS (the g'reat peacetime careers), MATRICULATION, etc.,
and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.
`

_

NO PASS -- NO FEE '

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW
FREE and without

-

obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409,

SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

T#IE:,

r

17, 18

&

19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

:; TH: LE4Dí[I4C'-INSTITUT-E :OF

IT

17HE.

1NDR

,.

TAYLOR A-C BRIDGE
MODEL 110A
These 'instruments give quick and accurate
measurements of Capacity and Resistance.

There are six Capacity ranges covering from
.00001

also

to 120 mfd. and the Power factor

can

measured on each range. Six
Resistance ranges and available measuring
be

-

-

from '1 ohm to 12 megohms. This bridge is
A.C. mains operated and a leakage test is
also available for detecting leaky paper or
mica condensers.

Price £14 l4s:

-

Ñ.

Please write for technical leaflet..

aRANGES OF CAPACITY
RANGES OF RESISTANCE
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